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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

The data collected through the 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey present a
picture of federal libraries and information centers that provide a wide variety of services to their
respective agencies as well as to the general public. For example, in 1994, theyaveraged 43 requests
or searches per week per federal FTE staff, an annual average of 1,445 loan transactions per federal
FTE staff, and an annual average of 776 inter-library loan requests sent out per library. In 1994, fed-
eral libraries and information centers responding to the Federal Libraries and Information Centers
Survey reported holding over 51 million volumes or volume equivalents in print andabout 625,000
current serial subscriptions. In addition, about half ofthese federal libraries and information centers
indicated providing centralized technical services and selective dissemination of information ser-
vices; about two in five reported providing professional consultation services and preparing pub-
lished bibliographies; and about one in three reported producing publications other than
bibliographies and providing outreach services such as bookmobiles, clinical and circuit libraries,
and regional services.

In 1994, more than half of the responding federal libraries and information centers in the United
States either included the general public in their clientele or reported having services available to
the public. About 40 percent of responding federal libraries and information centers reported the
general public among their users, and about 53 percent reported having services available to the
general public.

In addition, it is evident that federal libraries and information centers have responded to and are
continuing to respond to the advanced technology revolution. In 1994, about a third of the federal
libraries and information centers responding to the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Sur-
vey indicated that they maintained some electronic collections. Furthermore, the majority of re-
sponding federal libraries and information centers indicated that they have available the more
common technologies such as fax, e-mail, CD-ROM, local area networks (LANs), and Internet ac-
cess. Finally, in 1994, responding federal libraries and information centers indicated that nearly half
of their functions were already automated and another 11 percent were, at the time, under devel-
opment. While those federal libraries and information centers at the highest levels of automation
had the highest percentages reporting increases in client service levels, client charges for services
provided, and outside contracting for services from 1992 to 1994, the least automated federal librar-
ies and information centers had the highest percentages reporting increases in federally appropriat-
ed funding over this period.

Most federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 Federal Libraries and In-
formation Centers Survey indicated that they maintained similar levels of services and resources
over the fiscal years 1992 to 1994. However, where there were significant changes, more federal li-
braries and information centers experienced decreases in resources than increases in resources,
while, at the same time, more of them reported increases in level of services to users rather than
decreases. For example, more of the responding federal libraries and information centers indicated
decreases in staff positions, staff training, new purchases of monographs, current subscriptions, and
federal appropriations than reported increases, while more of them indicated significant increases
in levels of service offered to their primary clientele than reported significant decreases. These find-
ings appear to show that although there was a declining trend in resources, federal libraries and in-
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Executive Summary

formation centers continued to provide a wide variety of services and even managed to meet
increasing demands for more and newer services. This may have been possible because of the in-
creased use of technology in support of service.

Most of the federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 survey indicated
that their federal appropriations had not significantly changed from 1992 to 1994. However, their
purchasing power had likely decreased given inflation and increases in costs of new acquisitions,
current subscriptions, and maintenance of advanced technologies. For example, more of the re-
sponding federal libraries and information centers indicated increases in dollars spent on mono-
graphs and serials, while numbers of new purchases and current subscriptions decreased. While
these decreases, to some extent, may be the result of the move towards electronic collections, they
still indicate declining resources.

It appears that users did not decrease their reliance on services provided by federal libraries and
information centers, and there is no reason to expect that they will in the future. In fact, it is
more likely that demands for services, particularly those involving advanced technologies, will
continue to increase. For these reasons, it will be important to ensure that federal libraries and
information centers receive the support they need to continue fulfilling their missions to meet
the needs and demands of their agencies and the general public.
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Introduction

Introduction

Federal agencies, according to a 1993 count, operate over 2,500 libraries and information centers
that comprise a highly diverse and decentralized information services network meeting the needs of
various audiences. These federal libraries and information centers range in collection size, from the
largest library in the world, the Library of Congress, to some of the smallest in the country. They
vary in structure, from traditional hard-copy collections to access through on-line databases, com-
pact disks, and the Internet. Finally, they range in function, from highly specialized agency service
to national public service. Interest in the variety and extent of use of these libraries and information
centers by specific constituencies (e.g., businesses, industry, research and development) and the
general public has grown with the increased emphasis at the federal level on public participation in
the development of policy and with increased accessibility by means of the developing electronic
information infrastructure.

Background
Federal libraries came into existence in 1800 when the Library of Congress was established to serve
the needs of the newly established Washington administration. More libraries were established as
the business of government increased and the needs for library services grew. Federal information
centers had their roots in work carried out during World War II, as the need became apparent for
both the gathering and management of science and technical information. Since the 1980s, leaders
of the information centers in major R&D agencies have met regularly to review and improve coop-
erative management and transfer of federal science and technical information. These individuals,
drawn from the Department of Commerce National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the
Energy Department Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI), the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration Scientific and Technical Division, the Department of Health and
Human Services National Library of Medicine (NLM), the Department of Defense Technical In-
formation Center and Defense Science & Technical Intelligent Information Services Program, and
the Department of the Interior National Biological Services, represent federal departments respon-
sible for over 90% of federal R&D.

In 1965, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) initiated the first comprehensive sur-
vey of federal libraries to collect data on staff, resources, expenditures, functions, and activities.2
The 1994 survey, on which this report is based, is the sixth comprehensive survey that has been
conducted by NCES and the first to include information centers as well as federal libraries. The
most recent previous surveythe Survey of Federal Libraries: Fiscal Year 1978was a joint effort
of the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) and the Federal Library Committee of the
Library of Congress. Those survey data show that in fiscal year 1978, library expenditures reached
over $565 million and total holdings in federal libraries were reported at approximately 200 million
items, ranging anywhere from almost 80 million items in the (then) three central national librar-

1 See Directory of Federal Libraries, 2nd ed. (Phoenix, AZ: Oryx Press, 1993), which lists 2,516 such
entities according to a 1993 census, arranged by the different branches of the federal government: 43
libraries are reported to serve the Legislative Branch; 96, the Judicial Branch; 2,052, the Executive
Branch; and an additional 325 serve independent agencies.

2 This survey, Special Libraries Serving the Federal Government, was conducted by Frank L. Schick,
assisted by Paul Howard, the first Executive Secretary of FLC. In 1968 it was published by the Office
of Education.
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Introduction

iesthe Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural Li-
braryto smaller federal penitentiary libraries, approximately half of which reported collections of
less than 3,000 items (Bellassai, 1983). Aggregate full-time equivalent (FTE) staff reached 20,000,
with a median number of three FTE staff per library. Of the 54 percent of employees for whom pay
grades were reported in 1978, 9 percent were in grade levels 13 and above. The libraries at that time
showed wide variation in mission, in composition, and in size of collections.

In the years immediately following the 1978 survey, and well into the 1980s, federal libraries and
information centers underwent considerable funding and staff size reductions, and experienced in-
creased competition from the private sector. The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, the Deficit Re-
duction Act of 1984, the Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) Circulars A-76 and A-130,
and recommendations from the Grace Commission encouraged greater reliance on private-sector
collection and distribution of federal information. These policies led to major federal funding cuts
and a dramatic reduction of the collection, distribution, and dissemination functions of federal li-
braries and information centers. At that time, the American Library Association expressed concern
that federal budget reduction policies were not effectively balancing cost reduction with the public
good. Many libraries and information center representatives, both then and now, have maintained
that effective management must take into account such service variables as the value and price of
information, its uses, and the library or information center's productivity (McClure et al. 1995).

Although the nature of services of federal libraries and information centers began changing around
the mid-1960s in response to the new electronic environment of the information industry, the
movement accelerated tremendously in recent years. A major revision of OMB's Circular A-130,
the Management of Federal Information Resources, made effective in June 1993, included a direc-
tive encouraging federal agencies to use electronic information to boost accessibility of federal in-
formation and to promote a more demand-driven system. This directive also recommended
increased private-sector contracting to enhance the federal library and information center role in
information storage and distribution by (1) providing a greater diversity of federal information
sources to the public, (2) increasing awareness of the products and utility of government informa-
tion, and (3) providing necessary customer support (Massant 1994). More recent initiatives, such
as Technology for America's Economic Growth: A New Direction to Build Economic Strength and
the National Information Infrastructure (N II), raise new challenges for federal libraries and infor-
mation centers.3 In addition to the drive towards increasing technological capacities, the OMB Cir-
cular A-130 charged federal libraries and information centers with making public access one of their
primary missions.

The 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey
Given the changing environment of federal libraries and information centers described above, the
1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey was critical for collecting current data on
functions, resources, services, staff, and expenditures. The survey was the product of a collaboration
of the Federal Library and Information Center Committee (FLICC) of the Library ofCongress and
the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) of the U. S. Department ofEducation (see
survey in appendix A). It differed from the 1978 survey in that for the first time it included infor-
mation centers. In 1984, the Federal Library Committee became the Federal Library and Informa-
tion Center Committee, incorporating responsibility for information centers as well as federal
libraries. In the 1994 survey, libraries were defined as organizations that include among their func-
tions selection, acquisition, organization, preservation, retrieval, and provision ofaccess to infor-
mation resources, while information centers were defined as organizations that perform the function
of linking requestors with appropriate information resources through established mechanisms, such
as database searching, providing referrals, answering specific questions, or by other means. This sur-

3 Positive developments in this direction include the development of electronic locator services and
directories such as Federal Information Centers (FICs), OMB's Government Information Locator
Service (G1LS), National Library of Medicine's (NLM) MEDLARS, NTIS' FedWorld, and the
Library of Congress Information Systems (LOC1S), LC MARVEL systems.

2 The Status of Federal Libraries and Information Centers
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Introduction

vey also differed from the 1978 survey in that it excluded from the universe overseas units and
school libraries. Overseas units were excluded because of logistical difficulties, and school libraries
were excluded because they have a different mission and function than most federal libraries and
information centers and also to reduce their reporting burden (NCES conducts a separate survey of
school library media centers and library media center specialists). See appendix B for more detail
on defining the universe.

The universe for the 1994 survey comprised 1,234 federal libraries and information centers in the
50 states and the District of Columbia.4 The included facilities met four specific criteria: they (1)
were either a library or information center as defined above; (2) were staffed with at least one paid
part-time or full-time librarian, technical information specialist, library technician, archivist, or
other similarly trained person; (3) were considered to be a federal government operation, or half of
their funding came from federal sources; and (4) supported the information needs of a federal agency
or supplied information as part of the agency's mission. Although all 1,234 federal libraries and in-
formation centers returned surveys in 1994, respondents did not always answer every question. For
this reason, the estimates provided in this report are based on response rates that range upwards
from a low of just about 70 percent of the survey universe in 1994 (i.e., from about 865 to 1,222
federal libraries and information centers).

Overview of this Report
This report summarizes the status of federal libraries and information centers in the United States
during 1994 and describes trends covering the period from 1992 to 1994 that were reported as part
of the 1994 survey.5 To examine the ways in which organizational attributes may impact library and
information center operations, this report classifies federal libraries and information centers in five
different ways, according to their (1) organizational structure, (2) nature of parent organization, (3)
mission/subject area, (4) public access, and (5) level of automation. These five organizational char-
acteristics are defined as follows:

1. Organizational Structure. Federal libraries and information centers were asked to select the
organizational structure that best described them: (i) autonomous (i.e., has a separate facility, col-
lection, and staff; a defined clientele; and full operational control, including of the principal oper-
ating budget); (ii) headquarters /main (i.e., either a single-unit library serving administrative
headquarters, or a central user unit with administrative and directional control of other libraries);
or (iii) branch! nonautonomous (i.e., a user-service unit with quarters separate from the central li-
brary, a permanent collection of materials, a permanent staff, and a regular schedule for opening).

2. Nature of Parent Organization. This category identified the primary nature of the organiza-
tion to which the library or information center reported. That is, the major function or responsi-
bility of the parent organization, which included (i) library/information center, (ii) administrative
(e.g., planning, finance, facilities), (iii) computer technology and information resources management,
(iv) education (e.g., outreach, public programs, training), (v) legal (e.g., legal counsel), (vi) technical!
research (e.g., in sciences, mechanics, industrial arts, historical, cultural), or (vii) "Other."

3. Mission/Subject Area. Federal libraries and information centers were asked to indicate which
best described their mission and subject area. The survey allowed them 12 choices of mission and
subject area which were collapsed into 9 categories for the purposes of this report. The nine catego-
ries are described below:

Presidential, that is, specialize in the official records, memorabilia, literature, and other ma-
terials concerning the affairs of Presidents of the United States.

4 The 1978 Survey sample included 2,142 federal libraries worldwide, of which 1,880 responded.
5 Throughout this report, references to 1992 and 1994 refer to the fiscal year ending on September 30

of that year; that is "in 1992" means in the fiscal year ending September 30, 1992.
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Introduction

National, that is, have legally mandated, government-wide responsibilities and missions
that pertain to both national and international matters and include, among others, the Li-
brary of Congress, National Library of Medicine, National Agricultural Library, and Na-
tional Technical Information Service.

Academic, that is, serve the faculty and students in colleges, universities, graduate, and
postgraduate schools (e.g., U.S. Military Academy, U.S. Naval Academy).

Science and technology (includes classifications "Engineering and Science," and "Special"
from the survey list), that is, have collections and services that are devoted predominately
to engineering and sciences, or serve specialized clientele and provide services limited to
the interests of those clientele.

Health and medicine, that is, have collections and services predominately devoted to medi-
cine and the health sciences.

General (including classifications "General", "Hospital", and "Penal" from the survey list),
that is, provide service to meet cultural, information, education, and recreation needs of a
defined clientele (e.g., libraries on military bases). These include libraries serving penal in-
stitutions and patient's libraries and information centers located in hospitals.

Law, that is, have collections and services predominantly legal in nature.

Multitype, that is, have nonautonomous or semi-autonomous collections, branches, or fa-
cilities with each supporting a different mission or subject-matter interest, and with each
component serving separately defined user groups that may not overlap; and

Training center and/or instructional technical school, that is, support nondegree-granting edu-
cation (vocational) centers.

4. Public access. This category distinguishes between (i) federal libraries and information centers
that include the general public among their user populations or have services available to the gen-
eral public, and (ii) those that do not.

5. Level of automation. This category classifies federal libraries and information centers in terms
of the extent to which their functions are automated. It includes five levels of automation, based on
the distributions of responses to items related to the numbers of automated library functions and
technologies available to patrons, with level 1 as the least automated and level 5 as the most auto-
mated.

As presented here, these five categories are independent of one another; that is, they each are used
to classify all of the 1994 survey respondents. Each of the 27 tables included in this report presents
data for all federal libraries and information centers in terms of each of these five categories and
their subcategories. The data for the three largest national librariesthe Library of Congress, the
National Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural Libraryare particularly influential
on the estimates for the various subcategories that include them on any table.6 For this reason,
throughout the report, averages by library or information center or in terms of federal FTE staff are
presented to ameliorate the effect of these influences and the fact that some subcategories include
substantially greater numbers of libraries and information centers than other subcategories. In ad-

6 All three national libraries were included in the following subcategories: "Autonomous" for
organizational structure; "National" for mission/subject area; "General Public Included in Clientele"
for public access; and "Fifth Quintile" for level of automation. For the nature of the parent
organization category, the Library of Congress was included in the "Other" subcategory, the National
Library of Medicine was included in the "Library/Information Center" subcategory, and the National
Agricultural Library was included in the "Administrative" category. The National Library of
Education had not been legislated at the time of the survey.
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dition, for all tables in this report, the five subcategories on a table that include the Library of Con-
gress are identified and the particular indicator values for the Library of Congress are provided in
the table footnotes.

Since some federal libraries and information centers did not provide the information in the 1994
survey needed to classify them into one or more of the subcategories used to present results, table
1.1 presents the numbers of respondents that could be classified, their rates of response relative to
the survey universe of 1,234 libraries and information centers, and the distribution of responses
among each of the five federal library and information center classifications (e.g., organizational
structure, nature of parent organization). Also shown on this table are the particular subcategories
within each of the five classifications of federal libraries and information centers that include the
Library of Congress.

The body of this report is organized into three chapters: (1) services, (2) collections and expendi-
tures, and (3) staff. The information in each of these chapters provides a picture of federal libraries
and information centers in fiscal year 1994 and of trends from fiscal year 1992 to fiscal year 1994 as
reported in 1994 as part of the survey. All descriptive statements in the report are based on estimates
provided by at least 70 percent of respondents. All comparative statements that are made have been
tested for statistical significance to ensure that the differences are larger than might be expected due
to sampling variation. To illustrate the status and trends for different types of federal libraries and
information centers, the report presents highlights of findings from federal libraries and information
centers with a science and technology mission and those with a health and medicine mission. Not
only was there a substantial number of federal libraries and information centers with one or the oth-
er of these missions, but these federal libraries and information centers represent missions of partic-
ular interest and importance for the nation.

Chapter 1 reports on level of services, including searches and loans; trends in providing services for
payment; the variety of services provided including advanced technologies; and extent of automa-
tion in federal libraries and information centers. Chapter 2 provides information on existing col-
lections, trends in new acquisitions and expenditures for them, trends in federal appropriations,
physical space, and the status of electronic collections in federal libraries and information centers.
Chapter 3 focuses on the staff resources in federal libraries and information centers in 1994 and
trends 1992 to 1994 in staff positions, contracted services, and training activities.

The Status of Federal Libraries and Information Centers 5
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Table 1.1- Numbers of respondents, response rates, and distribution of responses within the five
classifications of federal libraries and information centers based on the 1994 survey

FL & IC Category
Numbers of FL & IC

respondents

Response rates and
distribution of

responses

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1,234 1,234

1. Organizational structure 1,159 93.9%
Autonomous' 838 72.3"
Headquarters or main 181 15.6
Branch or nonautonomous 140 12.1

11. Nature of parent organization 1,158 93.8%
Library/Info. center 361 31.2"
Administrative 372 32.1
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 7.0
Education 98 8.4
Legal 67 5.8
Research/Technical 170 14.7

Other' 9 0.8

Ill. Mission/subject area 1,161 94.1%
Presidential 9 0.8"
National' 20 1.7
Academic 42 3.6
Science and technology 447 38.5
Health and medicine 256 22.0
General 211 18.2
Law 90 7.8
Multitype 53 4.6
Training center and/or instructional school 33 2.8

IV. Public access 1,161 94.1%
Services available or provided to general public' 658 56.7"
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 43.3

V. Level of automation 1,154 93.5%
First quintile (least automated) 272 23.6"
Second quintile 278 24.1
Third quintile 198 17.2
Fourth quintile 267 23.1

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)a 139 12.0

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
(b) Percentages calculated within FL & IC classification are based on the total number of respondents for that classification.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Chapter 1: Services

Overview
There are numerous ways to characterize and measure services provided by federal libraries and
information centers for their clientele. Some of the more traditional approaches include a gate
count and a count of loan transactions. However, because libraries and information centers are now
much more than simple repositories of print materials, gate counts and counts of loan transactions
do not adequately characterize the types and level of services they provide. Also, regardless of the
services libraries and information centers provide, a major feature of their operations has been open
accessibility. Specifically, federal libraries and information centers, to the greatest extent possible,
have held to policies that provide their services to clients at no charge. Nevertheless, in times of
declining funds and competing priorities libraries and information centers may have had toconsider
limiting services or beginning to charge for certain types of services. This chapter reports on types
and levels of services provided, and trends in the provision of services including the charging of fees.
The chapter also provides information on the extent of automation of functions in the nation's
federal libraries and information centers.

The 1978 survey of federal libraries provides a context from which to consider the data presented
here based on the 1994 survey of federal libraries and information centers, although the numbers
and types of respondent organizations in the two surveys were different. In 1978, a total of almost
60 million service contacts were reported by 1,820 federal libraries. More specifically direct
circulation service contacts totalled 42,144,891 in that year, while interlibrary loan transaction
contacts were reported at 1,294,335. Informational transactions, which included reference,
directional, and on-line reference transactions, resulted in a reported 12,804,694 service contacts,
and another 3,575,824 service contacts were reported for photocopying materials for patrons. Some
form of automation (e.g., on-line databases or circulation or cataloging systems) was reported by 27
percent of all library respondents in 1978, with on-line databases being the most used automated
service (reported by 19 percent of respondents). Distribution of the 119 automated systems under
development in 4 percent of these federal libraries in 1978 indicated proportionately greater
emphasis on automating acquisition, serials control, and circulation systems.

In 1994, federal libraries and information centers responding to the survey reported high levels of
usage by their clientele. Although the majority of federal libraries and information centers reported
in 1994 there were no significant changes from 1992 to 1994 in the level of services they provided,
substantially more reported significant increases than reported significant decreases. Interestingly,
reports of significant increases in levels of service to clientele were related to level of automation;
federal libraries and information centers at the highest level of automation had the highest
percentages reporting increases in service levels, those federal libraries and information centers at
the next highest level of automation had the second highest percentages reporting increases in
service levels, and so on to the least automated federal libraries and information centers that had
the lowest percentages reporting increases in service levels.

Only one in five of responding federal libraries and information centers reported that requiring
client payment for services applied to them. Of those who reported on trends in charging fees, the
highest percentage reported no significant changes, but about three times as many reported
significant increases as reported significant decreases.

Federal libraries and information centers were also asked about providing and charging for eight
specific services: centralized technical services, preparation of published bibliographies, preparation
of other publications, the production of on-line or CD-ROM databases, translations, selective
dissemination of information (SDI) services, outreach services, and professional consultation.
Services such as SDI, centralized technical services, professional consultation, and preparation of
published bibliographies were provided by over one-third of all responding federal libraries and
information centers, while the other four services were provided by fewer federal libraries and
information centers. Of all the services responding federal libraries and information centers
reported providing, less than 5 percent required client payment. In addition, only 7 percent of
responding libraries and information centers that provided one or more of these eight services
charged for at least one of them.
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Federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey reported large volumes of inter-library loan requests received
(borrowed) and filled (sent out): they averaged over 746 inter-library loans borrowed and 776 loans
sent out per federal library or information center. As with charges for other services, only a small
percentage (13.3 percent) reported on trends in charging for these inter-library loans, and most of
those that did, reported no significant changes.

Federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 survey reported providing a
variety of services in 1994 including conducting an average of about 43 requests or searches per
week per federal FTE staff and processing an annual average of 1,445 loan transactions per federal
FTE staff. Requests and searches include reference services, directional/ready reference requests, on-
line searches, CD-ROM searches, other in-house database searches, and Internet searches. Loan
transactions include direct circulation of materials to users and specifically do not include inter-
library loans. In addition to searches and user loans, over half of the federal libraries and information
centers reported providing the following technologies for users to access: fax, e-mail, CD-ROM,
local area networks (LAN), and the Internet. Finally, federal libraries and information centers
reported that in 1994 nearly half of their functions were automated and that the majority of these
were automated prior to 1991. They also reported that over 11 percent more of their functions were
in the process of being automated.

Service Levels
In 1994, federal libraries and information centers responding to the Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey reported a high level of usage of their facilities (see table 1.1). For
example, federal libraries and information centers with an autonomous structure had a total gate
count per typical week of 339,857 persons, with an average gate count of 576. Headquarter or main
federal libraries and information centers reported a total gate count of 111,564 persons per typical
week, with an average gate count of 872.

Federal libraries and information centers were asked in 1994 to characterize the trend from 1992 to
1994 in the level of services they provided. The data in table 1.2 show that, overall for federal
libraries and information centers in the various classifications, the majority reported no significant
changes from 1992 to 1994 in the level of services they provided. For thosewho reported significant
changes in service levels, substantially more reported significant increases (33.4 percent) than
reported significant decreases (5.5 percent).

In the organizational structure category, similar percentages of federal libraries and information
centers in the three subcategories reported no significant changes in levels of service. Although
similar percentages also reported significant increases or significant decreases, autonomous federal
libraries and information centers had a higher percentage reporting significant increases (34.2
percent) than branch or nonautonomous federal libraries and information centers (29.3 percent).
In fact, branch or nonautonomous federal libraries and information centers recorded the highest
percentage within the organizational structure category reporting significant decreases in level of
service over the period 1992 to 1994 (6.8 percent).

In the nature of parent organization category, the majority of responding federal libraries and
information centers in each subcategory reported no significant changes from 1992 to 1994 in
service levels. Federal libraries and information centers that had the highest percentages reporting
significant increases in level of service reported to parent organizations with either computer
technology/information resources management or legal responsibilities (38.0 percent). Responding
federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with education
responsibilities had the highest percentage reporting significant decreases in level of service (7.5
percent).
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Table 1.1 Total and average gate count per typical week in federal libraries and information centers (FL

and IC) in 1994

FL St IC Category

total #
gate count

average #
gate count

TOTAL (all federal libraries

and information centers) 485,62lb 586h

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 339,857 576

Headquarters or main 111,564 872

Branch or nonautonomous 34,065 315

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 168,820 621

Administrative 197,489 693

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 14,507h 269h

Education 53,487b 836b

Legal
Research/Technical 25,653 233

Othera

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 100 14

Nationala 23,207 1,289

Academic 53,644 1,490

Science and technology 76,191b 251h

Health and medicine
General 203,352 1,065

Law

Multitype 22,600b 628b

Training center and/or instructional school 24,178 806

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to general public' 273,333b 602"

Services not available or provided to gen. public 212,288 568

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 60,261 294

Second quintile 72,641 363

Third quintile 79,319 571

Fourth quintile 130,454b 733b

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)a 142,441 1,370

Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, it reported a total gate count of 16,000 per typical week.

(b) These estimates are based on response rates that fall between 65 percent and 69 percent.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part E, Section 1, Question 3 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.1.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and InformationCenters Survey.
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Table 1.2- Trends in level of service offered to primary clientele in federal libraries and information
centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

%

reporting
significant
increases in

level of serviceb

% reporting
no change
in level of

service

%
reporting
significant

decreases in

level of serviceb

%

for which this
does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 33.4% 58.7% 5.5% 2.4%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousa 34.2 57.8 5.5 2.6
Headquarters or main 33.3 60.9 4.0 1.7
Branch or nonautonomous 29.3 61.7 6.8 2.3

H. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 35.1 55.4 6.1 3.5
Administrative 31.5 60.7 6.4 1.4
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 38.0 59.5 2.5 0.0
Education 31.9 58.5 7.5 2.1
Legal 37.9 57.6 1.5 3.0
Research/Technical 32.1 61.8 4.2 1.8
Other' 12.5 50.0 0.0 37.5

HI. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 88.9 0.0 0.0
Nationala 22.2 77.8 0.0 0.0
Academic 32.5 52.5 10.0 5.0
Science and technology 34.2 59.2 4.3 2.4
Health and medicine 37.5 56.9 2.4 3.2
General 29.1 57.8 11.7 1.5
Law 33.3 63.2 1.2 2.3
Multitype 30.8 57.7 11.5 0.0
Training center and/or instructional school 36.4 51.5 6.1 6.1

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publica 34.9 56.6 5.6 2.9
Services not available or provided to gen. public 31.4 61.4 5.3 1.8

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 25.1 63.3 5.0 6.6
Second quintile 29.6 62.2 6.3 1.9
Third quintile 34.5 59.8 4.6 1.0
Fourth quintile 40.2 54.1 5.4 0.4
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)a 42.5 50.0 6.0 1.5

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
(b) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 08 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.2.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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In the mission/subject area category, more than half of the responding federal libraries and
information centers reported no significant changes in service levels from 1992 to 1994. Those with
academic, general, and multitype missions had the highest percentages reporting significant
decreases in levels of services over that period (10.0 percent, 11.7 percent, and 11.5 percent,
respectively). Federal libraries and information centers with health and medicine or science and
technology missions, by contrast, were among those respondents with an identified mission
reporting higher percentages of significant increases in levels of services.

Federal libraries and information centers responding to the 1994 survey that provided public access
had a lower percentage reporting no significant change in the level of services provided (56.6
percent) compared to those that did not provide or make available services to the general public
(61.4 percent). Slightly higher percentages of those federal libraries and information centers
providing public access reported significant increases (34.9 compared to 31.4 percent) and
significant decreases (5.6 compared to 5.3 percent) in level of service than did their counterparts
without public access.

The percentage of responding federal libraries and information centers reporting no significant
change in level of service decreases with increasing level of automation: 63.3 percent of federal
libraries and information centers with the least automation (i.e., in the first quintile) reported no
significant change in service level, compared to 50.0 percent of those most highly automated federal
libraries and information centers (i.e., in the fifth quintile). Correspondingly, the percentage
reporting significant increases in service level goes up with increasing levels of automation: 25.1
percent in the first quintile to 42.5 percent in the fifth quintile. However, no relationship is evident
between level of automation and percentage reporting significant decreases; for example, federal
libraries and information centers in the second quintile did not differ in their reporting of
significant decreases in level of service (6.3 percent) from those in the fifth quintile (6.0 percent).

Payment for Services
Trends

With increases in costs of new acquisitions and of maintaining and operating advanced
technologies, coupled with declines in funding, federal libraries and information centers face the
dilemma of charging users for some of the services they provide. Federal libraries and information
centers have not historically charged for services, and many continue to believe that their services
should be provided to users without charge. The data regarding services for payment show that, in
fact, very few libraries and information centers charge for services. In addition, although there is
some indication of an increasing trend from 1992 to 1994, the percentages for significant increases
in fees for services were small.

The information in table 1.3 shows that 79.8 percent of all federal libraries and information centers
indicated that trends regarding charging of fees did not apply to them. Of the remaining 20.2
percent, 16.3 percent indicated that they experienced no significant changes in charging of service
fees, 3.1 percent indicated significant increases, and 0.9 percent indicated significant decreases. The
pattern of responses in most of the subcategories reflected the overall pattern.

Selected Services

Federal libraries and information centers were also asked whether, in 1994, they charged for one or
more of eight specific services: providing centralized technical services, preparing published
bibliographies, preparing other publications, producing on-line or CD-ROM databases, doing
translations, providing SDI services, providing outreach services and conducting professional
consultations. The data presented in table 1.4 indicate that only 4.2 percent of the services provided
by federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 survey required client
payment, and only 6.8 percent of the responding federal libraries and information centers that
provided one or more of those services charged for at least one of them.

The Status of Federal Libraries and Information Centers 13
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Table 1.3- Trends in charging of fees to users for functions or services in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994C

FL & IC Category

% reporting
significant
increases

in chargingb

% reporting
no change

in charging

% reporting
significant
decreases

in chargingb

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 3.1% 16.3% 0.9% 79.8%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 2.9 15.8 0.5 80.9
Headquarters or main 5.3 18.1 1.2 75.4
Branch or nonautonomous 1.5 17.3 2.3 79.0

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 3.8 18.9 0.9 76.5
Administrative 2.5 18.1 0.8 78.6
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 3.9 13.0 0.0 83.1
Education 2.1 13.8 2.1 81.9
Legal 1.6 11.1 1.6 85.7
Research/Technical 3.7 11.0 0.6 84.8
Other' 0.0 22.2 0.0 77.8

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 33.3 11.1 55.6
National' 0.0 52.6 0.0 47.4
Academic 0.0 12.2 2.4 85.4
Science and technology 5.2 16.5 1.2 77.2
Health and medicine 2.0 14.5 0.4 83.1
General 2.0 19.9 0.5 77.6
Law 0.0 9.5 1.2 89.3
Multitype 5.9 15.7 0.0 78.4
Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 3.1 0.0 96.9

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public' 3.7 19.0 1.0 76.4
Services not available or provided to gen. public 2.3 12.8 0.8 84.1

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 2.7 13.5 1.2 82.6
Second quintile 3.4 15.6 0.7 80.3
Third quintile 0.5 20.6 0.5 78.4
Fourth quintile 2.8 15.4 0.4 81.5
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)' 7.5 18.7 2.2 71.6

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
(b) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(c) Functions and services that may require user fees include centralized technical services, preparing published bibliographies or other

publications, producing on-line or CDROM databases, translations, SDI, outreach services, and professional consultation.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeledI-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 17 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.3.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 1.4- Percentage of servicesa requiring client payment and percentage of federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) with these services in 1994

FL & IC Category

% of FL & IC with any
service that requires

client payment

% of services

requiring client paymentb

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 6.8% 4.2%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous` 6.0 3.7

Headquarters or main 11.5 6.6

Branch or nonautonomous 4.7 3.2

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 6.8 4.8

Administrative 6.4 3.9

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 11.1 8.0

Education 2.3 0.8

Legal 3.9 1.3

Research/Technical 7.4 3.9

Other` 25.0 16.7

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 12.5 5.6

National` 30.0 20.0

Academic 2.6 1.0

Science and technology 9.3 5.1

Health and medicine 2.7 0.9

General 1.5 1.7

Law 4.4 2.0

Multitype 18.4 17.5

Training center and/or instructional school 6.9 6.4

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public` 7.9 4.6

Services not available or provided to gen. public 5.1 3.6

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 4.1 3.7

Second quintile 6.4 3.5

Third quintile 4.6 2.6

Fourth quintile 6.5 3.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)` 14.0 8.2

(a) Services that require client payment include centralized technical services, preparing published bibliographies or other publications,
producing on-line or CD-ROM databases, translations, SDI, outreach services, and professional consultation.

(h) Includes all services reported by all libraries regardless of whether they charge for services.
(c) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part E, Section 5, Question 1, Lines 01-08, Column 3 of the Federal Libraries and Information

Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.4.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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In the organizational structure category, responding federal libraries and information centers with
a headquarters/main structure reported the highest percentage of services requiring client payment
(6.6 percent). Headquarters/main libraries and information centers also had the highest percentage
reporting that they required payment for at least one of the eight services (11.5 percent), while
branch/non-autonomous libraries and information centers had the lowest percentage (4.7 percent).

Responding federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with
"Other" responsibilities (a subcategory including the Library of Congress) had the highest
percentage reporting that they provided and charged for at least one of the eight specific services
(25.0 percent). Responding federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent
organizations with education or legal responsibilities reported the lowest percentages of services
requiring client payment (0.8 percent and 1.3 percent, respectively) and had the lowest percentages
requiring client payment for at least one of the eight services mentioned (2.3 percent and 3.9
percent, respectively).

In the mission/subject area category, federal libraries and information centers with a national
mission that responded to the 1994 survey had the highest percentage indicating they charged fees
for at least one of eight specific services (30.0 percent), while those with a general mission had the
lowest percentage providing and charging for at least one of the eight specific services (1.5 percent).
Responding federal libraries and information centers with a national or a multitype mission had the
highest percentages of services requiring client payment.

Federal libraries and information centers with a science and technology mission appear rather
different from those with a health and medicine mission in terms of client charges. Science and
technology federal libraries and information centers were more likely than their health and
medicine counterparts to (1) have higher percentages charging clients for any one of the eight
services listed on the survey form (9.3 percent versus 2.7 percent) and (2) report higher percentages
of services that require client payment (5.1 percent versus 0.9 percent).

In the public access category, federal libraries and information centers that make services available
or provide services to the general public reported both a higher percentage of services that required
client payment (4.6 percent compared to 3.6 percent) and a higher percentage charging for at least
one of the eight specific services (7.9 percent compared to 5.1 percent).

Federal libraries and information centers in the fifth quintile of level of automation (i.e., the most
automated) reported both the highest percentage of services requiring client payment (8.2 percent)
and the highest percentage providing and charging for at least one of the eight specific services
(14.0 percent). By contrast, those federal libraries and information centers in the first quintile (i.e.,
the least automated) reported the lowest percentage providing and charging for at least one of the
eight specific services (4.1 percent).

Inter-library Loans

In addition to charging for various services, federal libraries and information centers can also charge
other libraries and information centers for inter-library loans (see table 1.5). In 1994, however, only
13.3 percent of all federal libraries and information centers provided information regarding trends
in charging for inter-library loans for the period 1992 to 1994. Of that number, 11.5 percent
indicated no significant changes in charging for inter-library loans, with 1.1 percent indicating
significant increases and 0.7 percent indicating significant decreases.

Variety of Services Provided
Requests, Searches, and Loan Transactions

Federal libraries and information centers provide a number of different services. Three of the major
services they provide are research, direct loans, and inter-library loans. Library staff conduct
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Table 1.5- Trends in charging to other libraries for inter-library loans made by federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting % reporting
significant % reporting significant % for which
increases in no change decreases this does not

charginga in charging in charginga apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1.1% 11.5% 0.7% 86.7%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 0.6 12.4 0.3 86.7

Headquarters or main 2.9 9.3 1.2 86.6

Branch or nonautonomous 1.5 9.1 2.3 87.1

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 1.2 12.4 1.2 85.3

Administrative 1.4 11.1 0.6 87.0

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 1.3 7.7 0.0 91.0

Education 1.1 14.7 2.1 82.1

Legal 0.0 11.1 0.0 88.9

Research/Technical 0.0 11.0 0.0 89.0

Otherb 0.0 11.1 0.0 88.9

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 22.2 11.1 66.7

Nationalb 0.0 10.5 0.0 89.5

Academic 0.0 9.5 2.4 88.1

Science and technology 0.7 12.0 0.9 86.4

Health and medicine 2.8 18.4 0.0 78.8

General 1.0 5.4 0.5 93.1

Law 0.0 10.7 0.0 89.3

Multitype 0.0 7.7 1.9 90.4

Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 0.8 13.8 0.8 84.7

Services not available or provided to gen. public 1.4 8.6 0.6 89.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 0.0 9.6 0.4 90.0

Second quintile 1.1 11.6 0.8 86.5

Third quintile 1.0 10.8 1.0 87.2

Fourth quintile 1.5 13.1 0.4 84.9

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 2.2 13.2 1.5 83.1

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part I, Question 2, Line 16 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.5.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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research in response to requests from clients for searches and basic information. Loan transactions
include direct circulation of material to users. Inter-library loans include both those borrowed by
and those sent out to other libraries and information centers. Table 1.6 presents informationon
weekly requests or searches and annual direct-user loan transactions per federal FTE. Table 1.7
reviews information related to inter-library loan transactions.

In 1994, federal libraries and information centers responding to the Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey reported they processed an average of 42.8 requests or searches per
federal FTE staff during a typical week and that they averaged an annual 1,445 direct loan
transactions to users per federal FTE. Responding federal libraries and information centers also
reported a total number of 876,607 inter-library loan requests received (borrowed), which averaged
746 loans borrowed per library or information center, and a total of 906,406 inter-library loan
requests filled (sent out), which averaged 776 per library or information center. In other words,
federal libraries and information centers reported loaning out more of their collections than they
borrowed from other libraries and information centers.

In the organizational structure category, responding federal libraries and information centers with
an autonomous structure averaged 70.2 requests or searches per federal FTE in a typical week, while
branch or nonautonomous libraries and information centers averaged 35.2 requests or searches per
FTE in a typical week. Autonomous libraries and information centers also had a higher total and
average number of inter-library loan requests received and a higher total number of loan requests
filled than did branch/nonautonomous libraries and information centers.

Federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with administrative
responsibilities recorded 61.8 requests or searches per federal FTE in a typical week and one of the
higher annual number of loan transactions per federal FTE staff (3,673 transactions). In contrast,
responding federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with legal
responsibilities had one of the lower annual numbers of loan transactions per federal FTE staff (284
transactions). In terms of inter-library loan requests, federal libraries and informationcenters that
reported to parent organizations with education responsibilities had one of the higher average
numbers of requests received (1,036 requests).

Federal libraries and information centers with a training center or instructional school mission/
subject area had one of the higher numbers of requests per federal FTE per typical week (108.9
requests), while those with a presidential mission had one of the lowest numbers (4.6 requests).
Federal libraries and information centers with a general mission reported the highest annual
number of loan transactions per federal FTE staff (9,607 transactions), and those with either a
national or presidential mission had the lowest (37.8 and 91.3 transactions, respectively). Federal
libraries and information centers with a health and medicine mission had one of the higher average
numbers of inter-library loans received (1,534 loans received), while those with a presidential
mission had one of the lowest numbers (6 loans received). Federal libraries and informationcenters
with a health and medicine mission recorded a higher average number of inter-library loan requests
filled than did their counterparts with a science and technology mission (1,453 loan requests versus
425 requests).

In the public access category, federal libraries and information centers that neither have public
services available nor provide services to the general public had a higher number of annual loan
transactions per federal FTE staff (4,453 transactions compared to 888 transactions) than did those
providing services to the public. In terms of inter-library loans, the apparent differences between
these two types of federal libraries and information centers are difficult to interpret, on account of
the considerable variability in the estimates.

Federal libraries and information centers at the highest level of automation (i.e., in the fifth
quintile) reported the lowest average number of loan transactions per federal FTE (679.8
transactions). These most highly automated libraries and information centers also reported the
highest average number of inter-library loan requests received in 1994 (2,159 requests).
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Table 1.6- Weekly requests or searches and annual direct-user loan transactions per federal FTE staff in
federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL St IC Category

# of requests/searches
per federal FTE staff

per typical weeka

Annual # of loan
transactions per

federal FTE staffb

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 42.8 1,444.6

1. Organizational structure

Autonomous` 70.2 1,502.6
Headquarters or main 1,318.8
Branch or nonautonomous 35.2 1,404.2

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 30.9 1,944.7
Administrative 61.8 3,673.0

Computer tech/ Info. resources mgmt. 56.1d 1,552.1

Education 95.8d 2,957.3
Legal 30.2 284.1
Research/Technical 1,093.6

Other` 39.5 1.8

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 4.6 91.3

National` 9.5 37.8
Academic 2,957.8

Science and technology 69.7d 1,627.6
Health and medicine 61.7 2,958.1

General 84.1d 9,606.6
Law 35.5 662.3
Multitype - 3,821.7
Training center and/or instructional school 108.9 3,734.0

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public` 37.8d 888.0
Services not available or provided to gen. public 59.0 4,453.0

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 57.1 3,401.4
Second quintile 18.8 1,098.2

Third quintile 62.3d 3,601.9

Fourth quintile 68.5" 3,635.0

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)` 679.8

- Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
(a) Requests and searches include reference services, directional/ready reference requests, substantive reference requests, on-line searches, CD-

ROM searches and other in-house database searches, and Internet searches.
(b) Loan transactions are made directly to users; does not include materials lent to other libraries or inter-library loans.
(c) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. The Library of Congress did not report on the number of requests. The

Library of Congress is a research library and hooks are used only on the premises.
(d) These estimates are based on response rates that fall between 65 percent and 69 percent.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response. Data in this table are taken from Part E, Section 2, Question 2, Lines 01-06; and Part E,
Section 4, Question 1 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.

NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.6.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 1.7- Inter-library loan transactions in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994a

FL & IC Category

Total # of Average # of Total # of Average # of
inter-library inter-library inter-library inter-library
loan requests loan requests loan requests loan requests

received received filled filled
(borrowed) (borrowed) (sent out) (sent out)

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 876,607 746 906,406 776

1. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 610,518 765 738,486 934
Headquarters or main 220,204 1,280 136,694 799
Branch or nonautonomous 42,179 325 31,226 238

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 233,296 678 395,110 1,145
Administrative 306,391 856 289,680 828
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 70,782 896 24,881 315
Education 101,568 1,036 81,662 851
Legal 10,466 174 7,821 128
Research/Technical 150,034 994 89,636 590

Otherb 3,370 374 17,616 1,957

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 48 6 977 122

Nationalb 16,529 827 273,920 13,696
Academic 45,761 1,090 32,593 776
Science and technology 298,570 718 176,225 425
Health and medicine 377,259 1,534 355,935 1,453
General 78,028 383 36,504 183
Law 21,640 264 13,911 170
Multitype 36,047 707 12,053 236
Training center and/or instructional school 2,725 83 4,288 134

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 553,761 882 730,813 1,164
Services not available or provided to gen. public 322,846 681 175,593 376

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 39,946 155 39,443 154
Second quintile 159,504 607 164,585 636
Third quintile 104,003 568 74,658 410
Fourth quintile 278,751 1,089 186,502 726

Fifth quintile (most highly automated )b 293,603 2,159 440,368 3,286

(a) Loan transactions include items charged directly to library users for use outside the library. Does not count materials lent in bulk loans or
lent to other libraries on inter-library loan.

(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, the Library of Congress reported a total of 495 inter-library
loan requests received and 17,585 inter-library loan requests sent out.

NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total
survey universe due to item non-response.

NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part E, Section 4, Question 2; Part E, Section 4, Question 4 of the Federal Libraries and Information
Centers Survey.

NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.7.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and information Centers Survey.
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Other Selected Services

In addition to loan transactions and reference services, libraries and information centers provide a
variety of other services. These include centralized technical services, preparation of published
bibliographies, preparation of other publications, the production of on-line or CD-ROM databases,
translations, selective dissemination of information (SDI) services, outreach services, and
professional consultation. The information from federal libraries and information centers about the
provision of these eight specific services during fiscal year 1994 is provided in table 1.8.

Of the eight services, SDI and centralized technical services were offered by half or more than half
of the federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey. Professional consultation services and preparation of published
bibliographies were offered next most frequently by these federal libraries and information centers.
In contrast, fewer than 20 percent of federal libraries and information centers produced on-line or
CD-ROM databases or provided translation services in 1994.

In general, within most of the subcategories shown in table 1.8, SDI, centralized technical services,
professional consultation, and preparation of published bibliographies were provided by the highest
percentages of libraries and information centers. However, the exact ordering of these percentages
varied among the subcategories. In addition, for some subcategories the list of the top four services
differed. One example of this is the branch/non-autonomous subcategory, where the highest
percentages of federal libraries and information centers reported providing outreach services and
professional consultation, followed by centralized technical services, and then SDI.

Responding federal libraries and information centers with science and technology and health and
medicine missions differed in terms of their emphases on the eight services listed. Those with
science and technology missions had higher percentages providing centralized technical services,
on-line CD-ROM databases, and translation services. Those with health and medicine missions
had higher percentages providing outreach and SDI services and preparing published
bibliographies.

Technology-Based Services
Numerous advanced technologies have become or are now becoming commonplace. The electronic
medium has been especially advantageous for archiving and retrieval of tremendous amounts of
information. The use of different technologies to transmit information and for communication has
also increased access to information. Federal libraries and information centers not only benefit
themselves from having these capabilities but they also benefit their clientele.

The data in table 1.9 show that, in 1994, federal libraries and information centers that responded
to the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey provided an average of four (out of nine)
specific technologies to their clientele. Within the various subcategories, responding federal
libraries and information centers reported providing between three and six technologies on average.

In 1994, larger percentages of the responding federal libraries and information centers reported
having the more commonly known of the nine technology-based services: over three-fourths of
libraries and information centers reported having fax, e-mail, and CD-ROM capabilities; over 60
percent had LANs (local area networks); over half reported access to the Internet; nearly a third
had client/server interface capabilities; nearly a fourth had WANs (wide area networks); and less
than a tenth could process magnetic tapes or had WORM (write once-read many) capabilities.

With few exceptions, the highest percentages of federal libraries and information centers in the
various subcategories were found for fax, e-mail, CD-ROM and LAN capabilities, similar to the
estimates for all federal libraries and information centers although not necessarily in exactly the
same order as the nation. An exception is the presidential mission subcategory. In this subcategory,
all of the reporting libraries and information centers indicated providing fax, E-mail, LAN, Internet
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Table 1.8- Percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) that offered servicesa in
1994

FL & IC Category

% that provide % that produce
centralized % that prepare % that on-line
technical published produce other or CD-ROM
services bibliographies publications databases

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 50.0% 38.4% 34.1% 17.4%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 47.6 37.7 32.6 16.2
Headquarters or main 68.9 47.5 45.8 25.4
Branch or nonautonomous 40.2 30.7 27.7 13.9

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 44.7 42.5 32.8 17.1
Administrative 46.6 37.6 30.8 13.6
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 59.5 34.2 40.5 17.7
Education 48.0 45.9 35.7 19.4
Legal 59.4 28.1 39.1 26.6
Research/Technical 61.9 33.3 35.7 19.1

Otherb 44.4 44.4 77.8 66.7

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 33.3 55.6 0.0
Nationalb 40.0 35.0 70.0 25.0
Academic 61.9 61.9 54.8 31.0
Science and technology 60.6 34.6 35.3 21.2
Health and medicine 43.9 45.9 36.4 15.8
General 30.4 39.2 17.2 4.9
Law 59.3 30.2 39.5 24.4
Multitype 53.9 23.1 32.7 25.0
Training center and/or instructional school 48.5 45.5 39.4 9.1

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 52.1 40.5 38.8 19.2
Services not available or provided to gen. public 47.3 35.6 27.9 15.1

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 37.8 23.0 19.6 9.3
Second quintile 41.5 33.7 30.4 15.2
Third quintile 51.0 43.9 31.6 14.8
Fourth quintile 57.6 47.0 43.5 19.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 74.8 54.0 55.4 36.7

(a) These services do not include hours of service and gate count; reference services; photocopying transactions; or loan transactions.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part E, Section 5, Question 1, Lines 01-08 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.8.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and information Centers Survey.
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Table 1.8- Percentage of federal libraries and Information centers (FL and IC) that offered services in
1994-continued

FL & IC Category

% that provide
translation

services

% that
provide

SDI services

% that provide
outreach
services

% that perform
professional
consultation

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 6.2% 51.4% 33.8% 39.6%

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 5.7 53.0 31.5 37.8

Headquarters or main 10.2 55.9 39.0 46.3

Branch or nonautonomous 3.7 35.8 41.6 41.6

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 5.4 46.2 34.8 34.8

Administrative 5.2 47.4 33.5 36.2

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 11.4 65.8 40.5 49.4

Education 3.1 61.2 30.6 44.9

Legal 3.1 50.0 25.0 46.9

Research/Technical 9.5 58.3 33.9 48.8

Other 22.2 66.7 55.6 11.1

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 0.0 66.7 33.3

National 10.0 35.0 100.0 80.0

Academic 2.4 42.9 23.8 38.1

Science and technology 10.0 57.9 35.3 42.6
Health and medicine 5.5 68.8 41.1 45.5

General 2.0 23.0 24.5 23.0

Law 3.5 54.7 23.3 40.7

Multitype 1.9 38.5 32.7 38.5

Training center and/or instructional school 3.0 54.6 9.1 36.4

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 6.8 55.5 42.2 45.1

Services not available or provided to gen. public 5.3 46.0 22.8 32.4

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 3.3 29.3 18.5 27.4
Second quintile 3.7 44.4 29.6 33.3

Third quintile 4.1 55.1 35.2 37.2

Fourth quintile 8.4 64.1 43.5 48.9
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 15.1 79.1 51.8 61.9
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Table 1.9- Number of available technologies and availability of specific technologies in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL & IC Category

Mean # of
available % with % with % with % with

technologies' Email Fax LAN WAN

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 4 78.6% 84.0% 61.3% 23.1%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 4 77.9 82.9 59.2 22.1
Headquarters or main 5 85.0 86.7 69.4 27.8
Branch or nonautonomous 4 75.0 87.9 62.9 23.6

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info center 4 74.5 82.1 55.7 19.1
Administrative 4 74.6 84.1 57.8 22.2
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 5 91.4 85.2 81.5 33.3
Education 4 85.7 86.7 54.1 20.4
Legal 4 89.1 84.4 67.2 34.4
Research/Technical 5 81.2 85.3 72.4 25.9
Otherb 4 88.9 88.9 55.6 22.2

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Nationalb 5 95.0 95.0 70.0 25.0
Academic 5 83.3 85.7 61.9 31.0
Science and technology 5 84.2 87.4 74.6 29.1
Health and medicine 4 86.7 87.8 52.6 18.0
General 3 51.9 73.1 37.5 10.1
Law 4 89.7 83.9 69.0 35.6
Multitype 4 67.9 79.3 64.2 18.9
Training center and/or instructional school 4 75.8 72.7 57.6 6.1

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 4 81.8 87.8 61.9 26.0
Services not available or provided to gen. public 4 74.5 79.1 60.4 19.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 2 41.6 63.2 23.1 3.7
Second quintile 4 82.4 82.7 52.9 14.0
Third quintile 5 87.4 90.9 69.7 19.7
Fourth quintile 5 94.4 94.0 83.5 31.8
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 7 100.0 97.8 97.1 66.9

(a) Available library and information center technologies include electronic mail (Email), Fax, Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area
Network (WAN), Internet, client/server interfaces (e.g., Gopher, WAIS), magnetic tape, CD-ROM, and Write Once Read Many
(WORM).

(h) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1 -V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part F, Question 2 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C1.9.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 1.9- Number of available technologies and availability of specific technologies in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994-continued

FL & IC Category

% with
Internet

% with
client/
server

interface

% with
magnetic

tape
% with

CD-ROM
% with
WORM

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 55.1% 32.2% 8.3% 76.2% 1.9%

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 53.9 31.0 8.6 78.1 2.1

Headquarters or main 60.6 35.6 9.4 75.6 2.2

Branch or nonautonomous 55.0 34.3 5.7 66.4 0.7

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 50.1 30.0 8.7 76.8 2.0

Administrative 52.4 32.2 6.5 73.8 1.9

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 79.0 45.7 11.1 92.6 2.5

Education 49.0 22.5 11.2 79.6 0.0

Legal 46.9 21.9 0.0 78.1 1.6

Research/Technical 65.9 40.0 11.2 70.6 2.9

Other 55.6 22.2 22.2 55.6 0.0

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 100.0 100.0 0.0 22.2 0.0

National 95.0 65.0 30.0 50.0 5.0

Academic 66.7 47.6 14.3 78.6 0.0

Science and technology 68.2 43.9 11.7 80.0 2.9

Health and medicine 52.2 27.1 5.1 78.4 1.2

General 29.3 12.0 2.9 69.2 0.5

Law 47.1 18.4 1.2 75.9 2.3

Multitype 41.5 30.2 5.7 79.3 1.9

Training center and/or instructional school 54.6 21.2 27.3 75.8 3.0

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 59.8 36.4 9.0 77.4 1.7

Services not available or provided to gen. public 48.9 26.6 7.4 74.7 2.2

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 9.3 3.4 0.7 42.4 0.7

Second quintile 45.3 16.2 2.5 73.4 0.0

Third quintile 63.1 34.3 9.1 84.3 2.0

Fourth quintile 82.4 45.7 8.2 95.5 1.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 99.3 90.7 33.8 98.6 8.6
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access, server interface, and WAN capabilities; only 22 percent of federal libraries and information
centers with a presidential mission had CD-ROM capabilities.

Although federal libraries and information centers with science and technology and health and
medicine missions reported similar percentages with e-mail, fax, and CD-ROM technologies, they
differed in terms of those often-considered more advanced technologies that are listed. In particular,
federal libraries and information centers with science and technology missions reported higher
percentages than their health and medicine counterparts with respect to the availability of LAN,
WAN, Internet, client-server interface, magnetic tape, and WORM technologies.

Automation
Federal libraries and information centers can increase their capacity to serve clients and maintain
information resources by automatingmany of their services. The data in table 1.10 show that, as of
1994, federal libraries and information centers responding to the Federal Libraries and Information
Centers Survey had automated 47.5 percent of their functions: 32.8 percent of all functions were
automated before 1991, and 14.7 percent were automated since 1991. In 1994, an additional 11.3
percent of functions were reported as being automated. This left 41.2 percent of all federal libraries
and information center functions not automated as of 1994.

Although subcategory percentages varied, and with the exception of those in the first quintile of
level of automation (i.e., the lowest level), federal libraries and information centers in most
subcategories reported on average about a third or more of their functions were automated as of
1994. They also reported that more of these functions had been automated prior to 1991 than had
been automated since 1991. Finally, in 1994, responding federal libraries and information centers
(with the exception again of those in the first quintile) reported that between 9.2 and 17.5 percent
of their functions were in the process of being automated.
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Table 1.10- Percentage of functions that were automated prior to and after 1991 in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC)a

FL & IC Category

%
functions
automated
as of 1994

%

functions
automated

before 1991

%

functions
automated
since 1991

% functions
for which

automation
under

development

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 47.5% 32.8% 14.7% 11.3%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 47.5 33.0 14.5 10.3

Headquarters or main 52.7 36.3 16.3 13.5

Branch or nonautonomous 39.7 26.0 13.7 14.7

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 44.2 29.0 15.1 12.9

Administrative 48.8 32.7 16.1 11.4

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 60.7 48.3 12.4 9.2

Education 46.8 35.1 11.8 10.4

Legal 32.6 21.8 10.8 9.7

Research/Technical 49.6 34.2 15.4 9.7

Otherb 62.5 56.3 6.3 12.5

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 39.1 21.7 17.4 17.4

Nationalb 45.5 37.7 7.8 16.9

Academic 65.6 49.4 16.2 11.5

Science and technology 55.3 40.2 15.2 9.9

Health and medicine 44.3 29.5 14.9 10.7

General 38.8 22.4 16.4 15.1

Law 30.9 21.2 9.7 9.9

Multitype 48.0 35.1 12.9 10.9

Training center and/or instructional school 44.9 32.5 12.4 9.8

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 50.5 36.1 14.4 10.7

Services not available or provided to gen. public 43.6 28.5 15.1 12.0

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 9.9 5.9 4.0 3.4

Second quintile 32.9 22.0 11.0 9.3

Third quintile 50.2 31.5 18.6 13.1

Fourth quintile 66.2 48.6 17.5 17.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 85.5 60.0 25.5 11.5

(a) Automated functions may include On-line Public Access Catalog (OPAC), acquisitions, cataloging, circulation, serials control, authority

file control, and inter-library loans.
(h) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1-V in the table may not sum to the total

survey universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part F, Question 1, Lines 01-08 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, tableC1.10.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Chapter 2: Collections and Expenditures

Overview

The size of collections in libraries and information centers is one of the indicators of the level of
service they can offer their clientele. With increasing costs of print volumes and serial
subscriptions, increasing demands for information in electronic forms, increasing need to access
advanced technologies, and declines in funding, libraries and information centers each year must
make judicious choices regarding how to spend their available dollars. This chapter reports on
resources available to federal libraries and information centers. In particular, it reports on existing
collections, trends in new acquisitions, and expenditures for them, trends in federal appropriations,
physical space, and the status of electronic collections in federal libraries and information centers.

The 1978 Survey of Federal Libraries found that total collections for the 1,858 responding libraries
exceeded 190 million items, with those having a national mission holding 79,875,902 items by
themselves. During 1978, federal libraries reported adding more than 6 million items, or about 3
percent of the total materials held at the end of the year. The total number of volumes held in
bookstock in federal libraries in 1978 was estimated at 53,406,583, and serial subscriptions
(exclusive of title duplication) totaled 597,183 in that year. A total of 49,128 new periodical titles
were added in all libraries reporting in 1978.

Federal library expenditures in 1978 were reported at $565,540,358, with substantial variations
noted in both amounts and distributions reflecting the differences in sizes and mission of the survey
participants. Expenditures for the Library of Congress in 1978 totaled $165,686,912, or 29 percent
of all expenditures reported. Salaries and wages accounted for the largest single proportion of federal
library costs (57 percent), followed by the costs reported for materials and supplies. Looking
specifically at materials and supplies costs, costs for books amounted to 22 percent of the total
expenditure of $105,413,218, periodicals accounted for 19 percent of this expenditure, and audio-
visual materials accounted for about 13 percent.

In fiscal year 1994, the federal libraries and information centers that responded to the Federal
Libraries and Information Centers Survey and provided information on their collections
(approximately 1,135 federal libraries and information centers) reported holding over 51 million
volumes or volume equivalents in print and 626,135 current subscriptions. For the years from 1992
to 1994, over a third of these federal libraries and information centers indicated that they
experienced significant changes in the volumes of monographs purchased, with almost twice as
many federal libraries and information centers reporting significant decreases as reported significant
increases. During the same time period, almost 40 percent of federal libraries and information
centers reported significant changes in the number of serial subscriptions they carried, with over
twice as many indicating significant decreases rather than significant increases.

The data on expenditures for monographs and serial subscriptions appear to indicate rising costs and
declining funds. For example, for both monographs and serial subscriptions a higher percentage of
federal libraries and information centers reported significant increases in dollars spent than in
number of purchases. Further, although most federal libraries and information centers indicated
experiencing no significant changes in expenditures for other collections, more reported significant
increases than decreases in dollars expended for these materials.

Slightly more than half of the libraries and information centers reported no significant changes from
1992 to 1994 in their federal appropriations. Given inflation, this probably means that the
purchasing power of these federal libraries and information centers decreased. Of those that
reported changes, more reported significant decreases than significant increases in federal
appropriations. For example, approximately 28 percent of federal libraries and information centers
reporting to parent organizations with computer technology/information resources management
responsibilities noted significant decreases in federally appropriated funding, as compared to the
approximately 10 percent of these libraries and information centers that noted increases in federal
funding.
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Chapter 2: Collections and Expenditures

In 1994, responding federal libraries and information centers reported an average square footage of
11,204 square feet per library and information center. When indexed by collection size in print,
they averaged 0.2 square feet per volume or volume equivalent and 2.9 square feet per current
subscription. Increasingly, federal libraries and information centers are acquiring electronic
collections, and in 1994, over a third reported having some electronic collections.

Collections in Print
Collections in federal libraries and information centers included volumes or volume equivalents
and current print subscriptions. Information regarding these print resources is presented in tables
2.1 and 2.2.

Based on the responses to the 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey, there were
approximately 45,000 volumes or volume equivalents and 525 current print subscriptions to be
found on average in federal libraries and information centers. Of course, the variation from site to
site was considerable; for example, the Library of Congress by itself contained over 16 million
volumes or volume equivalents and more than 150,000 current print subscriptions in 1994.
Responding federal libraries and information centers with a science and technology mission
reported both a higher total and average number of volume equivalents than did their counterparts
with a health and medicine mission (13,036,983 and 32,270 volumes versus 1,405,838 and 6,248
volumes, respectively).

Monographs and Expenditures

One of the major components of collections in federal libraries and information centers is
monographs. The data in table 2.3 show that 46.0 percent of the federal libraries and information
centers responding to the 1994 survey reported no significant changes in the number of monographs
purchased from 1992 to 1994. However, almost twice as many of the responding federal libraries
and information centers reported significant decreases (22.8 percent) in such purchases than
reported significant increases (11.5 percent).

The pattern of responses for federal libraries and informationcenters in most subcategories mirrors
this overall pattern. Some subcategories, however, reported a higher percentage with significant
increases in the number of monographs purchased than significant decreases, including those that
reported to a parent organization with legal responsibilities and those with a law or health and
medicine mission. Responding federal libraries and information centers with a science and
technology mission followed the overall pattern with more than twice the percentage of
respondents reporting significant decreases in monographs as reporting significant increases (25.8
percent versus 9.6 percent). In contrast, responding federal libraries and information centers with
a health and medicine mission went against the overall trend; a higher percentage of these federal
libraries and information centers reported significant increases in numbers of monographs
purchased than reported significant decreases (17.7 percent versus 16.1 percent).

The data in table 2.4 show that the trend from 1992 to 1994 in dollars expended on monographs
was similar to that regarding monographs purchased: the largest percentage reported no significant
changes (41.6 percent), and a higher percentage reported significant decreases (20.3 percent) than
reported significant increases (18.2 percent).

The response pattern for federal libraries and information centers in most subcategories was similar
to the one for responding federal libraries and information centers overall. However, as with
monographs purchased, there were subcategories in which the percentages reporting significant
increases exceeded those reporting significant decreases. These subcategories included federal
libraries and information centers that reported to a parent organization with legal responsibilities
and those with an academic, health and medicine, or law mission.
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Table 2.1 Total numbers of volumes or volume equivalents in print held by federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL 61. IC Category

Total # of volumes
or volume equivalents

Average # of volumes
or volume equivalents

Total (all federal libraries
and information centers) 51,243,549 45,228

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 36,822,557 48,451

Headquarters or main 12,967,007 76,728

Branch or nonautonomous 1,375,985 10,667

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 9,312,112 28,133

Administrative 14,111,863 42,000

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 2,138,505 29,702

Education 2,742,259 30,812

Legal 2,698,132 43,518

Research/Technical 3,388,209 21,444

Other' 16,852,469 1,872,497

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 164,544 20,568

National' 20,023,980 1,001,199

Academic 5,128,063 125,075

Science and technology 13,036,983 32,270

Health and medicine 1,405,838 6,248

General 5,703,750 28,236

Law 4,180,506 49,768

Multitype 1,056,506 24,012

Training center and/or instructional school 543,379 16,981

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public' 41,573,852 69,755

Services not available or provided to gen. public 9,669,697 20,840

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 3,077,275 12,359

Second quintile 3,382,349 13,584

Third quintile 3,599,398 19,777

Fourth quintile 11,010,734 45,126

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)a 30,169,043 232,070

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, the Library of Congress held 16,448,469 volumes or volume

equivalents.
NOTE:Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled IV in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part D, Question 3, Column 1, Line 01 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.

NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.1.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education. Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.2 Total numbers of current subscriptions in print held by federal libraries and information
centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL & IC Category
Total # of current

subscriptions in print
Average # of current
subscriptions in print

Total (all federal libraries
and information centers) 626,135 523

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 473,192 579
Headquarters or main 134,094 780
Branch or nonautonomous 18,049 135

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 110,607 313
Administrative 171,906 487
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 32,482 422
Education 31,288 323
Legal 45,736 715
Research/Technical 59,729 356
Other' 174,252 19,361

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 242 27
National' 214,635 10,732
Academic 32,116 765
Science and technology 142,632 333
Health and medicine 76,553 303
General 85,851 415
Law 56,247 670
Multitype 13,472 281
Training center and/or instructional school 4,387 133

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public' 467,824 738
Services not available or provided to gen. public 158,311 322

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 41,692 160
Second quintile 48,542 182
Third quintile 99,286 523
Fourth quintile 107,170 406
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)' 329,120 2,402

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, the library of Congress hada total of 168,103 current
subscriptions in print.

NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1V in the table may not sum to the total survey
universe due to item non-response.

NOTE:Data in this table are taken from Part D, Question 3, Column 1, Line 05 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may he found in appendix C, table C2.2.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.3- Trends in volumes of monographs purchased by federal libraries and information centers (FL
and IC) from 1992-1994

% reporting
significant
increases

FL & IC Category in monographs'

% reporting
no

change in

monographs

% reporting
significant
decreases

in monograph?

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 11.5% 46.0% 22.8% 19.6%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 12.9 47.9 21.1 18.2

Headquarters or main 10.5 50.3 26.3 12.9

Branch or nonautonomous 4.6 30.0 27.7 37.7

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 10.8 43.9 24.0 21.4

Administrative 9.7 42.6 28.0 19.7

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 17.1 42.1 32.9 7.9

Education 14.7 57.9 14.7 12.6

Legal 16.4 47.5 8.2 27.9

Research/Technical 11.2 53.4 14.9 20.5

Otherb 0.0 33.3 11.1 55.6

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 44.4 44.4 0.0

Nationalb 0.0 17.7 11.8 70.6
Academic 23.8 42.9 26.2 7.1

Science and technology 9.6 45.1 25.8 19.5

Health and medicine 17.7 56.2 16.1 10.0

General 7.5 38.2 29.7 24.6
Law 14.6 51.2 12.2 22.0
Multitype 8.0 44.0 20.0 28.0
Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 37.5 21.9 40.6

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 11.6 48.1 23.4 16.8
Services not available or provided to gen. public 11.3 43.3 22.1 23.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 9.5 34.4 13.4 42.7
Second quintile 11.4 47.9 16.4 24.3
Third quintile 9.5 48.4 25.3 16.8

Fourth quintile 12.9 54.5 28.6 3.9

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 15.8 44.4 39.1 0.8

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 12 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.3.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.4- Trends in dollars expended for monographs in federal libraries and information centers
(FL and IC) from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting % reporting
significant % reporting significant % for which
increases in no change decreases this does not

dollars' in dollars in dollars' apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 18.2% 41.6% 20.3% 19.9%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 19.9 42.9 19.1 18.1
Headquarters or main 18.6 45.4 23.3 12.8
Branch or nonautonomous 7.7 29.2 23.1 40.0

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 16.5 40.4 21.5 21.5
Administrative 17.3 38.5 23.8 20.4
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 24.0 41.3 28.0 6.7
Education 23.2 48.4 15.8 12.6
Legal 24.2 40.3 8.1 27.4
Research/Technical 17.0 48.4 13.8 20.8

Otherb 0.0 33.3 11.1 55.6

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 44.4 33.3 11.1

Nationalb 5.6 11.1 16.7 66.7
Academic 33.3 40.5 19.1 7.1
Science and technology 16.0 41.2 22.8 20.1
Health and medicine 27.5 48.6 13.8 10.1
General 10.1 37.2 28.6 24.1
Law 26.5 39.8 12.1 21.7
Multitype 12.2 46.9 12.2 28.6
Training center and/or instructional school 3.0 36.4 21.2 39.4

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 19.5 43.3 20.0 17.2
Services not available or provided to gen. public 16.5 39.5 20.7 23.2

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 13.4 30.4 13.4 42.7
Second quintile 16.5 46.7 12.3 24.5
Third quintile 17.4 41.6 23.7 17.4
Fourth quintile 23.5 46.3 26.3 3.9

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 21.8 43.6 33.1 1.5

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 13 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.4.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Responding federal libraries and information centers with a science and technology mission differed
from their health and medicine counterparts; following the overall pattern, more science and
technology federal libraries and information centers reported significant decreases in dollars
expended for monographs than reported significant increases (22.8 percent compared to 16.0
percent). For federal libraries and information centers with a health and medicine mission, this
pattern was reversed, with 27.5 percent of respondents reporting significant increases in dollars
expended for monographs and 13.8 percent reporting decreases in these expenditures.

A comparison of the response percentages for monographs purchased (table 2.3) and the
expenditures for those monographs (table 2.4) suggests increases in the costs of monographs. That
is, although 22.8 percent of federal libraries and information centers nationwide reported
significant decreases in monographs purchased from 1992 to 1994, a smaller 20.3 percent reported
significant decreases in dollars expended for monograph purchases. Also, although only 11.5 percent
of libraries and information centers reported significant increases in monographs purchased, 18.2
percent reported significant increases in dollars spent for monographs.

Serials and Expenditures
Another major component of print collections of federal libraries and information centers is serial
subscriptions. The data in table 2.5 show that over half of the federal libraries and information
centers responding to the 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey reported no
significant changes in the number of serial subscriptions they held from 1992 to 1994. As with
monographs purchased, about twice as many federal libraries and information centers reported
significant decreases (27.4 percent) as reported significant increases (12.0 percent) in serial
subscriptions. In all subcategories with the exception of the nature of parent organization
subcategory "Other," which included the Library of Congress, more federal libraries and
information centers reported significant decreases than reported significant increases in serial
subscriptions.10

In terms of expenditures for serial subscriptions (see table 2.6), the highest percentage of federal
libraries and information centers reported no significant changes from 1992 to 1994 in expenditures
(40.4 percent). More federal libraries and information centers (29.2 percent) reported significant
increases than reported significant decreases in dollars expended for serials (21.5 percent) which,
given that the reverse was true of trends in number of serial subscriptions (table 2.5), appears to
support the contention that the costs of serials increased between 1992 and 1994.

Although responding federal libraries and information centers in most of the subcategories
(including those with science and technology and health and medicine missions) followed the same
spending pattern as the national pattern, some of the subcategories actually had a higher percentage
reporting significant decreases than significant increases in expenditures. These included federal
libraries and information centers with a branch/non-autonomous structure and those with a
presidential, general, or multitype mission. Possible reasons for a higher percentage reporting
significant decreases compared to significant increases include the following: (a) these libraries and
information centers substantially reduced their serial subscriptions, and/or (b)serials purchased by
these federal libraries and information centers did not rise in cost as much as serials purchased by
libraries and information centers in other subcategories.

10 The reader should note, however, that a relatively high percentage of libraries and information centers
in the subcategory "Other" reported that this question did not apply to them as compared to libraries
and information centers in the remaining subcategories. Furthermore, because of the small number of
libraries and information centers in the subcategory "Other," the difference between those reporting
significant increases and those reporting significant decreases is only one library or information center.
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Table 2.5- Trends in number of serial subscriptions in federal libraries and information centers (FL and
IC) from 1992-1994

% reporting
significant
increases

FL Si. IC Category in subscriptionsa

% reporting
no

change in

subscriptions

% reporting
significant
decreases in

subscriptions'

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 12.0% 53.2% 27.4% 7.4%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 12.4 54.7 26.4 63
Headquarters or main 12.1 50.6 32.2 5.2
Branch or nonautonomous 9.1 48.5 26.5 15.9

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 11.7 51.6 28.9 7.9
Administrative 10.6 50.1 31.8 7.5
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 15.4 43.6 39.7 1.3
Education 11.5 68.8 13.5 6.3
Legal 15.9 58.7 20.6 4.8
Research/Technical 12.9 57.7 20.9 8.6
Otherb 11.1 44.4 0.0 44.4

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 66.7 22.2 11.1

Nationalb 0.0 27.8 11.1 61.1
Academic 14.6 56.1 22.0 7.3
Science and technology 10.6 52.0 29.3 8.0
Health and medicine 17.2 57.6 20.0 5.2
General 9.4 47.3 38.4 4.9
Law 16.7 61.9 19.1 2.4
Multitype 5.9 54.9 29.4 9.8
Training center and/or instructional school 9.1 54.6 27.3 9.1

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 10.2 54.2 25.8 9.7
Services not available or provided to gen. public 14.2 52.0 29.5 4.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 11.7 54.1 19.5 14.8
Second quintile 12.3 54.9 22.0 10.8
Third quintile 13.5 55.7 26.0 4.7
Fourth quintile 10.9 51.6 35.3 2.3

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 11.8 47.8 40.4 0.0

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part ), Question 2, Line 10 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.5.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.6- Trends in dollars expended for serials in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC)
from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting % reporting
significant % reporting significant % for which
increases in no change decreases this does not

dollarsa in dollars in dollarsa apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 29.2% 40.4% 21.5% 9.0%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomous" 30.8 41.5 19.8 7.9

Headquarters or main 29.5 37.6 27.2 5.8

Branch or nonautonomous 19.1 37.4 23.7 19.9

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 28.1 40.1 22.5 9.4

Administrative 27.5 37.1 25.8 9.6

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 39.5 23.7 32.9 4.0
Education 38.5 44.8 9.4 7.3

Legal 22.2 57.1 15.9 4.8

Research/Technical 28.0 48.5 13.7 9.9

Other" 22.2 22.2 11.1 44.4

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 66.7 22.2 11.1

National" 5.6 27.8 0.0 66.7

Academic 31.7 51.2 9.8 7.3

Science and technology 28.8 36.5 24.2 10.6

Health and medicine 42.8 40.0 12.4 4.8

General 19.9 41.3 32.8 6.0

Law 29.8 52.4 15.5 2.4

Multitype 19.6 41.2 25.5 13.7

Training center and/or instructional school 18.2 42.4 21.2 18.2

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public" 30.3 38.6 19.9 11.2

Services not available or provided to gen. public 27.7 42.7 23.5 6.0

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 17.6 47.3 17.6 17.6

Second quintile 25.6 45.5 16.5 12.4

Third quintile 31.9 37.2 22.5 8.4

Fourth quintile 37.7 32.6 27.8 2.0

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 38.5 36.3 25.2 0.0

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 11 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.6.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Expenditures for Other Collections
Federal libraries and information centers also spend dollars for collections other than monographs
or serial publications. Other collections include government documents or nongovemment
reports; manuscripts; cartographic materials; audiovisual materials such as graphic materials, sound
recordings, motion pictures, and video recordings; and special format materials for individuals
unable to read standard print, such as braille, recordings, large print, or electronic devices. The data
on trends in expenditures for other collections are presented in table 2.7.

Nearly 45 percent of federal libraries and information centers in the United States reported no
significant changes from 1992 to 1994 in their expenditures for these other collections. Of those
survey respondents who did report changes since 1992, a higher percentage (18.9 percent) reported
significant increases than reported significant decreases (17.1 percent). For example, 25.8 percent
of federal libraries and information centers with a health and medicine mission reported significant
increases in expenditures for other collections, as compared to 8.1 percent that reported significant
decreases in these expenditures. This was the general pattern of responses for most of the
subcategories, although relatively higher percentages of federal libraries and information centers in
some subcategories reported significant decreases. These included federal libraries and information
centers with branch/non-autonomous and headquarters/main organizational structures; those that
reported to parent organizations with administrative responsibilities; those whose mission/subject
area was science and technology or general; and those in the first and third (i.e., lower) quintiles of
level of automation.

Federal Funding

Decisions regarding staffing changes, training activities, and expenditures for collections are, to a
large extent, dependent on the amount of federal appropriations received by federal libraries and
information centers. The data in table 2.8 show that slightly more than half of federal libraries and
information centers reported no significant changes in their federal appropriated funding, and more
of these that reported changes reported decreases rather than increases in federal funding. In a study
to create an index of inflation for public libraries, Chambers, Vergun, and Chute (forthcoming),
found that from 1989-90 to 1992-93 the public library price index (PLPI) they created showed an
average annual rate of inflation of 4.3 percent in library prices (e.g., staffing costs, costs for
volumes). Given this rate of inflation, it is likely that the purchasing power of federal libraries and
information centers decreasedeven for those who indicated no significant changes in their federal
appropriations.

In the organizational structure category, branch/non-autonomous federal libraries and information
centers had the highest percentage (58.1 percent) reporting no significant changes in federal
appropriations, with headquarters/main federal libraries and information centers having the lowest
percentage reporting no change (50.0 percent). Autonomous federal libraries and information
centers had the highest percentage reporting significant increases in funding (16.3 percent), while
branch/non-autonomous federal libraries and information centers had the lowest percentage (8.5
percent). Headquarters/main federal libraries and information centers had the highest percentage
reporting funding decreases (27.1 percent), while autonomous federal libraries and information
centers had the lowest percentage (21.6 percent).

Federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with research/
technical responsibilities had the highest percentage reporting no significant change in federal
funding (65.4 percent). Federal libraries and information centers whose parent organizations had
education or legal responsibilities had the highest percentages reporting significant increases in
funding (21.3 percent and 20.0 percent, respectively), while those reporting toparent organizations
with computer technology/information resources management responsibilities had the highest
percentage reporting significant decreases (28.6 percent) in federal funds.

In the mission/subject area category, federal libraries and information centers with a national
mission had the highest percentage reporting no significant changes in federal funding from 1992
to 1994 (84.2 percent), while those with a general mission had just about the lowest (41.1 percent).
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Table 2.7- Trends In dollars expended for other collections in federal libraries and information centers
(FL and IC) from 1992-1994a

FL .& IC Category

% reporting % reporting
significant % reporting significant % for which

increases in no change decreases this does not

dollarsb in dollars in dollarsb apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 18.9% 44.6% 17.1% 19.4%

I Organizational structure

Autonomous` 20.4 46.3 15.0 18.3

Headquarters or main 20.2 41.7 23.8 14.3

Branch or nonautonomous 7.8 38.3 20.3 33.6

IL Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 19.5 42.9 18.9 18.6

Administrative 16.1 42.1 20.9 20.9

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 25.7 35.1 23.0 16.2

Education 28.1 50.0 8.3 13.5

Legal 26.2 49.2 9.8 14.8

Research/Technical 12.0 54.4 10.8 22.8

Other` 11.1 33.3 0.0 55.6

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 66.7 11.1 22:2

National' 5.6 27.8 5.6 61.1

Academic 24.4 43.9 14.6 17.1

Science and technology 15.1 43.9 18.9 22.1

Health and medicine 25.8 50.4 8.1 15.7

General 17.6 37.7 29.7 15.1

Law 25.9 50.6 11.1 12.4

Multitype 16.0 36.0 16.0 32.0

Training center and/or instructional school 15.2 54.6 12.1 18.2

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public` 19.1 45.6 16.6 18.7

Services not available or provided to gen. public 18.7 43.4 17.6 20.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 12.0 39.6 15.2 33.2

Second quintile 16.7 48.1 12.1 23.1

Third quintile 16.9 42.3 23.3 17.5

Fourth quintile 24.5 47.8 18.2 9.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)` 28.4 44.0 19.4 8.2

(a) Other collections include government documents or nongovemment reports, manuscripts, cartographic materials, audiovisual materials

(such as graphic materials, sound recordings, motion pictures, and video recordings),and special format materials (such as braille,

recordings, large print, or electronic devices) for individuals unable to read standard print.
(b) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.

(c) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1 -V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.

NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 14 of the FederalLibraries and Information Centers Survey.

NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.7.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.8- Trends in federally appropriated funding in federal libraries and information centers (FL and
IC) from 1992-19948

FL & IC Category

% reporting
significant
increases

in fundingb

% reporting
no change

in funding

% reporting
significant
decreases

in fundingb

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 15.2% 54.2% 23.0% 7.6%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomous` 16.3 54.6 21.6 7.6
Headquarters or main 15.3 50.0 27.1 7.7
Branch or nonautonomous 8.5 58.1 25.6 7.8

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 15.0 51.0 25.4 8.6
Administrative 15.7 51.9 26.2 6.3
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 10.4 54.6 28.6 6.5
Education 21.3 57.5 16.0 5.3
Legal 20.0 52.3 20.0 7.7
Research/Technical 11.3 65.4 15.1 8.2
Other` 11.1 44.4 0.0 44.4

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 55.6 33.3 11.1
National' 5.3 84.2 5.3 5.3Academic 17.5 47.5 30.0 5.0
Science and technology 10.0 55.4 24.4 10.2
Health and medicine 22.0 63.3 8.2 6.5
General 18.8 41.1 37.6 2.5
Law 23.3 53.5 16.3 7.0
Multitype 5.9 51.0 31.4 11.8
Training center and/or instructional school 6.3 50.0 31.3 12.5

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public` 12.9 57.1 22.3 7.6
Services not available or provided to gen. public 18.1 50.4 24.0 7.6

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 17.6 47.7 22.7 12.1
Second quintile 15.2 57.8 20.2 6.8
Third quintile 15.3 60.3 19.1 5.3
Fourth quintile 13.5 55.6 25.0 6.0
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)` 13.5 48.1 31.6 6.8

(a) Federally appropriated funds are approved by Congress for appropriation by federal agencies.
(b) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(c) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1 -V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal librariesand information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Lines 01 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.8.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Federal libraries and information centers with health and medicine or law missions had the highest
percentages reporting significant increases (23.3 percent and 22.0 percent, respectively) in federal
funding. Those with a presidential mission had the lowest; none reported significant increases in
federal funding. Federal libraries and information centers with a general mission had one of the
higher percentages reporting significant decreases (37.6 percent), while those with a national
mission or a health and medicine mission had the lowest percentages reporting significant decreases
(5.3 percent and 8.2 percent, respectively).

The response percentages for federal libraries and information centers with a science and
technology mission followed the pattern for all federal libraries and information centers in the
United States: 55.4 percent reported no significant changes, 24.4 percentreported significant
decreases, and 10.0 percent reported significant increases. However, the pattern of responses for
federal libraries and information centers with a health and medicine mission differed: although the
majority indicated no significant changes (63.3 percent), a higher percentage reported significant
increases in federal funding (22.0 percent) than reported significant decreases (8.2 percent).

In the public access category, federal libraries and information centers that make available or
provide services to the general public had a higher percentage reporting no significant changes in
their federal funding than did their counterparts that do not offer or provide services to the public
(57.1 compared to 50.4 percent). Federal libraries and information centers that do not make
available or provide services to the general public had a higher percentage reporting significant
increases in federal funding (18.1 compared to 12.9 percent) and a slightly higher percentage
reporting decreases (24.0 compared to 22.3 percent).

The pattern of trends in federally appropriated funding for federal libraries and information centers
by level of automation suggests somewhat decreased funding for the most highly automated federal
libraries and information centers and somewhat increased funding for the lesser automated
counterparts. For example, a higher percentage of the least automated federal libraries and
information centers reported significant increases in federal funding since 1992 compared to those
most automated, with the findings reversed for reports of significant decreases in funding. It may be
that this reflects efforts to "catch up" the least automated federal libraries and information centers
in terms of the use and availability of new technologies.

Square Footage
A measure of resources available to support library and information center services is the square
footage of the physical plant. However, with the move towards increasing availability of
information in electronic form, libraries and information centers can acquire and maintain more
and more information, materials, and documents without necessarily having to increase
correspondingly their physical space. Nevertheless, average square footage and square footage
indexed by volumes and current subscriptions still serve as indicators of support. As shown in table
2.9, in 1994 the average square footage of federal libraries and information centers was about 11,204

square feet, and federal libraries and information centers averaged 0.2 square feet per volume or
volume equivalent and 2.9 square feet per current subscription. There was substantial variation in
mean square footage, but much less variation when square footage was indexed either by volume or
volume equivalent or current subscriptions. The data appear to show that there was no pattern or
relationship among the average square footage, the square footage indexed by volume or volume
equivalent, and the square footage indexed by current subscription.

Electronic Collections
Electronic collections are becoming more readily available and many more users of federal libraries
and information centers are able and have the desire to access information electronically. The data

on percentage of federal libraries and information centers with any electronic collections are
presented in table 2.10. In 1994, just over a third of federal libraries and information centers that
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Table 2.9- Mean square footage and square footage indexed by volumes or volume equivalents in print
and current subscriptions in print in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in
1994

Mean
FL & IC Category Square Footage

Square Footage
by volume/volumes

equivalents

Square
footage by

current subscriptions

Total (all federal libraries
and information centers) 11,203.8 0.2 2.9

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 11,218.0 0.2 19.5
Headquarters or main 14,531.8 0.2 0.6
Branch or nonautonomous 6,941.9 0.7 48.4

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 7,180.4 0.2 21.0
Administrative 9,179.3 0.2 0.9
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 6,420.2 0.2 17.4
Education 11,388.9 0.4 33.3
Legal 11,399.6 0.2 13.5
Research/Technical 4,961.9 0.2 12.7
Other'

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 36,504.0
National' 226,277.8 0.2 17.9
Academic 30,869.4 0.3 47.8
Science and technology 5,536.3 0.2 16.0
Health and medicine 3,788.0 11.6
General 7,579.3 0.3 39.4
Law 12,073.0 0.2 15.3
Multitype 5,856.4
Training center and/or instructional school 5,962.0 0.4 43.5

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public' 15,107.8 0.2 2.3
Services not available or provided to gen. public 6,193.6 0.3 17.6

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 2,716.8 0.2 14.9
Second quintile 5,803.3 0.4 32.7
Third quintile 6,024.8 0.3 19.9
Fourth quintile 9,479.1 0.2 0.7
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)' 44,710.4 0.2 18.0

- Too few cases for a reliable estimate.
(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, the total square footage of the Library of Congress was 3 million

square feet.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part C, Question 1 and Part D, Question 3, Column 1, Lines 01 and 05 of the Federal Libraries and

Information Centers Survey.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.9.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistic- 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 2.10 Percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) with any electronic
collections in 1994

FL & IC Category

% of libraries
with any

electronic collections

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 33.8%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomous' 36.0

Headquarters or main 43.8

Branch or nonautonomous 28.1

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 37.7

Administrative 33.9

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 50.0

Education 48.3

Legal 35.1

Research/Technical 27.6

Other' 0.0

Mission/subject area
Presidential 25.0

National' 11.1

Academic 61.8

Science and technology 39.3

Health and medicine 34.2

General 32.3

Law 32.9

Multitype 31.7

Training center and/or instructional school 43.3

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public' 37.3

Services not available or provided to gen. public 35.0

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 19.0

Second quintile 32.0

Third quintile 35.8

Fourth quintile 50.2

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)a 59.6

(a) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE:Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C2.10.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey
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responded to the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey had any electronic collections.
In each of the five main categories of federal libraries and information centers, there was variability
across subcategories in the percentages of libraries and information centers that reported having any
electronic collections. For example, percentage estimates in category 11, nature of parent
organization, ranged from 0 percent to 50.0 percent. In category III, mission/subject area, the range
in these estimates was from 11.1 percent to 61.8 percent.

In the organizational structure category, headquarters/main federal libraries and information
centers had the highest percentage reporting any electronic collections (43.8 percent), and branch/
non-autonomous federal libraries and information centers had the lowest reporting any of these
collections (28.1 percent).

Federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with education or
computer technology /information resources management responsibilities had the highest
percentages with electronic collections (48.3 percent and 50.0 percent, respectively).

In the misston/subject area category, federal libraries and information centers with an academic
mission had the highest percentage reporting any electronic collections (61.8 percent). Almost 40
percent of federal libraries and information centers with a science and technology mission reported
having any 4lectronic collections, while 34.2 percent of those with a health and medicine mission
reported having any electronic collections.

In the public access category, federal libraries and information centers that make available or
provide services to the general public had a slightly higher percentage reporting availability of any
electronic collections compared to those that do not make available or provide services to the
general public (37.3 percent compared to 35.0 percent).

As perhaps expected, decreasing levels of automation were associated with decreasing percentages
of libraries and information centers having any electronic collections. Nearly 60 percent of the most
highly automated libraries and information centers (i.e., in the fifth quintile) reported having any
electronic collections, while only 19.0 percent of the least highly automated libraries and
information centers (i.e., in first quintile) reported having any electronic collections.
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Overview
The level of services provided by federal libraries and information centers is highly dependent on
staff resources. In 1978, for example, a total of 20,526 full-time equivalent (FIE) staff members were
utilized in the 1,728 federal libraries that participated in the federal libraries survey conducted in
that year. About 27 percent of this staff total were reported by the three national libraries (i.e., the
Library of Congress, National Library of Medicine, and National Agricultural Library), and more
than one-half of the total employees were reported by military departments of the executive branch.
Insofar as employee classifications, the 1978 survey results indicated that 49 percent of total federal
library staff were appropriated fund employees, 6 percent were paid from non-appropriated funds,
21 percent were assigned military personnel, and 24 percent were not classified. Less than half of all
federal libraries responding to the 1978 survey reported employment of one or more professional
librarians, however this estimate does not take into account the likely professional status of the
many local employees in federal libraries overseas. (The 1994 survey of federal libraries excluded
overseas and domestic school libraries from its respondent population.)

Since the last survey of the federal libraries conducted in 1978, staffing has been impacted by
declines in funding, reorganizations, and the impetus of technological innovation. In some cases,
libraries and information centers have also had to meet increasing demands for services without
corresponding increases in resources. Balancing these demands and the funding resources to meet
them has resulted in changes in staffing, contracting out functions and projects, and training or
retraining of existing staff to assume new roles and responsibilities. This chapter focuses on the staff
resources in federal libraries and information centers in fiscal year 1994 and trends from 1992 to
1994 in staff positions, contracted services, and training activities.

In 1994, federal libraries and information centers that responded to the Federal Libraries and
Information Center Survey reported employing over 12,500 federal FTE staff. About 40 percent of
this staff total was reported by the three national libraries. These libraries and information centers
averaged 10.2 federal FTE staff, with over 16 percent at grade 13 or above. The majority of federal
libraries and information centers reported in 1994 that, from 1992 to 1994, they experienced no
significant changes in the number of staff positions at the management/supervisory, professional,
and technician/support staff levels. However, of these three staffing levels, there appeared to have
been the most stability at the management/supervisory level and the least stability at the
technician/support staff level. Where there were significant changes in each of the three staffing
categories, more federal libraries and information centers reported significant decreases than
reported significant increases in positions. Less than one in three federal libraries and information
centers reported that trends in contracting out functions and projects from 1992 to 1994 applied to
them. Most of those that did report indicated that they experienced no significant changes. Of the
others, about twice as many reported significant increases than reported significant decreases.
Although the majority of responding federal libraries and information centers reported that they
experienced no significant changes in their staff training and retraining efforts from 1992 to 1994,
more reported significant decreases than significant increases.

Staffing in Federal Libraries and Information Centers
The data in table 3.1 show that total and mean numbers of federal FTE staff and percentages ofstaff
who were at grade 13 or above varied across subcategories of federal libraries and information
centers. These differences are likely a function of many factors, including the needs of their
respective users, available funding, and policy decisions made in response to balancing demands and
resources. Further, subcategories that included one or more of the three major national libraries
the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, and the National Agricultural Library
had a much higher total number of federal FIE staff, one of the higher mean numbers of federal FTE
staff, and one of the higher percentages of staff at grade 13 or above. These national libraries must
respond to a much wider variety of client needs and, therefore, require staff with more specialized
skills than other libraries or information centers.
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Table 3.1- Federal full-time equivalent (FTE) staff in federal libraries and Information centers (FL and IC)
in 1994a

FL St IC Category
# of federal
FTE staff

Mean # of
federal

FTE staff

% of federal FTE
staff who are

grade 13 or above

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 12,528 10.2 16.12%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 8,367 10.0 17.46
Headquarters or main 3,438 19.3 14.25
Branch or nonautonomous 699 5.1 9.25

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 3,568 10.0 11.83

. Administrative 2,184 5.9 11.52
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 477 6.0 17.82
Education 534 5.4 4.49
Legal 401 6.0 11.72
Research/Technical 815 4.9 9.44
Otherb 4,543 504.8 24.49

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 210 23.3 11.91
Nationalb 7,013 350.7 21.25
Academic 691 16.4 8.68
Science and technology 1,955 4.4 14.22
Health and medicine 799 3.1 1.69
General 949 4.5 14.80
Law 531 5.9 9.54
Multitype 262 4.9 1.69
Training center and/or instructional school 118 3.6 5.61

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 10,463 16.1 17.71
Services not available or provided to gen. public 2,065 4.1 8.03

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 482 1.8 2.45
Second quintile 2,948 10.7 11.93
Third quintile 822 4.2 7.91
Fourth quintile 1,711 6.5 12.08
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)' 6,564 47.6 21.08

(a) Includes employees only, not contract staff on-site.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories. In 1994, the Library of Congress reported a total Federal FTE staff of

4,511.

NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1-1V in the table may not sum total survey
universe due to rounding.

NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part 1, Question 1, Lines 01-04, and Part I, Question 2, Line 01 of the Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey.

NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.1.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and InformationCenters Survey.
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Taking a more focused look at federal libraries and information centers with science and technology
and health and medicine missions, there was little difference between them in the average numbers
of federal FTE staff on hand, but science and technology federal libraries and information centers
had more of these staff at grade 13 or above than did their health and medicine counterparts (4.4
federal FTE staff and 14.22 percent at grade 13 or above compared to 3.1 federal FTE staff with 1.69
percent at grade 13 or above).

Trends in Staffing Positions
For the 1994 survey, staff in federal libraries and information centers were classified into three
levels: management/supervisory, professional, and technician/support staff. The majority of federal
libraries and information centers reported no significant changes in the number of positions in any
of the three categories from 1992 to 1994. The data in tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show that 66.6
percent of libraries and information centers reported no significant changes in management/
supervisory positions, 62.0 percent reported no significant changes in professional staffing, and 55.3
percent reported no significant changes in technician/support staff positions. These percentages
appear to indicate that there was more stability at the management/supervisory level than at the
professional level and still less stability at the technician/support staff level. In all three levels, more
federal libraries and information centers reported significant decreases than significant increases
with respect to staffing. The difference between the percentages reporting decreases compared to
increases was greatest at the technician/support staff level, followed by the professional level, and
finally, by the management/supervisory level.

In the organizational structure category, autonomous federal libraries and information centers had
one of the higher percentages reporting significant increases in management/supervisory positions
(2.6 percent), while those with a headquarters/main structure had the highest percentage reporting
significant increases in professional (7.3 percent) and technician/support staff (7.1 percent)
positions. Headquarters/main federal libraries and information centers had the highest percentage
reporting significant decreases in management/supervisory (15.6 percent) and technician/support
staff (29.6 percent) positions, while those with a branch/non-autonomous structure had the highest
percentage reporting significant decreases in professional positions (21.1 percent).

Federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with education
functions had the highest percentage reporting no significant changes in management/supervisory
positions (80.9 percent), while those that reported to parent organizations with legal
responsibilities had among the highest percentages reporting no significant change in professional
(75.0 percent) and in technician/support staff (65.6 percent) positions. Very small percentages
reported significant increases in any of the staffing positions, but those that reported to parent
organizations with legal responsibilities had among the highest percentages in both professional
(9.4 percent) and technician/support staff (9.4 percent) positions. In terms of significant decreases,
federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent organizations with computer
technology/information resources management responsibilities had the highest percentage
reporting significant decreases in management positions (17.3 percent); those that reported to
parent organizations with research/technical responsibilities had the highest percentage reporting
decreases in professional positions (19.2 percent); and those that reported to parent organizations
with administrative functions had one of the highest percentages reporting decreases in technician/
support positions (31.0 percent).

An examination of the mission/subject area category shows again that the majority of responding
federal libraries and information centers reported no significant changes for each of the staffing
levels. Where increases and decreases in allocated positions were reported, they almost always
favored decreasesthat is, more of the responding federal libraries and information centers in this
category reported decreases in allocated positions than reported increases. Responding federal
libraries and information centers with science and technology and health and medicine mission
certainly followed this pattern. In addition, the reported decreases in allocated positions across the
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Table 3.2- Allocated federal positions In federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC): Trends in
management or supervisory staffing from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting
significant FTE

staff increases'

% reporting
no change

in FTE staff

% reporting
significant FTE

staff decreases'

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 2.4% 66.6% 12.1% 18.8%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 2.6 67.2 11.6 18.7
Headquarters or main 1.8 67.1 15.6 15.6
Branch or nonautonomous 2.4 63.0 11.0 23.6

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info center 3.1 64.2 13.3 19.4
Administrative 2.3 68.2 11.8 17.8
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 1.3 61.3 17.3 20.0
Education 3.2 80.9 5.3 10.6
Legal 3.1 76.9 3.1 16.9
Research/Technical 1.3 58.6 15.9 24.2

Otherb 0.0 50.0 12.5 37.5

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 88.9 11.1 0.0
Nationalb 5.6 77.8 16.7 0.0
Academic 0.0 79.5 10.3 10.3
Science and technology 2.5 59.3 14.6 23.6
Health and medicine 2.9 72.3 7.4 17.4
General 2.6 68.4 14.3 14.8
Law 2.3 79.1 2.3 16.3
Multitype 2.0 54.0 22.0 22.0
Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 63.3 13.3 23.3

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 2.5 67.3 13.3 17.0
Services not available or provided to gen. public 2.4 65.8 10.6 21.2

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 1.6 56.6 5.6 36.1
Second quintile 2.7 66.9 14.2 16.2
Third quintile 2.7 67.9 11.2 18.2
Fourth quintile 2.4 72.6 15.7 9.3

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 3.1 72.7 14.8 9.4

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.

(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled 1-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 04 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.2.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 3.3- Allocated federal positions in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC): Trends in
professional staffing from 1992-1994

FL 61. IC Category

% reporting
significant FTE

staff increasesa

% reporting
no change

in FTE staff

% reporting
significant FTE

staff decrease?

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 5.1% 62.0% 16.0% 16.9%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 4.9 63.7 14.6 16.8

Headquarters or main 7.3 60.4 18.3 14.0

Branch or nonautonomous 3.1 54.7 21.1 21.1

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 4.4 58.7 17.4 19.6

Administrative 5.8 62.5 15.6 16.1

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 9.1 63.6 15.6 11.7

Education 2.2 64.1 17.4 16.3

Legal 9.4 75.0 4.7 10.9

Research/Technical 3.2 60.9 19.2 16.7

Otherb 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 33.3 55.6 0.0

Nationalb 5.6 77.8 16.7 0.0
Academic 0.0 65.8 18.4 15.8
Science and technology 4.5 58.8 17.8 19.0
Health and medicine 2.9 68.1 12.0 17.0
General 7.2 59.0 17.4 16.4

Law 8.2 75.3 5.9 10.6

Multitype 11.8 52.9 23.5 11.8

Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 50.0 16.7 33.3

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 4.5 63.6 17.7 14.2

Services not available or provided to gen. public 5.8 60.0 13.9 20.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 2.5 55.9 9.4 32.2
Second quintile 4.3 59.9 17.1 18.7

Third quintile 3.8 64.1 17.9 14.1

Fourth quintile 8.9 67.2 17.4 6.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 6.0 64.7 21.1 8.3

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.

(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.

NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey
universe due to item non-response.

NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 05 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.3.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Table 3.4- Allocated federal positions in federal libraries and Information centers (FL and IC): Trends in
technician and staff support positions from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting
significant FTE

staff increases'

% reporting
no change

in FTE staff

% reporting
significant FTE

staff decrease?

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 6.0% 55.3% 26.7% 12.0%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 5.9 55.5 25.9 12.6
Headquarters or main 7.1 53.9 29.6 9.5
Branch or nonautonomous 4.7 56.3 27.3 11.7

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 7.1 57.4 25.3 10.1
Administrative 4.6 52.0 31.0 12.5
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 7.7 53.9 29.5 9.0
Education 4.4 63.3 21.1 11.1
Legal 9.4 65.6 9.4 15.6
Research/Technical 5.6 50.9 29.2 14.3

Otherb 0.0 50.0 12.5 37.5

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.0 55.6 44.4 0.0
Nationalb 5.9 52.9 41.2 0.0
Academic 2.6 66.7 23.1 7.7
Science and technology 5.6 52.8 27.1 14.5
Health and medicine 5.7 64.8 18.4 11.1
General 6.9 43.6 40.1 9.4
Law 10.6 64.7 9.4 15.3
Multitype 4.0 56.0 34.0 6.0
Training center and/or instructional school 3.2 51.6 25.8 19.4

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 6.6 55.0 26.1 12.3
Services not available or provided to gen. public 5.2 55.7 27.4 11.6

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 4.7 53.7 18.4 23.1
Second quintile 4.6 58.0 28.4 9.1
Third quintile 6.5 56.2 26.0 11.4
Fourth quintile 8.4 53.6 30.0 8.0

Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 5.9 55.6 34.1 4.4

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.

(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part 1, Question 2, Line 06 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.4.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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three types of positions were greater for federal libraries and information centers with a science and
technology mission than for their health and medicine counterparts.

For federal libraries and information centers that responded to the 1994 Federal Libraries and
Information Centers Survey, providing public access was associated with decreases in allocated
positions across the three types. For management or supervisory positions, professional positions,
and technician support positions, responding federal libraries and information centers that provided
public access reported larger percentage decreases in allocated positions than did their counterparts
not serving the public directly.

Across all levels of automation, decreases in allocated positions outpaced increases in these
positions where any significant staffing changes were reported. Responding federal libraries and
information centers with the least amount of automation (i.e., the first quintile) had the lowest
percentages reporting significant FTE staff decreases across the three types of positions.

Contracting for Functions and Projects
To meet increasing demands for services, federal libraries and information centers have the option
of contracting for functions and projects. The data presented in table 3.5 show that 30.3 percent of
federal libraries and information centers reported on contracting functions and projects (i.e., 69.7
percent reported the item did not apply to them). However, the survey did not provide an estimate
of the federal libraries and information centers that are wholly contracted. Of those that did report
on trends, 19.7 percent reported no significant changes in their contracting practices, and more
reported significant increases than reported significant decreases in contracting.

In the organizational structure category, federal libraries and information centers with a
headquarters/main structure had the highest percentage reporting a significant increase (13.6
percent) in contracting practices from 1992 to 1994. Part of the reason for this finding is that a
higher percentage of autonomous and branch/non-autonomous federal libraries and information
centers reported that these trends did not apply to them.

Higher percentages of federal libraries and information centers that reported to parent
organizations with computer technology/information resources management, legal, or research/
technical functions reported increases in contracting for functions or projects (13 percent, 12.7
percent, and 11.2 percent, respectively) than did federal libraries and information centers with
other parent organizations. In contrast, much smaller percentages of federal libraries and
information centers reported significant decreases in contracting: those that reported to parent
organizations with library/information center, research/technical, or education responsibilities had
the highest percentages (4.9 percent, 4.4 percent, and 4.2 percent, respectively).

In the mission/subject area category, increases in contracting out were much more pronounced
than decreases when changes in contracting practices were reported. For federal libraries and
information centers with a science and technology mission, for example, almost twice as many
respondents reported increases as reported decreases in contracting out. In comparison, among
respondent federal libraries and information centers with a health and medicine mission about four
times as many reported increases as reported decreases in contracting out, although the percentages
of these respondents who reported the item did not apply to them was nearly one-third higher than
for those with science and technology missions.

More federal libraries and information centers providing public access responded that this item on
trends in contracting applied to them than did those not providing this access. Proportionally,
however, the patterns of responses for both subcategories were about the same; that is, the largest
percentages reported no change over time in contracting patterns, and larger percentages reported
increases in contracting than reported decreases.
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Table 3.5- Trends in contracting for projects or functions in federal libraries and information centers (FL
and IC) from 1992-1994

FL fSt IC Category

% reporting
significant
increases

in contractinga

% reporting
no change

in contracting

% reporting
significant
decreases

in contractine

% for which
this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 7.3% 19.7% 3.3% 69,7%

I. Organizational structure

Autonomousb 6.2 19.0 2.9 72.0
Headquarters or main 13.6 25.4 5.3 55,6
Branch or nonautonomous 6.1 16.8 2.3 74.8

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 4.6 18.3 4.9 72.2
Administrative 6.7 18.7 2.5 72.1
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 13.0 33.8 0.0 53.)
Education 5.3 13.7 4.2 76.8
Legal 12.7 15.9 0.0 71.4
Research/Technical 11.2 22.4 4.4 62.1

Otherb 0.0 37.5 0.0 62.5

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 11.1 44.4 0.0 44.4
Nationalb 5.6 22.2 0.0 72.2
Academic 7.3 19.5 2.4 70.7
Science and technology 9.8 25.5 5.0 59.8
Health and medicine 6.5 16.2 1.6 75.7
General 3.4 11.2 3.4 82.Q
Law 10.8 19.3 0.0 69.9
Multitype 5.8 25.0 5.8 63.5
Training center and/or instructional school 0.0 9.1 3.0 87.9

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. publicb 8.5 22.4 3.7 65.4
Services not available or provided to gen. public 5.8 16.2 2.9 75.2

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 1.9 12.0 2.3 83,8
Second quintile 6.4 16.1 2.3 75.3
Third quintile 5.2 20.6 3.6 70.6
Fourth quintile 10.3 24.9 4.4 60,5
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)b 17.2 30.6 5.2 47.0

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.

(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may not sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part J, Question 2, Line 15 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.5.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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Increasing levels of automation were associated with increasing percentages reporting on the use of
contracted services. That is, the more automated a library or information center, the more likely it

was to report on trends in contracting: 53.0 percent in the fifth quintile (i.e., the most automated)
but only 16.2 percent in the first quintile. Of those respondents in the fifth quintile of automation,
it is also important to note that proportionally more reported increases in contracting from 1992 to
1994 (17.2 percent, or approximately one-third of those who responded that the item a contracting
applied to them) than did respondents in the other subcategories. These indicators of the
relationship between automation and contracting may point to a deficiency in the numbers of
federal library and information center staff with needed expertise in computer technology and may

indicate a necessary staffing requirement.

Staff Training Activities
With changing service demands, particularly with regard to advanced technologies, it might be
expected that staff would need more training or retraining support. However, the data in table 3.6
indicate that the majority of federal libraries and information centers (58.9 percent) responding to
the 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey reported no significant changes in their
staff training or retraining activities over the years 1992 to 1994. In addition, these data show that

a slightly higher percentage (15.9 percent) indicated they had experienced significant decreases in
training activities for staff than reported significant increases (14.2 percent) in these activities.
Instead of reflecting a diminishing need for staff training, these numbers may be indicators of a lack

of funding or the pressure of competing priorities.

A pattern of responses similar to that for federal libraries and information centers generally was
evident in many of the subcategories, although there were some differences. For example, in some

cases, the percentages reporting significant decreases were considerably larger than the percentages
reporting significant increases, such as federal libraries and information centers with a branch/non-
autonomous structure or those with general or multitype missions. In addition, there were
subcategories in which more federal libraries and information centers reported significant increases
than significant decreases in training, such as those with a headquarters/main structure; those that
reported to parent organizations with legal or research/technical responsibilities; those with
presidential, health and medicine, or law missions; and those in the fifth quintile of automation (the

most automated).

In the organizational structure category, headquarters/main federal libraries and information
centers had the highest percentage reporting significant increases in training (17.0 percent), while
those with a branch/non-autonomous structure had the highest percentage reporting training
decreases (26.3 percent). Headquarters/main and autonomous federal libraries and information
centers had the highest percentages reporting no significant changes in training and retraining
activities (61.4 percent and 60.3 percent, respectively).

In the nature of parent organization category, federal libraries and information centers that
reported to parent organizations with legal responsibilities had one of the highest percentages
reporting significant increases (17.5 percent), while those that reported to parent organizations
with administrative responsibilities had the highest percentage reportingsignificant decreases (19.1

percent) in training.

In the mission/subject area category, decreases in staff training activities were equal to or exceeded

increases in more than half of the subcategories. However, for responding federal libraries and
information centers with presidential, health and medicine, or law missions, this pattern was
reversed. Compared to federal libraries and information centers with a science and technology
mission, which reported higher percentages with decreases than increases in staff training (17.7
versus 15.3 percent), health and medicine federal libraries and information centers reported higher
percentages with training increases than decreases (13.9 versus 8.6 percent).
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Table 3.6- Trends in staff training and retraining in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC)
from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

% reporting
significant
increases

in training/

retraining'

% reporting
no change
in training/

retraining

% reporting
significant
decreases

in training/

retraining'

%
for which

this does not

apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 14.2% 58.9% 15.9% 11.0%

1. Organizational structure

Autonomous" 13.9 60.3 14.7 11.2
Headquarters or main 17.0 61.4 13.5 8.2
Branch or nonautonomous 12.8 47.4 26.3 13.5

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 13.7 58.4 16.3 11.6
Administrative 14.4 56.5 19.1 10.0
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 14.3 64.9 16.9 3.9
Education 14.1 64.1 14.1 7.6
Legal 17.5 60.3 7.9 14.3
Research/Technical 13.9 58.8 12.7 14.6
Other') 11.1 55.6 0.0 33.3

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 33.3 55.6 11.1 0.0
National" 15.8 68.4 15.8 0.0
Academic 12.8 61.5 12.8 12.8
Science and technology 15.3 56.0 17.7 11.1
Health and medicine 13.9 66.1 8.6 11.4
General 12.2 54.2 23.9 9.8
Law 15.5 60.7 7.1 16.7
Multitype 9.6 63.5 17.3 9.6
Training center and/or instructional school 15.2 51.5 24.2 9.1

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public" 14.4 59.5 16.6 9.6
Services not available or provided to gen. public 14.1 58.1 15.1 12.8

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 8.1 50.6 14.2 27.2
Second quintile 13.5 61.8 16.5 8.2
Third quintile 15.0 62.7 16.6 5.7
Fourth quintile 14.3 64.0 15.9 5.8
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)" 26.7 54.2 17.6 1.5

(a) Respondents were instructed to report a change as "significant" if the increase or decrease was greater than 10 percent.
(b) The Library of Congress is included in each of these subcategories.
NOTE: Numbers of federal libraries and information centers within the five categories labeled I-V in the table may nor sum to the total survey

universe due to item non-response.
NOTE: Row percentages are based on responding federal libraries and information centers and may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding.
NOTE: Data in this table are taken from Part 3, Question 2, Line 18 of the Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
NOTE: Response rates and standard errors for this table may be found in appendix C, table C3.6.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey.
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The patterns of response in the public access category were similar for responding federal libraries
and information centers whether or not they provided public services. For both subcategories, more
than half reported no significant changes in training or retraining activities from 1992 to 1994 and
higher percentages reported decreases than increases in staff training activities over the period.

In the level of automation category, the most highly automated federal libraries and information
centers (i.e, in the fifth quintile) had the highest percentage reporting increases in training/
retraining activities. This was the single subcategory of respondents for which the percentage
reporting training increases was greater than the percentage reporting training decreases.
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FORM FLIC
(12-05-94)

U.S: DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
. s. ::: BUREAU. OF THE. CENSUS ..

ACTING. AS COLLECTING AGENT FOR. THE

: U.S DEPARTMENT OF:EDUCATION
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND
INFORMATION CENTERS SURVEY
RiCal Year ending September 30, 1994

NOTE; -: This form is authorized by law (20 U.S.C. 1221e-1). While you are not
required to respond, your Cooperation is needed to make the results of this survey
comprehensive,.accurate, and timely,

Please correct any errors in the name, address, and ZIP Code.

Please read the accompanying instructions before
comPleting this Survey form. Report exact data
or estimates for the library or information center
listed In the address label and for any other
domestic libraries; Informetion centers, or branch.
locations that It operate& Please provide a list of
these locations:1n Part:A, Item 2 on Page 2.
Exclude foreigh:branCh.:Operattons and all other

.

entitles !bested 'outside the United States.

If there are any.questions about ihii form,
. Contact CarrOl Kindel, NCES; at (202) 219-1371

,:,:...,:i.:.:. : .:.:.

r.: Bureau of the Census representative at
(301) 45771566 or.(800). 451,6236

..::.: .:,:
::..!.i:;.,..::::,.:;,:: or ..

JeffersOnVille, Indiana representative at
(800) 972-5650 FAX (812) 288-3494 :

RETURN TO U.S. DEPARTMENT
Bureau of the
Governments
ATTN: Patricia
Washington
Washington,

OF COMMERCE
Census
Division

Garner
Plaza II, Room 508
DC 20233-6800

Date due: Maich 3, 1995

1. Name of respondent 2. Title of respondent 3. Telephone (Ares code, number, ext.)

4. U.S. Federal Government Department 5. U.S. Federal Government Agency 6. Fax Telephone (Area code, number, ext.)

PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY

The National Center for EducationStatistics (LACES) is collecting these data to update Federal library and information
Center:etatistice, last colleCied in 1978, by getting current, up to -date detailed data on library and information services.
In the.:FederaI:GOverninent dUring 1994. This is to be a comprehensiVe survey dealing with the full range of .functiOna,
sources; services, staff;'and.eXPenditures of Federal libraries and infOrmation centers that serve their Federal agenCies

by proViding library-type services. Need for current data is critical at this time because of the changing character of:..:

libraries and informationiiiiVices under the impetus of technological innovation with resulting changes in responsibilities
of information Professionals and support staff.

USES OF DATA .

. .

Collection of these data over time will enable effective planning for the development and use of Federal library and

information. The data Will. be:used to. support assessment of Federal libraries andinfotMation centers

by proViding descriptive information and by obtaining infoi.mation on identified policy issues. The data are also needed
to provide' basis for comparisons and fai trend analysis; Finally, the survey results will help determine the status of
Federal library and: information center operations and of the professions represented in them.
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WHO SHOULD RESPOND ::::::::

;::,.::.::. :i-.... ......

. Is your facility thought of as either a libraryl or an infOirretion.:.centee? IDo not answer
'Yes' if yOu..are::a.:public..affairs,:officearvagency.::locateeie6fice.:4.:ieCords management
facility, a publications distribution facility, or a computer centei:i.

:!' ::::.::::::::::::: .:i:::::i::::::;:.:::::::::::::&3.::::;::::::;:::::::.: .:

2. Is your facility. staffed with at least one paid partAiMepri:fuWtim.e.ilitirarian, technical
information specialist, library technician, archiviif;i:EOr.i:Other::.tOained.PerSorf...WhOse princioat::.

..,..,........,,.....,................:::: ... ... ..... ::..,..

functiort is to assist others in meeting their Information needs? .:....:- -!

Yes No

I O .2 13

0
2

:1.... .

3. lei::YOurlacility;:elther::....6) considered to be a Feder..61::GoveMMent operation in brieceiving... ........:. . . ... ...:.:.:.:. .:.
i:MaloritY.:::(et:14.s::filiiit) of its funding from Federal appropriations? :. :,::::.:::!i.

.::... (Check 'yes' if either a or b is true.)
..............,..

i?:::::-

4. Does your fecilitY...,either.SuPport the information needs of a Federal agency or supply :::::::::

..' informatiOn. as paitofitheagency's mission?
. . 1::.,l':lV .:::::

NOTE: For the purposes of this survey, a facility is included whether it is open to the i::::::.:iili

. public or not.

1 III 2 0

1 1 2 0

. ,

H 'For the purposes of this survey, a library is an organization that includes among its functions the follOWing::::::.
selection, acquisition, organization, preservation, retrieval, and provision of access to informationresoUrces.

:.:::::::::::i::$i::::::::::9:;::i: ::.:::.:::::::::':ii:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::: . . . . . . . .. .

2.For. the purposes of this survey;:an:information....center is an organization that performs the function of linking :'..

requestors with appropriate resources through established mechanisms, such as dateeSe.Searching, I-
pniViding referials;*.EinsWering aPeCific auestiOrii;...Or by other means. . ].i::::::::,:::::.:;;:p::.*:::". .. ..:::::'::- -.'

Complete this survey and :Continue belOW if .yoU anSwered 'Yes' to ALL the above queitiOns.

.:::.;. If you answered 'No' to ANY of the above, questions, STOP HERE and return this form to the
. :. : :. :::',.-.:::::

..,.............. . .... ....... .,.. ........

.address Shown on page t.:.::.. .
..

..

...... .:.......- ..

- .' Part A - ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE
. . . . .. . . .. . .

. . . . .

1.. Check the box which best .describes yOur....... .

.. library/information center.. /See Instnietions.):. :::.
.. . .' * -."::' .. . ..

I MARK (X) ONLY ONE BOX.
:-.,....: -....:

I 0 Autonomous library/information center
.

Headquarters or central/main library/information center
(List other locations included in this report below.)

3 Branch or nonautonomous library/information center
(Reporting independently.)

: i.;,::::::::::::xii::::::::::::,i,:::::::, . . . .....:...,.:........ . :::.:.:i:::::;.. ::::::.$:::,:,:! :::.:::::.::::::i .2. If your unit IS.:4.hiedquirters or.centiii/malit.librar.y.inforniatOri cerifer;.IdentifyilltheiiiiiIiOrdiiie entitles or , . :.
branches Included In this report (Attach additional pages If iiiiiiiiiiii.)::.:"': .0::"'"'::::0i:-::'::::::::::i-:: .:.....i::::.:'.i:ii:.:'::. :: . ''

Line No..
..

01

,..,:i::::..:.::,..:.,

Name
All . .

::::.::::: .

Address
(2)

.. ::::.::::::.,..::'"'"'-'''.-

. City
MY':

-...- _,......., ::::,::

State Code

02

:::i.: 03.;:i.::::::::.::.

li::::::::;P::.

,

05. :.....

.

.1.:1::::::.:-

06.::' ::::'

FORM FLIC (12-05-94)
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Part A - ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE. 7 Continued
. . .

nature3. Specify the primary nature of the organizational component to
which your unit reporti:'..

MARK (X) ONLY ONE BOX.

1

2

3

4

s

8

7

Library/information center
Administrative
Computer technology/Information
Resources Management
Education
Legal
Research/technical
Other -- Specify -- .

Part B - MISSION AND CLIENTELE, FISCAL YEAR...1994
.:.:,:::,::.:.:

. Check. the box which,most:closely resembles your mission and.....
subject area Meihistniethiii*,.....

..

MARK (X) ONLY ONEBOX.':::::

1 Presidential
2 National
3 Academic
4 Engineering and science
s General (exclude hospital and penal)
8 Health and medicine
7 Hospital (patient's)
e Law
9 Multi-type
10 Penal
II Special (excluding engineering and science,

health and medicine, and law)
12 Training center and/or instructional

(technical) sch001

2. Check all boxes which best describe your users (clientele).

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

i
2

3

4

5

6

7

Agency staff
Other Federal staff
Other government (state, local, international)
Targeted populations (e.g., specialized
professionals, military dependents, hospital
patients)
General public
Commercial entities (e.g., business, industry)
Other -- Specify --

,...

Part C - FACILITIES, FISCAL YEAR .1994
... ,.,, .

1. Show in square feet the net area assigned to library/information
center purposes In all facilities.. Square Feet
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Part D.:I'.
::

COLLECTIONS , '.:YEAR 1994

.:.:..

. Check the:c aSaifidation system used for classifying all or most
of new aCqUisitions in the fiscal year 1994.

MARK (X) ONLY ONE BOX.

of Congress
Decimal Classification

Library of Medicine
of Documents

not classified
Specify -- .

1 Library
2 Dewey
3 National
4 Superintendent

Classification
6 Materials
6 Other --

2.. Does your library/inforniation center serve as a Government
depository?, If yes, also indicate whether the service is full or
selective.

1 Yes a Full
b Selective

2 III No

:::::.:.
3.. Show the total numbers held in collections at the end of the fiscal year Do not leave blank--enter 0, NA (not

applicable), or U/A (unavailable). :;::.:::.i::::; :.:i:.:::

Line No Category

Total Number Held at End of. Fiscal Year

Print
(1)

Microform
:.- (2) :*

Electronic
(3)

01
Books

VOLUMES OR VOLUME EQUIVALENT

02 TITLES

03
Periodicals

.

VOLUMES OR VOLUME EQUIVALENT

04 NONCURRENT. TITLES

05
CURRENT SUBSCRIPTIONS (Purchased and
nonpurchased--exclude loose leaf)

06.: CURRENT LOOSE-LEAF SUBSCRIPTIONS

07

08

09

10

GovernMent documents or non-Government reports (Not
reported elsewhere)

::. NUMBER--

Oilier materials (Include manuscripts, cartographic
materials, and others)

UNITS

Audiovisual. material's (Include graphic materialS, sound
recordings; motion pictureS, and video recordings)
(EXclude cOrnpUter/electronic:media files or Printed
Material phdiOgriOniCally reduced in microfilm and
sbecial format materials)

UNITS

peCial fOrMat materials (FoOridiyiduals unable to. read
standard print; e.g., braille, reCOrdings, large Print,
eleCtionlo (Exclude from line 09)

UNITS
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Part E - SERVICE ACTIVITIES, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Section 1 - HOURS OF SERVICE AND GATE COUNT

1. Are services available to the general public? Yes
2 No

2. How many total hours is your library or information center open
per typical week (use whole hours) under staff supervision?

Hours

3. What is your gate count per typical week within fiscal year
1994? Gate count

Section 2 - REFERENCE AND OTHER SERVICES

Check all appropriate ways reference services are provided.

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

By staff
2 Contracted services
3 Services provided by parent or other

Government agency library
4 Other -- Specify --

5 None

2. Show the number of requests or searches per typical week: Note: Exclude OPAC from lines 01 through 05.
Do not leave blankenter 0, NA (not applicable), or U/A (unavailable).

Line No. For Total Number Requests or Searches

01 Directionalfready reference requests

02

03

04

Substantive reference requests

On-line searches

CD-ROM searches

05 Internet searches

06. OPAC and other in-house database searches

Section 3 - PHOTOCOPYING TRANSACTIONS

Check whether or not on-site photocopy machines are available
to the following users. If 'yes', check the '$' box if charges
are applied.

YES
(1)

NO
(2)

$

13)

a. Primary clientele

b. Other users

2. Show the nUMber.Of photocopy exposures made for users by
staff or contraciiiiii:Oncludeting tables of contents and
overnight services) per typical week. Number
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Part E - SERVICE ACTIVITIES, FISCAL YEAR 1994 - Continued

Section 4 - LOAN TRANSACTIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Show the number of transactions made In direct circulation of materials
to users (include routing of periodicals to users outside
library/information center; i.e., number of people on routing list).

. Show the total number of interlibrary loan requests received :(borrowed)
hem other libraries.

Number

Number

. Check all ways interlibrary loan requests are received (borrowed) from
other. libraries.

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

Phone
20 Mail
3 Fax

Electronic networks
s OCLC
a Special database (i.e., DOCLINE or

VALNET)
7 In Person
a Other -- Specify --

None

4. Show the total number of interlibrary loan requests filled (sent out). Number

Check all ways:Interlibrary loan requests are. filled (sent out).

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

10 Phone
2 Mail
3 Fax
40 Electronic networks
s Special database (i.e., DOCLINE or

VALNET)
a In Person
7 Other -- Specify --

None

. Does your library/information center charge for providing interlibrary loan
materials to:
Mark 'yes' if you ever charge; mark 'no' if you never charge.

a. Primary clientele

b. Other libraries

c. Other individuals or organizations

Yes

10 Yes

Yes

20 No

20 No

2 No

Section 5 - OTHER SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1994

. Check whether or not you perforni
groups.

Line
No. Services

. 01 .. Centraliteif.technicaf services < >';:

each of the following services. If 'yes, check the 'S' box if you charge to any user

YES
(1)

NO
(2)

Produces other:publications..
04 .:.Produces.bn;line'or.:CD,ROM.databases
05

08

SelectiVe %DiSsUrriitiatidn% of 1 nfOrmatiOn (SDI)

'..Professional consultation
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Part F - AUTOMATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Cheek when the following functions were automated in your library/information center either through in-house
developMent, a bibliographia*Utility (e.g., OCLC and RLIN), or a vendor system.

Line
No. Function

Automated
before
1991
(1)

utOMate
since
1991
12)

Automation
Under

Development
i.,:::431 '.::.:.

Not
Automated

i (4)

Not
:Performed

. (5)

01 :On-line. PublicAccess Catalog (OPAC)

02

..

;Acquisitions ..

03 :.:ctitalagieig

Uthority file.Coeiteoi

05 Interlibrary loan
,

06 CircUlatiOn

07 Serials control

, 08
Other Specify .

2. Check all of the technology available to
any staff etid/Or users in your
library/iniorthition Center..

:.:: 'I.
MARK (X)ALL THAT Apply.

1

2

3

4

5

e

7

8

9

10

ii

Electronic mail (Email)
FAX
Local Area Network (LAN)
Wide Area Network (WAN)
INTERNET
Client/Server Interfaces (e.g., Gopher, WAIS)

111 Magnetic tape
CD-ROM
WORM
Other -- Specify -- .

None

Part G - COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1994.
..

1. Check all of the groups in which your
library/information center participates.

:::::':.::::::

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

1

2

3

4

s

8

7

8

9

10

ii

FEDLINK (Federal Library and Information Network)
Agency administrative networks
Local and regional cooperatives (include metropolitan,
intrastate, and statewide cooperatives)
Interstate and national cooperatives
Bibliographic service centers
Bibliographic utilities
Centralized processing centers
Cooperative collection resource facilities
Union catalog or union list other than a national union catalog
or list, but including a regional or special catalog or list that
may also report nationally
Other -- Specify e

None
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Part H - EXPENDITURES, FISCAL YEAR 1994

. Report yours OPERATING EXPENDITURES from all sources. Note: Do not report the same expenditures more than once.
Line No. Purpose AniOunt.(VVhole dollars)

1: Salaries arid.Wa es (inCIUcialiariaikei:: $

02 Collection Resources $

03 All Other:Operating:Expenditures $

2. Report your CAPITAL EXPENDITURES.

Line No. Purpose. ..Amount (VV.hOle.dOilars

01
Capital expenditures (include nonrecurring expenditures for the acquisition
of OradditiOns.to .fiXed assets exclUtiVe of aboVe)...:.: $

Part I - BUDGETED STAFF, FISCAL YEAR 1994

. Show the number of paid full-time equivalent (FTE) employees in filled positions (excluding building maintenance,
volunteers, and contract staff), including Federal and non-Federal staff, assigned military personnel, and trust fund
employees as of the end of fiscal year 1994.

Line No.
GS Rating

(or equivalent)
Number of

FTE Employees

01' GS 1-8

02 GS 9-12

03 GS 13-15 :

04 Above GS 15

. Show the number of on -site contract staff in full-time equivalents.(FTE) positions as of the end of fiscal yeav1994..

Line No.
GS Rating

(or eqUivalent)
Number of

FTE Employees

01 Contract staff on site (include cooperative and interagency agreements)

Part J - TRENDS

1. Identify the level of significance each issue is anticipated to have in the next 5 years.

Line No. Issue

Level of Significance

High
(1)

MediUm
(2)

Low or
None
(3)

01 Quality of space
02 Quantity of space

Olm

03 Reductions in staff size
04 Increased demand for services
05 : FUnding aVailable'lforlaCqUisition of materials
06 Cost of interlibrary lOanidocuriient delivery service
07 Ability to provide the level of service expected by clients
08 Ability to provide clients aCcess tO electronic resources
09 Ability to fund continued automation: activities
10 . ...Ability tci.fund staff. develcipment.actkimes
11. Continued existence of the library /information center

:12 Contracting Ofiribre terviCes.
'13
14

Im lementation of teChnolo ical advances
Charging for services to the public
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Part J - TRENDS -- Continued

Indicate whether each item below has significantly changed over the last 3 years. Check "significant Increase" or
"significantdecrease" if the .change has been greater than 10 percent over the last 3 years. Check "same' If the
change haibeen less than 1.6 Percent over.:the last 3 years. .1f the element does not apply to youreituation,

.

Select "not aPplicable." .." ':;::::::::'::::;.i:i:;-.-:-::::::::.

Line No. Element

Significant
Increase

: (1)

Same

-

Significant
Decrease

3)

:Not.-
AppliCable

(4)

01
Funding

Federally appropriated funds -
02 Federal, nonappropriated - _
03 Other funds

04
Allocated Federal Positions (FTE'S)

. Management/supervisory positions (FTE's)
05 Professional positions (FTE's) : . .

06 Technicians andsupport staff: positions (FTE's)
07 Library. hours

08
Level of Senrice Offered

Primary clientele
09 Others

10::
Acquisitions

NUmber of serial subscriptions .

11 i Dollars expended for serials .

12. Volumes of monographs purchased
13 : Dollars expended for monographs
14.:: Dollars expended for other collections
15 Contracting out for projects or functions
16 Charging other libraries for interlibrary loans
17 -Charging user fees for other functions or services
18 Staff training/retraining

Part K - PRESERVATION

Preservation, is defined as the provision of adequate facilities to protect, care for, or maintain collections; it includes
specific measures, Undertaken individually or collectively to maintain, repair, restore, or protect all materials in
whatever form (booki, periodiaals, menuscripti,artworks, graphics, motion pictures, sound recOrdings,still
photographs, video records, computer tapes and: disks, and optical storage Media)... Maintenance includes binding.

. How many full-time equiValent employees (professional and
nonprOfessonal) are engaged'in preservation activities? Number

2. Which of the following have you undertaken or developed?
.

MARK (X) ALL THAT APPLY.

survey
plan
preservation activities

plan
security plan

i Preservation
2 Preservation
3 Cooperative
4 Disaster
a Physical
a None
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PRESERVATION

3. What are your FOUR major preservation problem
areas?

MARK IX) ONLY FOUR BOXES.

0 Wear and tear to paper materials
2 0 Wear and tear to bindings
3 0 Brittle paper
4 0 Electronic storage
5 0 Housing
o 0 Disaster preparedness
7 0 Environmental conditions

0 Contracting for preservation services
9 0 Minor in-house repairs
10 0 Preservation of microforms
11 0 Collection maintenance
12 0 Staff and patron education
13 0 Care/maintenance of nonprint materials
14 0 Preservation funding
15 0 None

4. What are your THREE major preservation training
needs?

5. Will you support or not support the inclusion of a.. '.......:.
:

.: specific Federal preservation policy in the development
..: of a national preservation policy? .... :: ........:.:...:::::'.:::..:
.. ...'...: .....:. :...........:.: ....:...t...:.::::.:.......' . .: ... 'i ..:.i.;:;.....:::::::

MARK IX) ONLY ONE BOX. ... :: ::.......: ::.:.

0 Collection maintenance
2 0 Disaster planning and recovery
3 0 Contracting for preservation services
4 0 Commercial binding
5 0 Preservation planning
8 0 Environmental monitoring
7 0 Microfilming
8 0 Care of nonprint materials
9 0 Staff/patron education in care and handling of

library materials
10 0 None

1 0 Yes

2 0 No

Provide remarks concerning the questionnaire and instructions (reference Part and Item numberattach additional.:pages if necessary):

,'.How Man . minutes did ittelie to'COrn-lete'the UestiOnnaireri: Minutes

FORM FLIC (12-05-94)
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS SURVEY

Fiscal Year ending September 30, 1994

Please respond to each Item on this report In the space provided. Please do not leave any lines blank. If the

appropriate answer is zero or none, use 0. If a figure is unavailable, use U/A. If not applicable, use NA. Please provide

an estimate if exact data are not available. Include data for the main or central library and all branch and Independent

libraries that were open all or part of fiscal year 1994.

INSTITUTIONAL IDENTIFICATION

In the space provided at the top of the report, make any
necessary corrections to the preprinted address infor-
mation. Also, please enter the name, title, area code,
telephone number of the person responsible for
completing the report, the Federal Government depart-
ment and agency, and the fax area code and telephone

number.

SURVEY SCOPE

Include data for domestic locations only (within the United
States). Exclude foreign branch operations and all other
entities located outside the United States.
Report for all parts of the library/information center that
are located in the 50 states and the District of Columbia.
For purposes of this survey, data for Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, and U.S. territories should be excluded.

WHO SHOULD RESPOND

This report is not applicable to your institution if the
answer is 'No' to ANY of the four 'Who Should Respond'
questions listed on page 2 of the survey form. If this is
the case, return the form to the address shown on
page 1.

PRINCIPLES TO FOLLOW IN PREPARING
YOUR REPORT

Moneys should be reported as operating expenditures
at the level at which they are spent for library services,
materials, or equipment.
Shared personnel should be reported as staff by the
receiving library.
Materials given to or placed on permanent deposit in a
library should be reported as holdings by the paying
library.

PERIOD OF REPORT

Report information for the following time periods as
specified in each section:

Fiscal year 1994 - The most recent complete fiscal
year that ended prior to October 1, 1994.

Typical week in fiscal year 1994 - Choose a typical
week in the past year, which is one in which the
Federal library or information center is open its regular
hours and which contains rio holidays, and which
reflects the regular activities of the library/information

center.

Next 5 years - The next 5 fiscal years from 1995
(ended prior to October 1, 1995) through 1999 (ending

prior to October 1, 1999).

Last 3 years - The last 3 fiscal years from 1992
(ended prior to October 1, 1992) through 1994 (ended

prior to October 1, 1994).

Part A - ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

Item 1 - Reporting Entity

Report whether the entity completing this report is an
autonomous library/information center, or a headquarters

or central/main library/information center reporting data for
itself and/or other branches, su a branch or
nonautonomous library/information center reporting data
independently. Complete Item 2.

Autonomous library/information centerOne which
has a separate facility, collection, staff, a defined clientele,

and full operational control. The principal operating
budget would, in general, derive from the institution

served.

Headquarters library/information centerEither a
single-unit library serving administrative headquarters, or
the central user unit, with administrative and directional

control of other libraries.

Centred/main library/Information centerThe single-unit
library or the administrative center of a multiunit library
where the principal collections are kept and handled.
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GENERAL
FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION

Branch or nonautonomous library/information center-
-This is a user-service unit which has all of the following:

Quarters that are separate from the central library.
A permanent basic collection of materials.
A permanent staff provided by the central library or the
institution or organization of which the library is a part.
A regular schedule for opening.

They are administered from the central library and are not
autonomous. However, some units may report
independently for the purpose of this survey.

Item 2 - Subordinate Entities

Identify the subordinate entities or branches included in
this report.

Item 3 - Controlling Entity

Mark one category that best describes the department,
office, area, etc., that your library/information center
directly reports.

Box 1 - Library/information center - A library is an
organization that includes among its functions the
following: selection, acquisition, organization,
preservation, retrieval, and provision of access to
information resources. An information center is an
organization that performs the function of linking
requestors with appropriate information resources through
established mechanisms, such as database searching,
providing referrals, answering specific questions, or by
other means.

Box 2 - Administrative - An office in your agency clearly
administrative in nature (e.g., planning, finance, facilities).

Box 3 - Computer technology/Information Resources
Management - The agency's Office of Information
Resource Management or similar management office for
information systems.

Box 4 - Education - An office in your agency clearly
educational in nature (e.g., outreach, public programs,
training).

Box 5 - Legal - An office in your agency clearly legal in
nature (e.g., legal counsel).

Box 6 - Research/technlcal - An office in your agency
which oversees research (other than legal) and

Form FLIC (12-05-94)

INSTRUCTIONS
CENTERS SURVEY-Fiscal Year 1994 Continuer."

technical (other than computer) operations (e.g., sciences,
mechanics, industrial arts, historical, cultural).

Part B - MISSION AND CLIENTELE,
FISCAL YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Mission

Check only ONE type to describe your library's or
information center's mission and subject area.

Box 1 - Presidential - Specializes in the official records,
memorabilia, literature, and other materials concerning the
affairs of Presidents of the United States.

Box 2 - National - (Library of Congress, National Library
of Medicine, National Agricultural Library, National
Technical Information Service) Have Government-wide
responsibilities and missions which include concern for
both National and international matters.

Box 3 - Academic - Serve the faculty and students in
colleges, universities, graduate, and postgraduate schools
(e.g., U.S. Military Academy, U.S. Naval Academy).

Box 4 - Engineering and science - Collections are
devoted predominantly to engineering and the sciences.

Box 5 - General - Provide service to meet cultural,
informational, educational, and recreational needs ofa
defined clientele (e.g., libraries on military bases). Report
libraries serving patients in hospitals, and penal libraries
under those classifications.

Box 6 - Health and medicine - Libraries or information
centers whose collections are predominantly devoted to
medicine and the health sciences.

Box 7 - Hospital (patient's) - Autonomous service units
which are located in hospital facilities and are operated
primarily to serve library needs of patients in the facility,
but which are NOT part of post or base library systems.

Box 8 - Law - House collections which are predominantly
devoted to legal materials.

Box 9 - Multl-type (systems) - Nonautonomous or semi-
autonomous collections, branches, or facilities of more
than one type as defined in this section, under a single
administration (e.g., libraries which include patients' and
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS SURVEY-Fiscal Year 1994Continued

medical libraries in a single facility and under a single
administration, combined general and educational
libraries, a science library with a medical branch, etc.)
These libraries are usually the result of combining several
libraries under one administration and direction, and fulfill
dual missions, with each component serving separately
defined user groups which may or may not overlap.

Box 10 - Penal - Libraries or information centers which
serve penal institutions (e.g., Federal Youth Centers,
Federal Reformatories, U.S. Penitentiaries, Federal
Correctional Institutions). Military libraries which provide
service to military penal facilities will not be included in this
category UNLESS they are operated separately from a
base or post library system.

Box 11 - Special - Technical or research libraries or
information centers which serve a specialized clientele
and whose mission plan and scope of collections and
services are limited to the subject interests of the host or
parent organization or agency, but are not predominantly
devoted to Engineering and Science, Health and
Medicine, or Law, and do not fall within any of the other
definitions in this section.

Box 12 - Training center and/or instructional
(technical) school - Support nondegree-granting educa-
tional (vocational) centers. Included in this group are
military libraries or information centers which support an
instructional mission (e.g., U.S. Army Language Training
Facility, Amphibious Warfare Library).

Item 2 - Clientele

Check ALL that apply to identify your library's or
information center's clientele.

Part C - FACILITIES, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Net area

Net area, in square feet, of space assigned for library
purposes is the total space which can be put to use in
furtherance of the library's mission. It consists of the sum
of all areas on all floors of the buildings that have been
assigned to or are used for library functions or purposes.
It includes space for readers and reading areas,
bookstack and related storage areas for the book
collections, audiovisual materials, and other materials,
working spaces for staff, space for services to users
(include the card catalog and computer terminals), public-
service desks, copying equipment, audiovisual equipment,
other library equipment, aisles between bookstack ranges

Form FLIC (12-05-94)

and library furnishings, and similar useful space. Such
space does NOT include vestibules, lobbies, or traffic
areas, janitorial or custodial storage or service areas,
toilets, elevator or stairway space, building corridors, or
similar space not specifically used for library functions.

The number of square feet in the net assignable area is
determined by measuring the space between the perma-
nent interior walls. Floor areas occupied by built-in
furnishings, such as service counters, closets, and
shelving, are included in the wall-to-wall net square feet.
No deductions are made for columns or for projections
necessary to the building structure.

Part D - COLLECTIONS, FISCAL ,
YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Classification System

Show the ONE classification system which was used for
classifying all or most of your library materials in
fiscal year 1994. If materials in your library are not
classified, check box 5.

Item 2 - Government Depository

Check whether or not your library/information center
serves as a Government depository. If yes, check either
full or selective service.

Item 3 - Numbers Held In Collections

Show the total number in the collection on September 30,
1994 for each type of material listed. Where no materials
of this type are held in the library, enter NA. If specific
data requested are unavailable, be sure to provide
estimates. Suggestions for determining estimated
numbers are shown under the definitions of types of
materials.

General Definitions:

VOLUMES - A physical unit of any printed, handwritten,
typewritten, mimeographed, or processed work contained
in one binding or portfolio, hardbound or paperbound, that
has been catalogued, classified, and made ready for use.

VOLUME EQUIVALENT - The paper equivalent in
another medium such as microform or compact disk.

TITLES - As generally accepted a title is the distinguishing
name of a work whether it be printed, on microfilm, or in
electronic form and whether issued in one or several
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS SURVEY-Fiscal Year 1994Continued

volumes, reels, slides, disks, or parts. In the case of
reporting numbers of titles, multiple copies of the same
edition of a title in the same format are reported as one
title. If the title is duplicated in a different medium such as
in compact disk as well as paper, it is counted under each
medium.

UNITS - An individual physical item of library material.
Examples include a reel, card, slide, disk, sheet, volume,
cartridge, etc.

Column (2) - Microform - Materials that have been
photographically reduced in size for storage and
protection purposes, and which must be read with the help
of enlarging equipment (readers). Examples of
microforms are: microfilm, microcard, and microfiche.
These forms are also referred to as microcopy and
microtext.

Column (3) - Electronic - Electronic media are machine
readable serials, monographs, or databases in electronic
form, such as compact disk, magnetic disk, or magnetic
tape, which are designed to be processed by a local
computer. Examples include U.S. Census Bureau data
tapes, CD/ROM products, or subscriptions to individual
electronic journals or books. Do not include titles in which
a floppy disk is included as part of a book or journal. Do
not include on-line products provided by large database
utilities such as Mead Data Central, OCLC, or Dialog
Information Services.

Lines 01 and 02 - Books - Exclude bound periodicals,
microforms, documents, and technical reports. A library's
organized (cataloged or recorded) collection(s) of books,
monographs, paper-bound books, pamphlets, and such
other items as classified and cataloged documents,
manuscripts, memoirs, proceedings, transactions of
societies, monographic and publishers series, and serials
(with the exception of bound periodicals and microforms)
prepared, organized into the general collections, and
recorded in the same way as books, and which may be
shelved with books. Items that are not prepared or
organized in the same manner as books such as unbound
magazines, journals, and newspapers, should not be
reported as part of the book collection.

Line 01 - Book Volumes - A volume for this purpose is
any number of printed or written sheets, sections,
pamphlets, manuscripts, maps, or sheets of music that
are bound together. In other words, report in this category
the number of physical units of the book collection
contained in one binding or portfolio. Do not report here
photographically reduced volumes.
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Line 02 - Book Titles - The title is the distinguishing
name of any written or printed work as shown on the title
page of a volume (as described above). Report in this
category the number of items for which a separate
shelflist* card has been made. However, observe the
following guidelines:

Six copies of the same edition of an item should be
counted as one title; two editions of the same title which
have been cataloged or recorded separately are to be
counted as two titles; a set of six items for which six
shelflist cards haVe been made should be counted as six
titles; and two sets of the same edition for which one
shelflist card has been made will be counted as one title.

*Note: A record of the books in a library arranged in the
order in which they stand on the shelves, and where the
various copies may be located in the library. It also
serves as an inventory of the collection.

Method for Estimating the Number of Titles in the
Collections - A library which does not keep a title count
for its various collections or that finds it difficult to count
the number of separate shelflist cards may use the
following acceptable method for estimating this count:

Count the number of titles in 1 inch of shelflist cards in
the shelflist;
Repeat step one at random intervals (e.g., count
1 inch in every foot) through the shelflist;
Average the number of titles per inch;
Multiply the average titles per inch by the number of
inches of cards in the shelflist.

Lines 03-06 - Periodicals - A periodical collection
comprises magazines, newspapers, and other serial
publications that are processed as magazines and
newspapers, and located in a newspaper and periodicals
reading room or section of the library. Serial publications
that have been cataloged, recorded, or classified into
collections in such a manner that they cannot readily be
identified as serial publications should not be reported as
part of the periodical collection; e.g., a newspaper or a
yearbook that has been cataloged as a volume of the
book collection is to be recorded in the book collection
category. Do not report a magazine or annual report
produced by an agency and classified with general
documents in the documents section of the library.

Line 03 - Periodical volumes - A periodical volume is the
publisher's volume (i.e., the unit established by the
publisher as a volume). A periodical volume may or may
not correspond to 1 year's issue of a title; i.e., Time
magazine, v. 95 and 96, 1990, are two periodical volumes.
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GENERAL
FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION

How to estimate periodical volumes - In general, a
periodical volume corresponds to 1 years issue of a title.
If it is difficult to count the number of periodical volumes,
report the number of whole years for which the library or
information center has holdings. Do not report fractions of
a year.

Line 04 - Periodical noncurrent titles - The number of
titles held in the periodical collection for which new issues
are no longer being received.

Line 05 - Periodical current subsctiptions (exclude
looseleaf) - List the number of titles, exclusive of
duplicates, for which current subscriptions are held.

Line 06 - Periodical current looseleaf subscriptions -
Information, especially current data, in easy-to-use form,
not readily available otherwise, issued by various types of
agencies and organizations. This type of data and
information may be issued in printed multigraphed,
looseleaf, or other form, and made available to libraries
regularly on a subscription basis.

Line 07 - Government documents or non-Government
reports - Include here the number of publications bearing
a Government imprint, technical reports, and classified
(security controlled) materials that have not been reported
under the book or periodical categories.

Line 08 - Other materials (i.e., manuscripts,
cartographic materials, flat pictures, study printsets,
games, etc.) - Include in this category all other types of
materials not included in any of the other previously
described categories, such as manuscripts, maps/charts
(number of sheets), fiat pictures, study printsets, all kinds
of prints, photographs, plates, etchings, posters, cartoons,
games, etc. Maps may be of cities, villages, or smaller
areas; a map may be pictorial, or it may be used as
background for exhibiting various facts. Maps/charts may
also be meteorological (star maps), hydrographic maps,
and those for navigators. Record here the number of
items of such material held during the reporting period in
each form in the appropriate columns.

Line 09 - Audiovisual materials - Include all materials
which are produced to be viewed or heard through the
use of special equipment. This does not include
computer/electronic media files or printed material
photographically reduced in microfilm. Do not include
special format audiovisual materials reported on line 10.

Line 10 - Special format materials - Report the number
of print units and electronic units of special format
materials for individuals unable to read standard print;

INSTRUCTIONS
CENTERS SURVEY-Fiscal Year 1994 -- Continued

e.g., braille, recordings, large print, electronic. Include
special format audiovisual materials here; not on line 09.

Part E - SERVICE ACTIVITIES, FISCAL
YEAR 1994

Section 1 - HOURS OF SERVICE AND GATE COUNT

item 1 - Services

Indicate whether or not services are available to the
general public (not primary clientele).

Item 2 - Hours of service

Show the number of hours the library or information center
is open to general users in a typical week in the past year.
Show only hours open under staff supervision. Use the
nearest whole hour, omit fractions.

Item 3 - Gate count

The number of persons counted either entering or leaving
the library/information center in a typical weekin the past
year. If not regularly counted, results of samplings may
be entered.

Section 2 - REFERENCE AND OTHER SERVICES

Item 1 - Ways reference services are provided

Check all that apply.

Item 2 - Number of requests or searches per
typical week

Report the number of reference, directional, and on-line
transactions made in person, by telephone, electronically,
and through correspondence regardless of whether the
information was supplied from materials in your library or
another source.

Lines 01 and 02 - Reference transactions - These are
transactions which call for professional library staff skill In
(a) locating and supplying information from own or outside
sources, (b) analysis or interpretation of literature, (c)
selection and assemblage of library material to answer
inquiry, (d) acting as a clearinghouse; referring to another
expert source.

These transactions may involve, but are not limited to,
extensive research. Do NOT include reference trans-
actions involving only on-line database searches or
OPAC.
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Line 01 - Directional/ready reference requests -
Reference time spent on each query is usually 10 minutes
or less. Simple on-line searching may be necessary for
verifications or holdings. Count each query as a separate
intellectual unit.

Line 02 - Substantive reference requests - Reference
requiring more time and work than ready reference, such
as substantive subject searches, research, and the use of
more than basic reference tools. Usually more than
10 minutes time may be needed. Not mutually exclusive
from the on-line search counts. Count each query as a
separate intellectual unit.

Line 03 - On-line searches - Staff mediated on-line
searching for substantive searches requiring more than a
simple verification or collection holding for which users are
not charged fees. Not mutually exclusive from substantive
reference requests. Count includes all on-line access
points (i.e., each database searched).

Line 04 - CD-ROM searches - Transactions that provide
information via CD-ROM. Exclude OPAC.

CD-ROM - Compact disc-read only memory. An optical .

storage technology on which data, audio or video, can be
stored.

Line 05 - Internet Searches - Transactions that provide
information via Internet. Exclude OPAC.

Line 06 - OPAC and other in-house database
searches - Transactions that provide information via
OPAC (on-line public access catalog of library holdings).

Section 3 - PHOTOCOPYING TRANSACTIONS

Self-explanatory.

Section 4 - LOAN TRANSACTIONS, FISCAL
YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Number of transactions made in direct
circulation of materials to users (includes routing of
periodicals to users outside library/ information
center)

Only loan transactions of items charged directly to library
users for use outside the library should be reported here.
Do not include a count of the call slips used to obtain
materials from closed stacks or other counts of use within
the library. Do not count in this category materials lent in
bulk loans or lent to other libraries on interlibrary loan.

Form FLIC (12-05-94)

Number of transactions - Report each book charged as
a single transaction. In the case of sound recordings, five
discs contained in one sound recording album and
charged out as an album count as one transaction. A box
of slides charged as a box counts as one transaction.
Several pages of photocopy lent in reply to one request
should also be counted as one transaction. Count routing
of periodicals as the number of people on routing list.

Items 2-6 - Interlibrary loans

These are items (library materials of various kinds)
received by your library in answer to specific title, author,
or subject requests, or materials lent to other libraries not
under your library's administration in response to specific
title, author, or subject requests. Bulk loan or rental
collection transactions are not included.

Note: In counting the number of transactions for
materials provided to other libraries or received from other
libraries, be sure to count several items received or lent as
a single unit, as one transaction. As indicated above, a
box of slides received or lent as a single unit, counts as
one transaction, etc.

Section 5 - OTHER SERVICES, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Definitions of services listed below:

Line 06 - Selective Dissemination of Information
(SDI) - Performance of ongoing research for patrons on
areas of interest, which may include scanning and routing
of new materials, tables of contents, periodic database
searching, and other means to update patrons to current
awareness in areas of broad and specific interest.

Line 07 - Outreach services - Library services provided
to patrons within and outside the primary facilities served.
They may include services charges outside affiliated and
unaffiliated institutions and clientele. Examples are
bookmobiles, clinical and circuit librarians, and regional
services.

Part F - AUTOMATION ND TELECOMMU
NICATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Automation of functions

Check only one category for each function.
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Item 2 - Definitions of technologies listed below:

Box 1 - Electronic mail (Email) - The electronic
transmission of messages or documents in a computer
system or between computers.

Box 2 - FAX - An abbreviation commonly used for
facsimile transmission (telefacsimile). It represents the
technology used to digitally transmit graphic material over
the public telephone network.

Box 3 - Local Area Network (LAN) A cluster of PCs
and other computer peripherals in a relatively small area
interconnected for the purpose of communications, file
transfer, and sharing of peripheral hardware.

Box 4 - Wide Area Network (WAN) - A communications
network that spans large areas (hundreds or thousands of
miles) by using telecommunications lines provided by a
common carrier (e.g., the phone company).

Box 5 - INTERNET - The collection of networks that
connect Government, university, and commercial
agencies (e.g., NSFNET, WestNet, BITNET, etc.). The
term is also more broadly used to designate any set of
interconnected, logically independent networks.

Box 6 - Client/Server interfaces (e.g., Gopher,
WAIS) - A program operating on a microcomputer,
workstation, or timesharing computer system that is
accessed by a person and which provides an interface to
remote information systems (e.g., databases). The end-
user is insulated from the remote system database access
protocols so that a common-user interface is supplied to
the person.

Box 7 - Magnetic tape - A tape of any material coated
with magnetic particles on which audio, video, and digital
data can be recorded as magnetic variations and used
with a computer for input and output of data stored on the
tape.

Box 8 - CD-ROM - Compact disc-read only memory. An
optical storage technology on which data, audio or video,
can be stored.

Box S WORM (WRITE ONCE-READ MANY) - An
acronym for optical disc technology in which data can be
written once but the data cannot be erased.

Part G - COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS,
FISCAL YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Definitions of groups listed below:

Box 1 - FEDLINK - (Federal Library and Information
Network) A cooperative network program established by
the Federal Library and Information Center Committee
(FLICC) of the Library of Congress. Through FEDLINK,
FLICC offers all Federal agencies cost-effective access to
information and library operations support services from
commercial sources.

Boxes 2-4 - Networks and cooperatives - Total of two or
more independent libraries of any type(s) engaging in
cooperative activities to perform library services for mutual
benefit, according to some agreement on common
purposes while retaining individual autonomy. The
activities extend beyond reciprocal borrowing and beyond
the scope of the national (American Library Association)
interlibrary loan code.

Box 5 - Bibliographic service centers - Organizations
that serve a network of libraries as a distributor of
computer based bibliographic services. A service center
gains access to bibliographic data through a bibliographic
utility.

Box 6 - Bibliographic utilities - Organizations that
maintain on-line databases provided by various libraries
individually or cooperatively through networks. The utility
provides a standard interface by which bibliographic data
are accessible to libraries either directly or through
bibliographic service centers.

Box 7 - Centralized processing centers - A library or
other agency that orders library materials, prepares them
for use, and prepares cataloguing records for them on
behalf of a group of libraries.

Box 8 - Cooperative collection resource facilities -
Facilities supported cooperatively by a group of libraries to
acquire, maintain, and provide access to collection
resources not generally available in any or all of the
cooperating libraries. Materials may be acquired through
cooperative purchase or through depository arrangements
to maintain little-used materials furnished by participating
libraries. Services typically include interlibrary lending,
photocopying, and materials preservation. An example is
the Center for Research Libraries. It is distinguished from
a storage facility in which materials stored cooperatively
remain the property of each library rather than becoming
common property of the facility.
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Box 9 - Union catalog or union list - A catalog or list of
titles that describes the contents of physically separate
library collections. Location data indicate the libraries in
which a given item can be found.

Part H - EXPENDITURES, FISCAL
YEAR 1994

Item 1 - OPERATING EXPENDITURES

The current and recurrent costs necessary to the
provision of library service, such as personnel, library
materials, binding, supplies, repair or replacement of
existing furnishings and equipment, and cost incurred in
the operation and maintenance of the physical facility.

Line 01 - Salaries and Wages - Report the salaries and
wages paid to all except maintenance employees,
including full- and part-time employees assigned to work
ON A REGULAR SCHEDULE in another library or
agency. If salaries and wages are paid by the library (i.e.,
from the library budget) with some additional expenditures
from an outside component, enter the total amount
expended. Do NOT include fees paid to outside
consultants hired in connection with the library program or
special projects. Maintenance staff salaries and wages
are to be reported with "All Other Operating Expenditures"
on line 03. Fringe benefits for wages and salaries
reported on line 01 will also be included on line 03.

Line 02 - Collectiim Resources - Report expenditures
for the purchase or rental of all library materials. Include
expenditures for library materials that were purchased for
the library's permanent collections and for gifts. The cost
of materials provided from centrally-held funds (e.g., book
kits purchased by a system headquarters) will not be
included. General definitions of what to include are as
follows:

Books and periodical back files - Report expenditures
for all published and photocopies of written works that are
not reduced in microform, and for all other graphic works
that are produced by printing processes. These include
books, pamphlets, reports, documents, sheet music, and
unframed art prints.

Periodicals - Report expenditures for current
subscriptions (fiscal year 1994).

Microform materials - Report expenditures for materials
that have been photographically reduced in size for
storage and protection purposes.

Audiovisual materials - These are materials, such as
graphic materials, sound recordings, motion picture films,
video recordings, filmstrips, and slides, that are produced
to be viewed or heard and that require special equipment
in order to be utilized. DO NOT REPORT
EXPENDITURES FOR PRINTED MATERIALS THAT
HAVE BEEN PHOTOGRAPHICALLY REDUCED IN
MICROFORM.

Commercial electronic media - Report expenditures for
materials considered part of the collection, whether
purchased or leased, such as CD-ROMS, magnetic tapes,
and magnetic disks, that are designed to be processed by
a computer or similar machine. Examples are U.S.
Census Bureau data tapes, locally-mounted databases,
and reference tools on CD-ROM, tape, or disk. Include
current serials. Include expenditures for equipment when
the cost is inseparably bundled into the price of the
information service product. Exclude expenses for library
system software and microcomputer software used only
by the library staff.

Other materials'- Report expenditures for those materials
that do NOT belong in the categories of materials cited
above. These include manuscripts, cartographic
materials, mixed media (such as kits containing both
printed and audiovisual materials), games, globes, framed
art prints, photographs, and original art works, art objects,'
realia, etc.

Line 03 - Other operating expenditures - Report all
expenditures for the operation of the library other than
those already specified. These include expenditures for
maintenance of the plant including salaries and wages for
maintenance staff); personnel insurance and fringe
benefits (e.g., social security, retirement, pensions, life
insurance, health insurance, etc.); utilities, rent, interest on
loans; recruiting expenses, in-service training; travel,
dues; property insurance; and supplies. DO NOT
REPORT MONEYS SPENT FOR INVESTMENTS, THE
REPAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL ON LOANS,
MONEYS TRANSFERRED AS GRANTS TO OTHER
LIBRARIES AND LIBRARY AGENCIES, OR MONEYS
TRANSFERRED TO OTHER FUNDS OR RETURNED
TO GOVERNMENT SOURCES OR TO THE PARENT
INSTITUTION. General definitions of what to include are
as follows:

Preservation - Report total expenditures during the fiscal
year for the binding and rebinding of any library materials.
The specific measures undertaken for the repair,
maintenance, restoration, or protection of library materials,
including but not limited to binding and rebinding,
materials conversion, boxing, deacidification, and
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lamination. Include expenditures for supplies such as
boxes and acid free materials. Include equipment costs
directly related to preservation, such as ultraviolet light
filters, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, hygrothermographs, and
nonwater fire suppression systems. Exclude equipment
such as sprinkler systems and smoke and water
detectors.

Furnishings, equipment - Report costs for purchase,
rentals, and maintenance of all other furnishings and
equipment, except computer and preservation equipment.
Includes audiovisual equipment and equipment used with
microforms.

Computer hardware, software, and supplies - Report
expenditures from the library budget for computer
hardware and software used to support library operations,
whether purchased or leased, mainframe or
microcomputer. Include expenditures for maintenance.
Include the expenditure for equipment used to run
information service products when that expenditure can
be separated from the price of the product.

Hardware - Mechanical, electrical, or electronic
equipment required in a computer system.

Software - Programs and instructions required for
directing the operation of a computer system.

Bibliographic utilities, networks, and consortia -
Include dues, fees, and operating expenses (not reference
related expenses).

Contract costs - Fees paid to outside consultants hired in
connection with the library program and/or special
projects, and moneys expended for contracts with
nonlibrary and library agencies. Include interagency and
cooperative costs.

Item 2 - CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

Expenditures for the acquisition of or additions to fixed
assets such as building sites, new buildings and building
additions, new equipment, jnitial book stock, furnishings
for new or expanded buildings, and new vehicles.
Excludes replacement and repair of existing furnishings
and equipment, regular purchase of library material, and
investments for capital appreciation.

Form FLIC (12-05-94)

Part I.- BUDGETED STAFF, FISCAL
YEAR 1994

Item 1 - Number of Employees

Report the number of full-time equivalent employees in
filled positions (excluding building maintenance,
volunteers, and contract staff), including Federal and non-
Federal staff, assigned military personnel, and trust fund
employees as of September 30, 1994. INCLUDE full- and
part-time employees permanently assigned to work in
your library but paid by another library or agency.

For example, the "full-time equivalent" (FTE) for a
part-time employee who works 25 hours per week in a 40-
hour week is computed as follows:

25 + 40 = .625. Add the total of all FTE for each category
of employee and round the sum to one decimal point.
Report this amount in the appropriate spaces. For
example, the above employee working 25 hours per week
and one other part-time employee in the same category
working 20 hours per week are computed as follows:
.625 + .500 = 1.1.

Part J - TRENDS

Self-explanatory.

Part K - PRESERVATION

Self-explanatory.
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Description of Survey Procedures

The 1994 Federal Libraries and Information Centers Survey

The survey was the production of a collaboration of the Federal Library and Information Center
Committee (FLICC) of the Library of Congress and the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES). The FLICC Survey Working Group (SWG) in 1996 included eight federal library and in-
formation center professionals, plus liaisons from the FLICC Executive Board (FEB), the Census
Bureau, NCES, and a FLICC staff liaison.

The survey was designed to collect data to update federal library statistics, last collected in 1978,
and to collect statistics for the first time on federal information centers, by getting comprehensive,
current, and detailed data for policy analysis, trend analysis, and operation assessment at the nation-
al and state levels.

Scope

A locator questionnaire was mailed to 3,000 facilities in the spring of 1994 to determine universe
eligibility, which included federal information centers for the first time. A variety of sources were
searched to develop the initial universe list used as the basis of the mailing list for the locator ques-
tionnaire. The primary source lists were the Oryx Directory of Federal Libraries and the Federal
Library and Information Network (FEDLINK) mailing list. Additional source lists included the
Federal Health Care Libraries Directory, The U.S. Department of Navy Libraries list, the list of
Government Agencies with Public Document Rooms, the Department of Defense (DoD) schools
list, the Air Force Library and Information System Address list, and the U.S. Government Manual.

Approximately 700 overseas units were excluded from the federal libraries and information centers
universe due to logistical problems with the data collection. School libraries were excluded both to
reduce reporting burden and because their mission and function differ from most federal libraries
and information centers. (NCES conducts a separate survey of School Library Media Centers and
Library Media Center Specialists that includes these schools.) Approximately 1,700 additional fa-
cilities were excluded from the initial universe because they were out of the scope of the survey def-
initions, they had combined with another facility, they duplicated other facilities in the universe,
or they were closed.

The federal libraries and information centers survey was mailed to 1,570 facilities in the United
States in January 1995. Of these facilities, 336 withdrew because they were not federal libraries or
information centers as stipulated by the survey (see below), including such facilities as public affairs
offices, agency locator services, records management facilities, publications distribution facilities,
and computer centers.

Respondents reported on information for fiscal year 1994 (the complete fiscal year that ended prior
to October 1, 1994); a typical week in fiscal year 1994, in which the federal library or information
center is open its regular hours (without holidays) and conducts its regular activities of the library/
information center; and the last three fiscal years from 1992 (ended prior to October 1, 1992)
through 1994 (ended prior to October 1, 1994). Participating facilities were instructed to return all
surveys by March 3, 1995.

Respondents were instructed to include data for domestic locations only (within the United
States), and to exclude all foreign branch operations located outside of the 50 states and the District
of Columbia. For the purposes of the survey, data reported for Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and
U.S. territories were excluded.

The Status of Federal Libraries and Information Centers B-3
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Variable Definitions

A library was defined as an organization that includes among its functions selection, acquisition,
organization, preservation, retrieval, and provision of access to information resources; an informa-
tion center was defined as an organization that performs the function of linking requestors with ap-
propriate information resources through established mechanisms, such as database searching,
providing referral, answering specific questions, or by other means. A federal library or information
center was defined as a facility (a) staffed with at least one paid part-time or full-time librarian, tech-
nical information specialist, library technician, archivist, or other trained person whose principal
function is to assist others in meeting their information needs; (b) considered to be a federal gov-
ernment operation or receiving a majority (at least half) of its funding from federal appropriations;
and (c) that either supports the information needs of a federal agency or supplies information as part
of the agency's mission. For the purposes of the survey, a facility is included whether it is open to
the public or not.

Organization and Structure

A library was defined as an autonomous library or information center if it had a separate facility,
collection, and staff, a defined clientele, and full operational control, including the principal oper-
ating budget; a headquarters or main library or information center if it was designated as either a
single-unit library serving administrative headquarters, a central user unit with administrative and
directional control of other libraries, or the single-unit library or center of a multi-unit library; and
a branch if it was designated as a nonautonomous, user-service unit with quarters separate from the
central library and with a permanent collection of materials, a permanent staff, and a regular sched-
ule for opening.

Libraries and information centers were also defined by the nature of the parent organization to
which they report. Parent organizations are characterized by their primary operational function: li-
brary and information center; administrative (for example, planning, finance, facilities); education
(for example, outreach, public programs, training); legal (for example, legal counsel); research/tech-
nical functions (for example, sciences, mechanics, industrial arts, historical, cultural); computer
technology and information resources management; or other.

Mission and Clientele, Fiscal Year 1994

Mission area in fiscal year 1994 categorizes libraries and information centers in terms of the agencies
they serve and their primary subject-matter area and clientele (for example, agency staff, targeted
populations, general public). Mission and subject areas were stratified as follows:

(a) Presidential libraries and information centers, which specialize in the official records, memora-
bilia, literature, and other materials concerning the affairs of Presidents of the United States;

(b) National libraries and information centers (for example, Library of Congress, National Library
of Medicine, National Agricultural library, and National Technical Information Service), that
have legally mandated, government-wide responsibilities and missions which includeconcern
for both national and international matters;

(c) Academic libraries and information centers, which comprise those intended to serve the facul-
ties and students in colleges, universities, graduate, and postgraduate schools (for example, U.S.
Military Academy, U.S. Naval Academy);

(d) Science and technology libraries and information centers, which encompass engineering, tech-
nology research, and science fields of interest; special libraries, whose special or technical col-
lections and services serve a specialized clientele and whose mission plan and scope of
collections and services are limited to the subject interests of the host or parent organization or
agency, but are not predominantly devoted to engineering and sciences, health and medicine,
or law;

B-4 The Status of Federal Libraries and Information Centers
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(e) Health and medicine libraries and information centers, which have collections and services
predominantly devoted to medicine and the health sciences;

(f) General libraries and information centers, which provide services to meet cultural, informa-
tion, education, and recreation needs of a defined clientele (for example, libraries on military
bases). These include libraries serving penal institutions and hospital (patient's) libraries and
information centers, which include those autonomous service units that are located in hospital
facilities and are operated primarily to serve library needs of patients in the facility but are not

part of post or base library systems;
(g) Law libraries and information centers, which house collections and services predominantly

legal in nature;
(h) Multitype libraries and information centers, whose nonautonomous or semi-autonomous col-

lections, branches, or facilities of more than one type support a variety of mission plans and sub-

ject-matter interests, with each component serving separately defined user groups that may not

overlap; and
(i) Training center and/or instructional technical school libraries and information centers, which

support nondegree-granting education (vocational) centers.

Respondents were asked to select the single category which fit them best.

Facilities, Fiscal Year 1994

Federal library and information center facilities in fiscal year 1994 were defined as the net area, in
square feet, of space assigned for library purposes. Total space assigned to library functions is the sum
of all areas on all floors that have been used in furtherance ofthe library's mission (for example,
space for readers, storage areas for collections).

Collections, Fiscal Year 1994

Federal library and information center collections measure the total number of the library's materi-
als on September 30, 1994 for each type of material listed. Collections were stratified by volumes,
volume equivalents, or, the paper equivalent in another medium such as microform or compact
disk, and titles. Multiple copies of the same edition of a title in the same format were reported as

one title. A unit of a library's collection was defined as an individual physical item of library mate-
rial (e.g., a reel, card, slide, disk, sheet, volume, cartridge, etc.). If any title was duplicated in an oth-
er medium as well as paper, it was counted under each medium.

Collection categories included (a) book collections (excluding bound periodicals, microforms, doc-

uments, and technical reports), book volumes, defined as any number of printed or written sheets
bound together, and book titles; (b) periodical collections, periodical volumes (i.e., the publisher's
volume), periodical noncurrent titles, or, titles held for which new issues are no longer being re-

ceived, and current subscriptions, excluding and including loose-leafsubscriptions; (c) government
documents or non-government reports, comprising those publications bearing a government im-
print, and technical reports; (d) other materials, which comprised all other materials not included
in the above categories; (e) audiovisual materials; and (f) special format materials (e.g., braille, re-
cordings) for individuals unable to read standard print.

Each category was then divided between the number held in print, microform (for example, photo-
graphically reduced data), and electronic media, which were defined as any machine-readable seri-
als, monographs, or databases in electronic form, excluding disks accompanying paper and on-line

products provided by large database utilities.

Service Activities, Fiscal Year 1994

Service activities in fiscal year 1994 were defined as requests and searches per typical week made in

person, by telephone, electronically, or through correspondence. These services included transac-
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tions that required professional library staff in locating and supplying information from on-site or
external sources (including analysis or interpretation of literature, selection and assemblage of li-
brary material to answer inquiries, and acting as a clearinghouse or referring to other expert sourc-
es), and on-line searches, and CD-ROM and Internet searches.

Loan transactions involved transactions made in direct circulation of materials to users (and in-
clude routing of periodicals to users outside libraries-information centers). Each book charged was
counted as a single transaction. Inter-library loans were those items received in answer to a specific
title, author, or subject request, or materials lent to other libraries or information centers not under
the same administration. Bulk-loan or rental-collection transactions were not included.

Other services performed in fiscal year 1994 included such services as Selective Dissemination of
Information (i.e., performance of ongoing research for patrons); and outreach services, provided to
patrons within and outside the primarily facilities served (e.g., book mobiles, clinical and circuit li-
braries, and regional services).

Expenditures, Fiscal Year 1994

Operating expenditures represent costs incurred for the necessary provision of library service, such
as personnel, library materials, binding, supplies, repair or replacement, and costs of operation and
maintenance of the facility, including salaries and wages, collection resource expenditures, books
and periodical back files, periodicals subscriptions, microform material expenditures, audiovisual
material expenditures (does not include printed materials that have been photographically reduced
in microform), commercial electronic media, and various other materials (e.g., manuscripts and car-
tographic materials), preservation, furnishings and equipment, computer hardware and software,
bibliographic utilities, and contract costs. Capital expenditures were defined as costs incurred for
the acquisition of or addition to fixed assets.

Budgeted Staff, Fiscal Year 1994

Budgeted staff for fiscal year 1994 was calculated as the number of those employees who were full-
time equivalent in filled positions (excluding building maintenance, volunteers, and contract staff),
including federal and non-federal staff, assigned military personnel, and trust fund employees as of
September 30, 1994. This number also includes full- and part-time employees permanently assigned
to the library, but paid by an alternative library or agency.

Data Collection Procedures
Standard Errors

The estimates in the tables in this report are subject to sampling variability. The standard errors rep-
resent the accuracy of each estimate. Note that standard errors do not incorporate the effects of bi-
ases due to item nonresponse, measurement error, data processing error, or other possible systematic
error. Standard errors for each table in this report are included in appendix C.

The comparisons in the text have been tested for statistical significance to ensure that the differ-
ences are larger than might be expected due to sampling variation. These statistical tests were based
on t statistics. Generally, whether a difference is considered significant is determined by calculating
a t value for the difference between a pair of means, or proportions, and comparing its value to pub-
lished tables of values (adjusted for the numbers of comparisons being made at one time) at alpha
levels. The alpha level is an a priori statement of the probability of inferring that a difference exists
when, in fact, it does not.
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Appendix B: Technical Notes

Response Rates

The final survey response rates are reported in appendix C. Because each indicator presented in the
report is stratified by five categories (i.e., structure, organizational component to which the unit re-
ports, mission area, public service, and level of automation), response rates vary between measures
within any one table. Item nonresponse varies between category, and library response rates overlap

across categories on any given table. For these reasons, indicator values are calculated within these
five categories.

Imputation

All estimates in this report are based on nonmissing data values provided by survey participants.
When percentages are calculated for the various federal library and information center trends (ta-
bles 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6), they arebased solely on the data
provided by respondents (i.e., the percentages reported used the total number of respondent libraries

and information centers as their base).

Statistical Procedures
Means were calculated by dividing the total of one variable for that category of institutions by the
total of a secondary variable for that category (numerators and denominators are based on the sums
of the respective variables for the various categories; the same set of institutions was used in the nu-
merator and denominator for each mean calculation).

All per FTE staff numbers are computed as the ratio of the sum total of a numerator to the sum total
of FTE staff within a category. Ratios involving total collection size are calculated as the total of a

sum of the category to the total collection size reported by federal libraries and information centers
without category. Ratios calculated in terms of mean library numbers are computed as the ratio of
the sum of the category numerator to the total number of libraries and information centers within

a category.
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.1- Standard error (for table 1.1) of total and average gate count per typical week in federal
libraries and information centers (FL and IC) In 1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard error
of total #
gate count

Standard error
of average #
gate count

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 67% 34517.8 41.7

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 70 28412.8 48.2

Headquarters or main 181 71 17755.4 138.7

Branch or nonautonomous 140 77 7271.7 67.3

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 75 16514.5 60.7

Administrative 372 77 21114.4 74.1

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 67 2263.2 41.9

Education 98 65 11471.8 179.3

Legal 67 58 -
Research/Technical 170 65 7801.4 70.9

Other 9 44 - -
III. Mission/subject area

Presidential 9 78 28.2 4.0

National 20 90 15749.3 875.0

Academic 42 86 11955.1 332.1

Science and technology 447 68 7928.7 26.2

Health and medicine 256 61 -
General 211 91 16679.2 87.3

Law 90 57 -
Multitype 53 68 5930.2 164.7

Training center and/or instructional school 33 91 8843.0 294.8

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 69 29681.2 65.4

Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 74 17652.1 47.2

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 75 8512.9 41.5

Second quintile 278 72 8602.8 43.0

Third quintile 198 70 12670.0 91.2

Fourth quintile 267 67 12793.8 71.9

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 75 25154.4 241.8

- Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.2- Standard error (for table 1.2) of trends in level of service offered to primary clientele in federal
libraries and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting
sig. increases

in level
of service

Standard
error %

reporting no
change in

level of
service

Standard
error %
reporting

sig. decreases
in level

of service

Standard
error %

for
which

this does
not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 91% 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 96 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.02
Headquarters or main 181 96 0.26 0.27 0.11 0.07
Branch or nonautonomous 140 95 0.32 0.34 0.18 0.10

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 96 0.13 0.14 0.07 0.05
Administrative 372 97 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.03
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 98 0.60 0.60 0.19 0.00
Education 98 96 0.47 0.50 0.26 0.15
Legal 67 99 0.72 0.74 0.18 0.26
Research/Technical 170 97 0.27 0.28 0.12 0.08
Other 9 89 3.68 5.56 0.00 5.38

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 3.70 0.00 0.00
National 20 90 2.02 2.03 0.00 0.00
Academic 42 95 1.10 1.18 0.71 0.51
Science and technology 447 95 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.03
Health and medicine 256 97 0.19 0.19 0.06 0.07
General 211 98 0.21 0.23 0.15 0.06
Law 90 97 0.52 0.53 0.12 0.17
Multitype 53 98 0.87 0.93 0.60 0.00
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.48 1.54 0.73 0.73

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.03
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 97 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.03

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 95 0.16 0.17 0.08 0.09
Second quintile 278 97 0.16 0.17 0.09 0.05
Third quintile 198 98 0.24 0.25 0.11 0.05
Fourth quintile 267 97 0.18 0.18 0.08 0.02
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.35 0.36 0.17 0.09
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.3- Standard error (for table 1.3) of trends In charging of fees to users for functions or services in
federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994a

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases
in level ,

of service

Standard
error %
reporting
no change

in level
of service

Standard Standard
error % error %

reporting sig. for which
decreases this
in level does

of service not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 90% 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 96 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.05

Headquarters or main 181 94 0.12 0.21 0.06 0.23

Branch or nonautonomous 140 95 0.09 0.26 0.10 0.29

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.12

Administrative 372 97 0.04 0.10 0.02 0.12

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 0.23 0.41 0.00 0.45

Education 98 96 0.15 0.35 0.15 0.39

Legal 67 94 0.18 0.46 0.18 0.51

Research/Technical 170 96 0.11 0.18 0.05 0.21

Other 9 100 0.00 4.90 0.00 4.90

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.56 3.70 5.86

National 20 95 0.00 2.50 0.00 2.50

Academic 42 98 0.00 0.78 0.37 0.84

Science and technology 447 95 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.09

Health and medicine 256 97 0.05 0.14 0.02 0.15

General 211 95 0.07 0.19 0.03 0.19

Law 90 93 0.00 0.32 0.12 0.33

Multitype 53 96 0.44 0.68 0.00 0.77

Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.53

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.03 0.06 0.01 0.06
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 96 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.07

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 95 0.06 0.12 0.04 0.14

Second quintile 278 97 0.06 0.13 0.03 0.14

Third quintile 198 98 0.04 0.20 0.04 0.21

Fourth quintile 267 95 0.06 0.13 0.02 0.14

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.19 0.28 0.11 0.32
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.4- Standard error (for table 1.4) of percentage of servicesa requiring client payment and
percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) with these services in 1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error %

of services
requiring

client
paymentb

Response
rate

Standard
error % of
of FL & IC

with any
services that
require client

payment

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 82% 0.02 92% 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 88 0.03 98 0.03
Headquarters or main 181 84 0.15 98 0.19
Branch or nonautonomous 140 86 0.15 98 0.17

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 88 0.07 97 0.08
Administrative 372 87 0.06 99 0.07
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 88 0.36 98 0.42
Education 98 88 0.09 100 0.17
Legal 67 85 0.12 96 0.34
Research/Technical 170 86 0.12 99 0.17
Other 9 89 4.36 100 5.41

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 1.77 100 4.13
National 20 80 1.92 100 2.35
Academic 42 81 0.17 100 0.40
Science and technology 447 87 0.05 98 0.07
Health and medicine 256 88 0.03 99 0.07
General 211 87 0.10 97 0.07
Law 90 84 0.14 96 0.27
Multitype 53 91 1.00 98 0.88
Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 0.78 100 0.83

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 86 0.04 98 0.05
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 88 0.04 98 0.05

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 91 0.11 99 0.09
Second quintile 278 86 0.08 97 0.10
Third quintile 198 87 0.07 99 0.11
Fourth quintile 267 88 0.07 98 0.10
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 84 0.20 100 0.25
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.5- Standard error (for table 1.5) of trends in charging to other libraries for inter-library loans
made by federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of

FL &. IC Category FL St IC

Response

rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in

charging'

Standard
error %
reporting

no change in

charging

Standard Standard
error % error %

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does

chargine not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 91% 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 97 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04
Headquarters or main 181 95 0.09 0.16 0.06 0.18
Branch or nonautonomous 140 94 0.09 0.20 0.10 0.23

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 96 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.10
Administrative 372 97 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.09
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 96 0.14 0.33 0.00 0.36
Education 98 97 0.10 0.36 0.15 0.39
Legal 67 94 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.46
Research/Technical 170 96 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.18
Other 9 100 0.00 3.70 0.00 3.70

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.00 3.70 5.56

National 20 95 0.00 1.54 0.00 1.54

Academic 42 100 0.00 0.71 0.37 0.78
Science and technology 447 95 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.08
Health and medicine 256 98 0.06 0.15 0.00 0.16
General 211 97 0.05 0.11 0.03 0.12
Law 90 93 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33
Multitype 53 98 0.00 0.50 0.26 0.56
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 96 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 97 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 96 0.00 0.11 0.02 0.11

Second quintile 278 96 0.04 0.11 0.03 0.12
Third quintile 198 98 0.05 0.16 0.05 0.17
Fourth quintile 267 97 0.05 0.13 0.02 0.13
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 98 0.11 0.24 0.09 0.27
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.6- Standard error (for table 1.6) of weekly requests or searches and annual direct-user loan
transactions per federal FTE staff in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in
1994

FL St IC Category
# of

FL St IC
Response

rate

Standard
error # of

requests/searches
per federal FTE

staff per
typical week'

Response
rate

Standard
error annual

# of loan
transactions
per federal
FTE staff'

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 71% 0.46 90% 17.78

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 70 0.36 90 30.75
Headquarters or main 181 62 86 63.80
Branch or nonautonomous 140 78 0.63 92 41.71

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 70 1.05 91 60.32
Administrative 372 72 0.44 92 31.71
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 69 1.78 88 42.07
Education 98 68 4.06 93 76.42
Legal 67 72 0.83 85 12.75
Research/Technical 170 64 - 81 29.27
Other 9 56 3.06 100 0.79

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 89 0.52 100 18.92
National 20 85 1.07 100 8.35
Academic 42 62 100 117.58
Science and technology 447 68 0.49 85 12.56
Health and medicine 256 74 0.60 91 22.26
General 211 66 1.24 94 67.42
Law 90 71 0.80 83 20.72
Multitype 53 60 - 92 213.81
Training center and/or instructional school 33 76 13.50 100 266.64

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 69 0.73 89 17.92
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 70 0.34 90 22.66

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 76 0.53 91 32.87
Second quintile 278 74 0.72 87 48.54
Third quintile 198 65 1.17 89 44.80
Fourth quintile 267 66 0.70 89 35.02
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 60 - 94 42.96

Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
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APPendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.7- Standard error (for table 1.7) of Inter - library loan transactions in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) in 1994a

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard error
total # of

inter-library
loan requests

received
(borrowed)

Standard error
average # of

inter-library loan
requests

Response received
rate (borrowed)

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 95% 67,663.5 95% 57.6

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 95 51,895.0 95 65.0

Headquarters or main 181 95 40,907.1 95 237.8

Branch or nonautonomous 140 93 9,972.9 93 76.7

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 25,130.6 95 73.1

Administrative 372 96 43,998.6 96 122.9

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 98 16,649.9 98 210.8

Education 98 100 13,964.6 100 142.5

Legal 67 90 2,905.2 90 48.4

Research/Technical 170 89 38,184.4 89 252.9

Other 9 100 1,856.5 100 206.3

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 89 29.2 89 3.7

National 20 100 13,553.1 100 677.7

Academic 42 100 15,777.4 100 375.7

Science and technology 447 93 39,910.7 93 95.9

Health and medicine 256 96 44,896.7 96 182.5

General 211 97 12,261.5 97 60.1

Law 90 91 5,260.7 91 64.2

Multitype 53 96 11,022.3 96 216.1

Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 862.3 100 26.1

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 59,986.6 95 95.5

Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 94 30,488.7 94 64.3

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 94 6,094.8 94 23.7

Second quintile 278 95 21,655.0 95 82.3

Third quintile 198 92 13,679.4 92 74.8

Fourth quintile 267 96 28,001.3 96 109.4

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 98 51,737.8 98 380.4
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.7- Standard error (for table 1.7) of inter-library loan transactions in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) in 1994a-continued

FL & IC Category
Response

rate

Standard error
total # of

inter-library
loan requests

filled
(sent out)

Response
rate

Standard error
average #

of inter-library
loan requests

filled
(sent out)

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 95% 247,940.1 95% 212.3

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 94 244,888.1 94 309.6
Headquarters or main 94 35,248.9 94 206.1
Branch or nonautonomous 94 13,811.8 94 105.4

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 96 230,685.8 96 668.7
Administrative 94 86,408.5 94 246.9
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 98 5,172.9 98 65.5
Education 98 11,886.0 98 123.8
Legal 90 2,395.3 91 39.3
Research/Technical 89 17,772.8 89 116.9
Other 100 17,581.2 100 1953.5

111. Mission/subject area
Presidential 89 483.9 89 60.5
National 100 229,650.4 100 11482.5
Academic 100 8,679.6 100 206.7
Science and technology 93 35,421.6 93 85.4
Health and medicine 96 79,074.2 96 322.8
General 95 7,806.4 95 39.0
Law 91 3,420.2 91 41.7
Multitype 96 3,492.6 96 68.5
Training center and/or instructional school 97 2,175.5 97 68.0

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 95 246,764.7 95 392.9
Services not available or provided to gen. public 93 20,555.1 93 44.0

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 94 13,253.4 94 51.8
Second quintile 93 75,907.9 93 293.1
Third quintile 92 13,381.4 92 73.5
Fourth quintile 96 21,184.1 96 82.4
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 96 232,949.9 96 1738.4
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.8- Standard errors (for table 1.8) of percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL
and IC that offered servicesa in 1994

FL & CL Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard error
of % that provide

centralized
technical
services

Response
rate

Standard error
of % that
prepare

published
bibliographies

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 92% 0.04 92% 0.04

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 98 0.06 98 0.06

Headquarters or main 181 98 0.26 98 0.28

Branch or nonautonomous 140 98 0.36 98 0.34

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 97 0.14 97 0.14

Administrative 372 99 0.14 99 0.13

Computer tech/Info. resources mgnt. 81 98 0.63 98 0.60
Education 98 100 0.51 100 0.51

Legal 67 96 0.77 96 0.71

Research/Technical 170 99 0.29 99 0.28

Other 9 100 5.86 100 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 100 5.56

National 20 100 2.51 100 2.45

Academic 42 100 1.17 100 1.17

Science and technology 447 98 0.11 98 0.11

Health and medicine 256 99 0.20 99 0.20
General 211 97 0.23 97 0.24
Law 90 96 0.57 96 0.54

Multitype 53 98 0.97 98 0.82

Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.54 100 1.53

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 98 0.08 98 0.08
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 98 0.10 98 0.10

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 99 0.18 99 0.16

Second quintile 278 97 0.18 97 0.18

Third quintile 198 99 0.26 99 0.25

Fourth quintile 267 98 0.19 98 0.19
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 100 0.31 100 0.36
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.8- Standard errors (for table 1.8) of percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL
and IC that offered servicesa In 1994-continued

Response
FL & CL Category rate

Standard error
of % that
produce

other
publications

Response
rate

Standard error
of % that

produce on-line
or CD-ROM

databases
Response

rate

Standard error
of % that
provide

translation
services

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 92% 0.04 92% 0.03 92% 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 98 0.06 98 0.04 98 0.03
Headquarters or main 98 0.28 98 0.25 98 0.17
Branch or nonautonomous 98 0.33 98 0.25 98 0.14

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 97 0.13 97 0.11 97 0.06
Administrative 99 0.13 99 0.09 99 0.06
Computer tech/Info. resources mgnt. 98 0.63 98 0.49 98 0.40
Education 100 0.49 100 0.41 100 0.18
Legal 96 0.77 96 0.70 96 0.27
Research/Technical 99 0.29 99 0.23 99 0.18
Other 100 4.90 100 5.56 100 4.90

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 100 5.86 100 0.00 100 0.00
National 100 2.35 100 2.22 100 1.54
Academic 100 1.20 100 1.11 100 0.37
Science and technology 98 0.11 98 0.09 98 0.07
Health and medicine 99 0.19 99 0.14 99 0.09
General 97 0.19 97 0.11 97 0.07
Law 96 0.57 96 0.50 96 0.21
Multitype 98 0.91 98 0.84 98 0.27
Training center and/or instructional school 100 1.50 100 0.88 100 0.53

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 98 0.08 98 0.06 98 0.04
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 98 0.09 98 0.07 98 0.05

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 99 0.15 99 0.11 99 0.07
Second quintile 97 0.17 97 0.13 97 0.07
Third quintile 99 0.24 99 0.18 99 0.10
Fourth quintile 98 0.19 98 0.15 98 0.11
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 100 0.36 100 0.35 100 0.26
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Races

Table C1.8- Standard errors (for table 1.8) of percentage of federal libraries and Information centers (FL

and IC that offered servicesa in 1994-continued

Response

FL & CL Category rate

Standard error
of % that
provide

SDI
services

Response
rate

Standard error
of % that
provide
outreach
services

Response
rate

Standard error
of % that
perform

professional
consultation

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 92% 0.04 92% 0.04 92% 0.04

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 98 0.06 98 0.06 98 0.06

Headquarters or main 98 0.28 98 0.28 98 0.28

Branch or nonautonomous 98 0.35 98 0.36 98 0.36

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 97 0.14 97 0.14 97 0.14

Administrative 99 0.14 99 0.13 99 0.13

Computer tech/Info. resources mgnt. 98 0.60 98 0.63 98 0.64

Education 100 0.50 100 0.47 100 0.51

Legal 96 0.79 96 0.68 96 0.79

Research/Technical 99 0.29 99 0.28 99 0.30

Other 100 5.56 100 5.86 100 3.70

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 100 0.00 100 5.56 100 5.56

National 100 2.45 100 0.00 100 2.05

Academic 100 1.19 100 1.03 100 1.17

Science and technology 98 0.11 98 0.11 98 0.11

Health and medicine 99 0.18 99 0.19 99 0.20

General 97 0.21 97 0.21 97 0.21

Law 96 0.58 96 0.49 96 0.57

Multitype 98 0.94 98 0.91 98 0.94

Training center and/or instructional school 100 1.53 100 0.88 100 1.48

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 98 0.08 98 0.08 98 0.08

Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 98 0.10 98 0.09 98 0.10

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 99 0.17 99 0.14 99 0.17

Second quintile 97 0.18 97 0.17 97 0.17

Third quintile 99 0.25 99 0.24 99 0.25

Fourth quintile 98 0.18 98 0.19 98 0.19

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 100 0.29 100 0.36 100 0.35
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.9- Standard errors (for table 1.0) of number of available technologies and available technologiesand availability of specific technologies in federal libraries and information centers (FL andIC) in 1994

Fl St IC Category
# of

Libraries
Response

Rate

Standard
error %

with
E-Mail

Standard
error %

with
FAX

Standard
error %

with
LAN

Standard
error

with
WAN

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 93% 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 99 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05Headquarters or main 181 99 0.20 0.19 0.26 0.25Branch or nonautonomous 140 100 0.31 0.23 0.35 0.30

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 99 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.11Administrative 372 99 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.11Computer tech/Info. resources mgnt. 81 100 0.35 0.44 0.48 0.59Education 98 100 0.36 0.35 0.51 0.41Legal 67 96 0.49 0.57 0.74 0.75Research/technical 170 100 0.23 0.21 0.26 0.26Other 9 100 3.70 3.70 5.86 4.90

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00National 20 100 1.12 1.12 2.35 2.22Academic 42 100 0.90 0.84 1.17 1.11Science and technology 447 99 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.10Health and medicine 256 100 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.15General 211 99 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.15Law 90 97 0.35 0.42 0.53 0.55Multitype 53 100 0.89 0.77 0.91 0.75Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.32 1.37 1.52 0.73

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 99 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.07Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 99 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 99 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.07Second quintile 278 100 0.14 0.14 0.18 0.13Third quintile 198 100 0.17 0.15 0.23 0.20Fourth quintile 267 100 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.17Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 100 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.34
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.9- Standard errors (for table 1.9) of number of available technologies and availability of specific

technologies in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994-continued

Fl & IC Category

Standard
error %

with
Internet

Standard
error % with
client/server

interface

Standard
error %

with
magnetic tape

Standard
error %

with
CD-ROM

Standard
error To

with
WORM

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.01

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.02

Headquarters or main 0.27 0.27 0.16 0.24 0.08

Branch or nonautonomous 0.36 0.34 0.17 0.34 0.06

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 0.14 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.04

Administrative 0.14 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.04

Computer tech/Info. resources mgnt. 0.51 0.62 0.39 0.33 0.19

Education 0.51 0.43 0.32 0.41 0.00

Legal 0.79 0.65 0.00 0.65 0.20

Research/Technical 0.28 0.29 0.19 0.27 0.10

Other 5.86 4.90 4.90 5.86 0.00

111. Mission/subject area
Presidential 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.90 0.00

National 1.12 2.45 2.35 2.56 1.12

Academic 1.14 1.20 0.84 0.99 0.00

Science and technology 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.04

Health and medicine 0.20 0.17 0.09 0.16 0.04

General 0.22 0.16 0.08 0.22 0.03

Law 0.58 0.45 0.12 0.49 0.17

Multitype 0.94 0.87 0.44 0.77 0.26

Training center and/or instructional school 1.53 1.26 1.37 1.32 0.53

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.02

Services not available or provided to gen. public 0.10 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.03

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.18 0.03

Second quintile 0.18 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.00

Third quintile 0.24 0.24 0.15 0.18 0.07

Fourth quintile 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.08 0.05

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 0.06 0.21 0.34 0.09 0.20
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C1.10- Standard error (for table 1.10) of percentage of functions that were automated prior to and
after 1991 in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC)°

# of
FL& IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

functions
automated
as of 1994

Standard
error %

functions
automated

before 1991

Standard
error %

functions
automated

since
1991

Standard
error %

functions
for which

automation
under

development

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 92% 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 98 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03
Headquarters or main 181 99 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.12Branch or nonautonomous 140 96 0.28 0.23 0.18 0.21

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 97 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.07Administrative 372 98 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.06
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 99 0.40 0.37 0.27 0.21Education 98 100 0.35 0.33 0.19 0.23Legal 67 97 0.44 0.39 0.29 0.32
Research/Technical 170 99 0.20 0.20 0.14 0.13Other 9 89 7.11 7.38 1.35 3.12

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 89 4.94 3.26 2.62 3.95National 20 85 2.72 2.55 0.64 1.25
Academic 42 98 0.80 0.76 0.58 0.55Science and technology 447 98 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.04Health and medicine 256 98 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.09General 211 98 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.13Law 90 98 0.34 0.30 0.21 0.21Multitype 53 100 0.75 0.64 0.45 0.38
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.09 1.08 0.69 0.64

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public 658 98 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 98 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 97 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04Second quintile 278 97 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.07Third quintile 198 100 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.12Fourth quintile 267 100 0.10 0.12 0.09 0.10
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 100 0.14 0.23 0.22 0.13
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.1- Standard error (for table 2.1) of total numbers of volumes or volume equivalents in print held
by federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error for total
# of volumes

or volume
equivalents

Response
rate

Standard
error for
average

# of volumes
or volume
equivalents

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 92% 16825884.0 92% 14850.7

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 91 16640867.5 91 21895.9

Headquarters or main 181 93 2408201.1 93 14249.7

Branch or nonautonomous 140 92 249883.4 92 1937.1

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 92 1958334.4 92 5916.4

Administrative 372 90 2755387.8 90 8200.6

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 89 488362.7 89 6782.8

Education 98 91 642464.5 91 7218.7

Legal 67 93 652778.6 93 10528.7

Research/Technical 170 93 907109.1 93 5741.2

Other 9 100 16402757.3 100 1822528.6

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 89 46253.0 89 5781.6

National 20 100 16430422.6 100 821521.1

Academic 42 98 1315303.3 98 32080.6

Science and technology 447 90 2143846.2 90 5306.6

Health and medicine 256 88 159210.1 88 707.6

General 211 96 345144.2 96 1708.6

Law 90 93 835838.7 93 9950.5

Multitype 53 83 274394.5 83 6236.2

Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 97940.1 97 3060.6

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 91 16786233.4 91 28164.8

Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 92 879474.2 92 1895.4

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 92 423580.1 92 1701.1

Second quintile 278 90 309591.3 90 1243.3

Third quintile 198 92 472182.7 92 2594.4

Fourth quintile 267 91 2196125.4 91 9000.5

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 94 16563090.6 94 127408.4
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.2- Standard error (for table 2.2) of total numbers of current subscriptions in print held by federal
libraries and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard error
of total #
of current

subscriptions
in print

Response
rate

Standard error
of average #
of current

subscriptions
in print

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 97% 179249.6 97% 149.6

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 97 177509.4 97 217.3
Headquarters or main 181 95 23861.3 95 138.7
Branch or nonautonomous 140 96 3491.5 96 26.1

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 98 23967.4 98 67.7
Administrative 372 95 53080.7 95 150.4
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 4716.3 95 61.3
Education 98 99 3667.5 99 37.8
Legal 67 96 18126.6 96 283.2
Research/Technical 170 99 14242.6 99 84.8
Other 9 100 167431.0 100 18603.4

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 62.4 100 6.9
National 20 100 168490.3 100 8424.5
Academic 42 100 7857.1 100 187.1
Science and technology 447 96 16505.8 96 38.5
Health and medicine 256 99 4718.0 99 18.7
General 211 98 47736.2 98 230.6
Law 90 93 18978.5 93 225.9
Multitype 53 91 2516.8 91 52.4
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1038.8 100 31.5

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 96 177834.4 96 280.5
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 98 21455.3 98 43.7

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 96 16052.6 96 61.7
Second quintile 278 96 5728.2 96 21.5
Third quintile 198 96 49128.6 96 258.6
Fourth quintile 267 99 10922.8 99 41.4
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 99 170091.8 99 1241.6
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.3- Standard error (for table 2.3) of trends in volume of monographs purchased by federal
libraries and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in
monographs

Standard
error %
reporting

no change in
monographs

Standard Standard
error % error %

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does
monographs not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 89% 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 95 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05

Headquarters or main 181 94 0.17 0.27 0.24 0.18

Branch or nonautonomous 140 93 0.15 0.32 0.31 0.34

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.11

Administrative 372 94 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.10

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 94 0.45 0.59 0.57 0.33

Education 98 97 0.36 0.50 0.36 0.34

Legal 67 91 0.53 0.72 0.39 0.64

Research/Technical 170 95 0.18 0.29 0.21 0.23

Other 9 100 0.00 5.56 3.70 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 5.86 5.86 0.00

National 20 85 0.00 1.80 1.52 2.16

Academic 42 100 1.03 1.19 1.06 0.62

Science and technology 447 93 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.09

Health and medicine 256 97 0.15 0.19 0.14 0.12

General 211 94 0.12 0.22 0.21 0.20

Law 90 91 0.38 0.53 0.35 0.44

Multitype 53 94 0.50 0.92 0.74 0.83

Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 0.00 1.47 1.25 1.49

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 94 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06

Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 95 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 93 0.10 0.17 0.12 0.18

Second quintile 278 95 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.15

Third quintile 198 96 0.15 0.25 0.22 0.19

Fourth quintile 267 96 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.07

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.26 0.35 0.35 0.06
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.4- Standard error (for table 2.4) of trends in dollars expended for monographs in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in

dollars

Standard
error %
reporting
no change
in dollars

Standard Standard
error % error To

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does

dollars not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 89% 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 94 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05
Headquarters or main 181 95 0.21 0.27 0.23 0.18
Branch or nonautonomous 140 93 0.18 0.31 0.29 0.34

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 94 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.11
Administrative 372 95 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.11
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 93 0.51 0.59 0.54 0.30
Education 98 97 0.43 0.51 0.37 0.34
Legal 67 93 0.62 0.71 0.39 0.65
Research/Technical 170 94 0.21 0.29 0.20 0.23
Other 9 100 0.00 5.56 3.70 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 5.86 5.56 3.70
National 20 90 1.12 1.53 1.81 2.30
Academic 42 100 1.14 1.18 0.95 0.62
Science and technology 447 92 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.09
Health and medicine 256 96 0.17 0.19 0.13 0.11
General 211 94 0.14 0.22 0.21 0.20
Law 90 92 0.47 0.53 0.35 0.44
Multitype 53 92 0.60 0.91 0.60 0.83
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 0.53 1.48 1.26 1.50

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public 658 93 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 95 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 93 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.18
Second quintile 278 94 0.13 0.17 0.12 0.15
Third quintile 198 96 0.19 0.25 0.21 0.19
Fourth quintile 267 96 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.07
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.29 0.35 0.33 0.09
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.5- Standard error (for table 2.5) of trends in number of serial subscriptions in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in

subscriptions

Standard
error %

reporting
no change in
subscriptions

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
decreases in
subscriptions

Standard
error

for which
this does
not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 90% 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 96 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.03

Headquarters or main 181 96 0.12 0.27 0.25 0.12

Branch or nonautonomous 140 94 0.20 0.35 0.31 0.26

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 0.09 0.14 0.12 0.07

Administrative 372 97 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.07

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 96 0.44 0.61 0.60 0.14

Education 98 98 0.32 0.47 0.35 0.25

Legal 67 94 0.53 0.72 0.59 0.31

Research/Technical 170 96 0.19 0.29 0.24 0.16

Other 9 100 3.70 5.86 0.00 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.56 4.90 3.70

National 20 90 0.00 2.18 1.53 2.37

Academic 42 98 0.84 1.18 0.99 0.62

Science and technology 447 95 0.07 0.11 0.10 0.06

Health and medicine 256 98 0.15 0.19 0.16 0.09

General 211 96 0.14 0.23 0.23 0.10

Law 90 93 0.40 0.52 0.42 0.17

Multitype 53 96 0.44 0.93 0.85 0.56

Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 0.89 1.53 1.37 0.89

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.04

Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 96 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.04

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 94 0.12 0.18 0.14 0.13

Second quintile 278 96 0.12 0.18 0.15 0.11

Third quintile 198 97 0.17 0.25 0.22 0.11

Fourth quintile 267 97 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.06

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 98 0.23 0.36 0.35 0.00
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Races

Table C2.6- Standard errors (for table 2.6) of trends in dollars expended for serials in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in

dollars

Standard
error %
reporting
no change
in dollars

Standard Standard
error % error %

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does

dollars not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 89% 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 95 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03
Headquarters or main 181 96 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.13
Branch or nonautonomous 140 94 0.27 0.34 0.30 0.28

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.08
Administrative 372 96 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.08
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 94 0.59 0.51 0.57 0.23
Education 98 98 0.49 0.51 0.30 0.26
Legal 67 94 0.61 0.72 0.53 0.31
Research/Technical 170 95 0.26 0.29 0.20 0.17
Other 9 100 4.90 4.90 3.70 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.56 4.90 3.70
National 20 90 1.12 2.18 0.00 2.30
Academic 42 98 1.11 1.19 0.71 0.62
Science and technology 447 93 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07
Health and medicine 256 98 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.08
General 211 95 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.11
Law 90 93 0.49 0.54 0.39 0.17
Multitype 53 96 0.74 0.92 0.81 0.64
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.19 1.52 1.26 1.19

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.05
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 95 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.05

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 94 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.14
Second quintile 278 96 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.12
Third quintile 198 96 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.14
Fourth quintile 267 96 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.06
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 97 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.00
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.7- Standard errors (for table 2.7) of trends in dollars expended for other collections in federal
libraries and information centers (FI and IC) from 1992-1994a

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error %

reporting sig.
increases in

dollars

Standard
error %
reporting

no change in
dollars

Standard Standard
error % error To

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does

dollars not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 88% 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 95 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05
Headquarters or main 181 93 0.22 0.26 0.23 0.19
Branch or nonautonomous 140 91 0.18 0.33 0.27 0.32

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 94 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.11
Administrative 372 95 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.11
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 91 0.52 0.57 0.50 0.44
Education 98 98 0.46 0.51 0.28 0.35
Legal 67 91 0.63 0.72 0.43 0.51
Research/Technical 170 93 0.19 0.28 0.18 0.24
Other 9 100 3.70 5.56 0.00 5.86

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.56 3.70 4.90
National 20 90 1.12 2.18 1.12 2.37
Academic 42 98 1.02 1.18 0.84 0.90
Science and technology 447 92 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.09
Health and medicine 256 97 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.14
General 211 94 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.17
Law 90 90 0.47 0.53 0.33 0.35
Multitype 53 94 0.68 0.89 0.68 0.86
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.10 1.53 1.00 1.19

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 93 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 95 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 92 0.12 0.17 0.13 0.17
Second quintile 278 95 0.13 0.18 0.12 0.15
Third quintile 198 95 0.19 0.24 0.21 0.19
Fourth quintile 267 95 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.11
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.32 0.35 0.28 0.20
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.8- Standard error (for table 2.8) of trends in federally appropriated funding in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994a

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error % ,

reporting sig.
increases in

funding

Standard
error %
reporting

no change in
funding

Standard Standard
error % error %

reporting sig. for which
decreases in this does

funding not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 89% 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 95 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.03
Headquarters or main 181 94 0.19 0.27 0.24 0.14
Branch or nonautonomous 140 92 0.19 0.34 0.30 0.18

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 94 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.08
Administrative 372 94 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.06
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 0.37 0.60 0.55 0.30
Education 98 96 0.41 0.50 0.37 0.23
Legal 67 97 0.59 0.74 0.59 0.40
Research/Technical 170 94 0.18 0.27 0.20 0.16
Other 9 100 3.70 5.86 0.00 5.86

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.86 5.56 3.70
National 20 95 1.12 1.82 1.12 1.12
Academic 42 95 0.89 1.18 1.08 0.51
Science and technology 447 92 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.07
Health and medicine 256 96 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.10
General 211 96 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.07
Law 90 96 0.46 0.55 0.40 0.28
Multitype 53 96 0.44 0.93 0.87 0.60
Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 0.73 1.52 1.41 1.00

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 94 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.04
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 95 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.05

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 94 0.14 0.18 0.15 0.12
Second quintile 278 95 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.09
Third quintile 198 95 0.18 0.24 0.19 0.11
Fourth quintile 267 94 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.09
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.24 0.35 0.33 0.18
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.9- Standard error (for table 2.9) of square footage indexed by volumes or volume equivalents in
print and current subscriptions in print in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC)
in 1994

FL & IC Category
# of

FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard
error of

mean
square footage

Response
rate

Standard
error Sq.
footage by

volume/vol.
equivalents

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 78% 3,172.28 72% 0.00

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 84 4,322.13 76 0.00

Headquarters or main 181 80 1,946.33 75 0.00

Branch or nonautonomous 140 81 1,342.39 77 0.02

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 84 1,164.71 77 0.00

Administrative 372 85 933.55 77 0.00

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 81 1,141.05 74 0.01

Education 98 83 2,382.41 76 0.00

Legal 67 81 3,657.57 75 0.01

Research/Technical 170 79 647.44 76 0.00

Other 9 56 - 56

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 67 67 -
National 20 85 174,287.00 85 0.00

Academic 42 90 5,975.87 88 0.00

Science and technology 447 83 469.80 76 0.00

Health and medicine 256 77 401.95 67 -
General 211 91 479.91 87 0.00

Law 90 76 3,094.16 71 0.00

Multitype 53 75 845.47 62 -
Training center and/or instructional school 33 97 1,065.64 94 0.01

1V. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 82 5,628.81 75 0.00

Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 83 470.84 78 0.00

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 81 206.46 75 0.00

Second quintile 278 78 573.75 71 0.00

Third quintile 198 83 626.19 77 0.00

Fourth quintile 267 84 1,158.21 77 0.00

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 93 23,318.46 86 0.00

- Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.9 Standard error (for table 2.9) of square footage indexed by volumes or volume equivalents in
print and current subscriptions in print in federal libraries and information centers (FL and IC)
in 1994continued

FL & IC Category
Response

rate

Standard
error Sq.
footage by
current

subscriptions

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 76% 0.09

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous 82 0.05
Headquarters or main 77 0.05
Branch or nonautonomous 78 1.32

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 82 0.14
Administrative 82 0.05
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 79 0.36
Education 83 0.52
Legal 76 0.92
Research/Technical 78 0.27
Other 56

111. Mission/subject area
Presidential 67
National 85 0.31
Academic 90 0.73
Science and technology 81 0.09
Health and medicine 77 0.08
General 89 0.24
Law 71 0.76
Multitype 68
Training center and/or instructional school 97 1.79

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 80 0.10
Services not available or provided to gen. public 82 0.13

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 78 0.42
Second quintile 76 0.30
Third quintile 80 0.43
Fourth quintile 83 0.04
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 91 0.10

Too few cases to provide a reliable estimate
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C2.10 Standard error (for table 2.10) of percentage of federal libraries and information centers (FL
and IC) with any electronic collections in 1994

FL & IC Category

Standard error %
# of Response of libraries with any

FL & IC rate electronic collections

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers)

1. Organizational structure
Autonomous
Headquarters or main
Branch or nonautonomous

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center
Administrative
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt.
Education
Legal
Research/Technical
Other

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential
National
Academic
Science and technology
Health and medicine
General
Law
Multitype
Training center and/or instructional school

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public
Services not available or provided to gen. public

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated)
Second quintile
Third quintile
Fourth quintile
Fifth quintile (most highly automated)

1234 88% 0.04

838 87 0.07
181 85 0.33
140 86 0.37

361 89 0.15
372 85 0.15

81 86 0.72
98 91 0.57
67 85 0.85

170 85 0.31
9 89 0.00

9 89 5.79
20 90 1.80
42 81 1.45

447 85 0.13
256 91 0.20
211 90 0.25
90 84 0.62
53 77 1.15
33 91 1.68

658 86 0.09
503 87 0.11

272 91 0.16
278 88 0.19
198 89 0.27
267 84 0.22
139 78 0.45
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.1 Standard errors (for table 3.1) for federal full-time equivalent (FTE) staff in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994a

Fl & IC Category FL & IC
Response

rate

Standard error #
of FTE
Staff

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 99% 4907.4

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 100 4522.7
Headquarters or main 181 98 1900.5
Branch or nonautonomous 140 99 119.2

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 99 1916.6
Administrative 372 99 276.9
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 99 95.9
Education 98 100 81.1
Legal 67 100 76.5

Research/Technical 170 99 138.7

Other 9 100 4507.0

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 29.6
National 20 100 4769.8
Academic 42 100 158.9
Science and technology 447 98 185.5

Health and medicine 256 100 65.5
General 211 100 71.6
Law 90 100 89.3
Multitype 53 100 62.8
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 23.3

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 99 4902.2
Services not available or provided to gen. public 503 99 141.1

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 100 26.2
Second quintile 278 99 1899.0
Third quintile 198 99 76.4
Fourth quintile 267 99 180.3

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 99 4510.7
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.1 Standard errors (for table 3.1) for federal full-time equivalent (FTE) staff in federal libraries
and information centers (FL and IC) in 1994acontinued

FL & IC Category
Response

rate

Standard
error for mean

# of federal
FTE staff

Response
rate

Standard error
for % of

federal FTE
staff who are

grade 13 or above

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 99% 4.01 99% 0.088

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 99 5.42 100 0.133

Headquarters or main 98 10.68 98 0.064

Branch or nonautonomous 99 0.86 99 0.062

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. Center 99 5.37 99 0.085

Administrative 100 0.75 99 0.086
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 99 1.20 99 0.399

Education 100 0.83 100 0.108
Legal 100 1.14 100 0.198
Research/Technical 99 0.83 99 0.074

Other 100 500.78 100 0.031

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 100 3.29 100 0.409
National 100 238.49 100 0.641

Academic 100 3.78 100 0.466
Science and technology 98 0.42 98 0.076
Health and medicine 100 0.26 100 0.065

General .100 0.34 100 0.044
Law 100 0.99 100 0.221

Multitype 100 1.18 100 0.349
Training center and/or instructional school 100 0.71 100 0.222

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 99 7.52 99 0.119
Services not available or provided to gen. public 99 0.28 99 0.055

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 100 .0.10 100 0.040
Second quintile 99 6.91 99 0.107
Third quintile 100 0.39 99 0.075
Fourth quintile 99 0.69 99 0.108
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 99 32.69 99 0.209
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.2- Standard errors (for table 3.2) of allocated federal positions in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC): Trends in management or supervisory staffing from 1992-
1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting
sig. FTE

staff
increases

Standard
error %
reporting
no change

in FTE
staff

Standard
error %
reporting
sig. FTE

staff
decreases

Standard
error %

for which
this does
not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 87% 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 93 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.04
Headquarters or main 181 92 0.07 0.25 0.19 0.19
Branch or nonautonomous 140 91 0.10 0.33 0.21 0.29

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 90 0.05 0.13 0.09 0.10
Administrative 372 94 0.04 0.12 0.08 0.10
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 93 0.14 0.58 0.45 0.48
Education 98 96 0.18 0.40 0.23 0.31
Legal 67 97 0.26 0.62 0.26 0.56
Research/Technical 170 92 0.06 0.28 0.21 0.24
Other 9 89 0.00 5.56 3.68 5.38

Ill. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 3.70 3.70 0.00
National 20 90 1.11 2.03 1.81 0.00
Academic 42 93 0.00 0.94 0.70 0.70
Science and technology 447 90 0.03 0.10 0.08 0.09
Health and medicine 256 95 0.06 0.17 0.10 0.14
General 211 93 0.07 0.21 0.16 0.16
Law 90 96 0.16 0.44 0.16 0.40
Multitype 53 94 0.26 0.92 0.77 0.77
Training center and/or instructional school 33 91 0.00 1.41 1.00 1.24

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 93 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.06
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 92 0.03 0.09 0.06 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 92 0.04 0.17 0.08 0.17
Second quintile 278 94 0.06 0.16 0.12 0.13
Third quintile 198 94 0.08 0.23 0.16 0.19
Fourth quintile 267 93 0.06 0.16 0.13 0.10
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 92 0.12 0.31 0.25 0.20
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.3- Standard errors (for table 3.3) of allocated federal positions in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC): Trends In professional staffing from 1992-1994

FL & IC Category

# of

FL & IC

Response

rate

Standard
error %
reporting
sig. FTE

staff

increases'

Standard
error %

reporting
no change

in FTE

staff

Standard
error %

reporting
sig. FTE

staff

decreases'

Standard
error

for which
this does

not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 86% 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.03

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 92 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.04
Headquarters or main 181 91 0.14 0.26 0.20 0.18
Branch or nonautonomous 140 91 0.12 0.34 0.28 0.28

11. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 89 0.05 0.13 0.10 0.10
Administrative 372 93 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.10
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 0.35 0.58 0.44 0.39
Education 98 94 0.15 0.48 0.38 0.37
Legal 67 96 0.43 0.64 0.31 0.46
Research/Technical 170 92 0.10 0.28 0.22 0.21
Other 9 89 0.00 5.56 0.00 5.56

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 5.56 5.86 0.00
National 20 90 1.11 2.03 1.81 0.00
Academic 42 90 0.00 1.09 0.89 0.84
Science and technology 447 89 0.04 0.10 0.08 0.08
Health and medicine 256 94 0.06 0.18 0.12 0.15
General 211 92 0.12 0.22 0.17 0.17
Law 90 94 0.30 0.47 0.26 0.33
Multitype 53 96 0.60 0.93 0.79 0.60
Training center and/or instructional school 33 91 0.00 1.47 1.09 1.38

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 91 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.05
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 93 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 90 0.05 0.17 0.10 0.16
Second quintile 278 92 0.07 0.17 0.13 0.14
Third quintile 198 93 0.09 0.23 0.19 0.17
Fourth quintile 267 93 0.10 0.17 0.14 0.09
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.17 0.34 0.29 0.19
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.4- Standard error (for table 3.4) of allocated federal positions in federal libraries and information
centers (FL and IC): Trends in technician and staff support positions from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %

reporting
sig. FTE

staff
increases

Standard
error %
reporting
no change

in FTE
staff

Standard
error %

reporting
sig. FTE

staff
decreases

Standard
error %

for which
this does
not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 88% 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 94 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.04
Headquarters or main 181 93 0.14 0.27 0.24 0.16
Branch or nonautonomous 140 91 0.14 0.34 0.31 0.22

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 93 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.08
Administrative 372 95 0.05 0.13 0.12 0.09
Computer tech /Info. resources mgmt. 81 96 0.32 0.61 0.56 0.35

Education 98 92 0.20 0.47 0.40 0.31
Legal 67 96 0.43 0.70 0.43 0.53
Research/Technical 170 95 0.13 0.29 0.26 0.20
Other 9 89 0.00 5.56 3.68 5.38

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 0.00 5.86 5.86 0.00
National 20 85 1.11 2.37 2.33 0.00
Academic 42 93 0.37 1.10 0.98 0.62
Science and technology 447 92 0.05 0.11 0.10 0.08
Health and medicine 256 95 0.09 0.18 0.15 0.12

General 211 96 0.12 0.23 0.23 0.14
Law 90 94 0.33 0.52 0.32 0.39
Multitype 53 94 0.36 0.92 0.88 0.44
Training center and/or instructional school 33 94 0.53 1.49 1.31 1.18

IV. Public access

Services available or provided to gen. public 658 93 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.05

Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 96 0.04 0.10 0.09 0.06

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 94 0.08 0.18 0.14 0.15
Second quintile 278 95 0.07 0.17 0.16 0.10
Third quintile 198 93 0.12 0.24 0.21 0.16
Fourth quintile 267 94 0.10 0.18 0.17 0.10
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 97 0.17 0.35 0.34 0.15
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.5- Standard error (for table 3.5) of trends in contracting out for projects or functions in federal
libraries and information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994a

FL Sz. IC Category

# of
FL St IC

Response
rate

Standard Standard Standard Standard
error % error % error % error %
reporting reporting no reporting sig. for which

sig. increases change in decreases in this does
in contracting contracting contracting not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 90% 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.04

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 96 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05

Headquarters or main 181 93 0.18 0.23 0.12 0.27

Branch or nonautonomous 140 94 0.17 0.26 0.10 0.30

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 96 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.12

Administrative 372 97 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.12

Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 0.41 0.57 0.00 0.60

Education 98 97 0.23 0.35 0.20 0.43

Legal 67 94 0.49 0.53 0.00 0.66

Research/Technical 170 95 0.18 0.24 0.12 0.28

Other 9 89 0.00 5.38 0.00 5.39

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 3.70 5.86 0.00 5.86

National 20 90 1.11 2.02 0.00 2.18

Academic 42 98 0.62 0.94 0.37 1.08

Science and technology 447 94 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.11

Health and medicine 256 96 0.09 0.14 0.05 0.16

General 211 97 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.18

Law 90 92 0.33 0.42 0.00 0.49

Multitype 53 98 0.44 0.82 0.44 0.91

Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 0.00 0.88 0.53 1.00

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.07

Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 96 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.08

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 95 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.13

Second quintile 278 96 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.15

Third quintile 198 98 0.11 0.20 0.09 0.23

Fourth quintile 267 95 0.11 0.16 0.07 0.18

Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 96 0.27 0.33 0.16 0.35
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Appendix C: Tables of Standard Errors and Response Rates

Table C3.6- Standard errors (for table 3.6) of trends in staff training and retaining in federal libraries and
information centers (FL and IC) from 1992-1994

# of
FL & IC Category FL & IC

Response
rate

Standard
error %
reporting

sig. increases
in training/
retraining

Standard
error %
reporting
no change
in training/
retraining

Standard
error % Standard
reporting error %

sig. decreases for which
in training/ this does
retraining not apply

TOTAL (all federal libraries
and information centers) 1234 90% 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02

I. Organizational structure
Autonomous 838 96 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.04
Headquarters or main 181 94 0.20 0.26 0.18 0.15
Branch or nonautonomous 140 95 0.23 0.35 0.31 0.24

II. Nature of parent organization
Library/Info. center 361 95 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.09
Administrative 372 97 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.08
Computer tech/Info. resources mgmt. 81 95 0.42 0.59 0.45 0.23
Education 98 94 0.35 0.48 0.35 0.26
Legal 67 94 0.55 0.71 0.39 0.51
Research/Technical 170 97 0.20 0.29 0.19 0.20
Other 9 100 3.70 5.86 0.00 5.56

III. Mission/subject area
Presidential 9 100 5.56 5.86 3.70 0.00
National 20 95 1.82 2.32 1.82 0.00
Academic 42 93 0.78 1.13 0.78 0.78
Science and technology 447 95 0.08 0.11 0.08 0.07
Health and medicine 256 96 0.13 0.18 0.11 0.12
General 211 97 0.15 0.23 0.20 0.14
Law 90 93 0.39 0.53 0.28 0.40
Multitype 53 98 0.56 0.91 0.71 0.56
Training center and/or instructional school 33 100 1.10 1.54 1.32 0.88

IV. Public access
Services available or provided to gen. public 658 95 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.04
Svcs. not available or provided to gen. public 503 96 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.07

V. Level of automation
First quintile (least automated) 272 96 0.10 0.18 0.13 0.16
Second quintile 278 96 0.12 0.17 0.13 0.10
Third quintile 198 97 0.18 0.24 0.19 0.12
Fourth quintile 267 97 0.13 0.18 0.13 0.09
Fifth quintile (most highly automated) 139 94 0.31 0.35 0.27 0.09
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